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Robbin Brandley 
       December 6, 1962 – January 18, 1986  

              Photo - Thanksgiving Day 1985 in Dallas TX  
Two months before her murder and two weeks before her 23rd birthday 
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                  DEDICATION PAGE 
  

                             
  
  
                                  GENELLE REILLEY (Jill Ramsey)  

  
                    November 1. 1938 – December 21, 2012  
  
On the night of January 18, 1986, Genelle’s heart was ripped apart. Our beloved 

daughter, Robbin, was viciously murdered by an unknown, evil person.  
  
A deep sorrow fell upon Genelle that lasted until her death in 2012. Genelle 

suffered daily fear and terror for herself and her family. During the years from1997 to her 
death in 2012 the fear was compounded by the anger, anxiety and worry that law 
enforcement would deny justice for Robbin. Through it all Genelle never succumbed to 
despair, depression or vengeance. She remained a strong, loving and good wife, daughter, 
mother, aunt and friend.  
 
Genelle and Robbin are together now in eternal love and joy!  
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    Last Family Photo 1985  
  

Jayeson, Genelle, Robbin, Jack  
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TIMELINE OF INJUSTICE FOR SIX CALIFORNIA WOMEN  
  

1986       ROBBIN BRANDLEY                        MURDERED    
1988      JULIE MCGHEE                                RAPED & MURDERED  
1988 MARY ANN WELLS               RAPED  & MURDERED   
1989 TAMMY ERWIN                                 RAPED & MURDERED     

JENNIFER ASBENSON                    BEATEN, RAPED &  
                                     ATTEMPTED MURDER   
1995 DENISE MANEY                              RAPED & MURDERED  
                                 ALL THE ABOVE ARE CALIFORNIA VICTIMS  
  
1996 LAURA UYLAKI                                RAPED & MURDERED  
1996       CASSANDRA CORUM                     RAPED & MURDERED  
1996 LYNN HUBER                                   RAPED &MURDERED    
           ALL THE ABOVE ARE ILLINOIS VICTIMS  

 1997   URDIALES ARRESTED AND FREELY CONFESSES TO ALL MURDERS IN  
            ILLINOIS AND CALIFORNIA  
  
2002 URDIALES RECEIVES ILLINOIS DEATH SENTENCE FOR MURDERS OF 

LYNN HUBER AND LAURA UYLAKI  
  
2003 ILLINOIS GOV. RYAN ISSUES MASS COMMUTATION FOR ALL MURDERERS 

ON ILLINOIS DEATH ROW. URDIALES SAVED  
  
2004 URDIALES RECEIVES SECOND ILLINOIS DEATH SENTENCE FOR MURDER 

OF CASSANDRA CORUM  
 

2008    A CALIF. SENIOR ASST ATTORNEY GENERAL STATES URDIALES MUST 
GO THROUGH THE ILLINOIS APPEALS PROCESS BEFORE CALIFORNIA 
WILL EXTRADITE HIM TO CALIFORNIA – EXPECT 10 YEARS MINIMUM  

  
HE ALSO STATES THAT IT WILL TAKE A MINIMUM OF 20+ YEARS FOR 
CALIFORNIA TO COMPLETE TRIALS AND APPEALS  

  
2011    ILLINOIS GOV. QUINN ENDS CAPITAL PUNISHMENT IN ILLINOIS. 

URDIALES SAVED AGAIN. ALL ILLINOIS APPEALS END 
 
2011 CALIFORNIA EXTRADITES URDIALES TO ORANGE COUNTY, CA 
  
2014    AN ORANGE COUNTY, CA FEDERAL JUDGE RULES THAT THE DEATH 
            PENALTY IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL. REASON: THE MURDERER SUFFERS 
            DURING THE YEARS FROM CONVICTION TO ACTUAL EXECUTION. 
 (ON APPEAL)   
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2015    URDIALES TRIAL STARTS FOR FIVE CALIFORNIA MURDERS-   
            (AUGUST - PROJECTED)             
  
2034  URDIALES APPEALS OF CALIFORNIA DEATH SENTENCE FINALLY END –  
            (PROJECTED)  
   
37 YEARS FROM URDIALES’ CONFESSION TO END OF HIS CALIFORNIA APPEALS 
(PROJECTED)  
  
48 YEARS FROM ROBBIN’S MURDER TO END OF URDIALES’ APPEALS  

  
Genelle and Jack were 47 when Robbin died; they will be 95 when Urdiales’ appeals end  

 
JUSTICE DELAYED IS JUSTICE DENIED  

FOR ALL SIX CALIFORNIA VICTIMS AND THEIR FAMILIES  
  

THIS IS A CRIMINAL JUSTICE CRIME AGAINST VICTIMS  
 
Andrew URDIALES, THE CONFESSED MURDERER OF ROBBIN BRANDLEY, IS A SERIAL KILLER  
OF EIGHT YOUNG WOMEN; FIVE IN CALIFORNIA AND THREE IN ILLINOIS. HE ATTEMPTED TO 
MURDER A SIXTH CALIFORNIA VICTIM WHO ESCAPED. URDIALES CONFESSED FREELY TO 
ALL HIS MURDERS AND CRIMES.   

URDIALES IS A SOCIOPATH WHO SCOFFS AT LAW AND SOCIETY. HE IS ALSO A LUCKY  
SERIAL KILLER. HE RECEIVED TWO ILLINOIS DEATH SENTENCES, BOTH COMMUTATED BY 
TWO ILLINOIS GOVERNORS FOR THREE MURDERS. AS PUNISHMENT FOR HIS MURDERS, 
URDIALES WAS SENTENCED TO… LIFE … WITHOUT PAROLE. SENTENCED TO LIFE, WHAT 
IRONY. ALL HIS MURDER VICTIMS REMAIN DEAD, URDIALES FACES NO DANGER OF CAPITAL 
PUNISHMENT IN CALIFORNIA EVEN IF HE RECEIVES THE DEATH SENTENCE.  
 
BASED ON THE CURRENT DEATH SENTENCE PRACTICES AND LEGAL ENTANGLEMENTS, IT IS 
UNLIKLY HE WILL BE EXECUTED BY CALIFORNIA OR ILLINOIS FOR EIGHT MURDERS. 
URDIALES HAS FOUR OPTIONS IN PRISON:  
 
1. HE WILL DIE NATURALLY OR COMMIT SUICUIDE; (MOST LIKELY)  

2. HE WILL BE MURDERED BY OTHER INMATES; (HOPEFULLY)  

3. HE WILL BE COMMUTATED BY A FUTURE GOVERNOR TO LIFE WITHOUT PAROLE AS HE 
WAS IN ILLINOIS; (VERY PROBABLE)  

4. HE WILL SERVE AN INDEFINITE AMOUNT OF TIME AND BE RELEASED BECAUSE OF  
TRUMPTED UP LEGAL OR TRIAL ERRORS, OR, CALIFORNIA DEATH ROW SENTENCING LAWS 
WILL BE LIBERALIZED (WITHIN THE REALM OF POSSIBITY}  

AS OF JUNE 2015 URDIALES SITS IN AN ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA JAIL AWAITING  
A 2015 TRIAL.HE HAS LAWYERS, FAMILY, FOOD, CLOTHES, A WARM, DRY PLACE TO SLEEP, 
MEDICAL TREATMENT, ENTERTAINMENT, AND, MOST IMPORTANTLY, NO FEAR OF EVER 
SUFFERING EXECUTION FOR HIS HENIOUS FIVE CALIFORNIA MURDERS + ONE ATTEMPTED 
MURDER AND OTHER CRIMES.  
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URDIALES FREELY ADMITTED HIS MURDERS AND CRIMES BUT HAS NEVER EXPRESSED ANY 
SORROW OR REGRET TO THE FAMILIES AND FRIENDS OF HIS VICTIMS. HE HAS NEVER 
ASKED THEM FOR FORGIVENESS.   

THE TAXPAYERS OF ILLINOIS AND CALIFORNIA HAVE SPENT MILLIONS OF DOLLARS  
PROVIDING URDIALES LEGAL REPRESENTATION TO ASSURE HIS RIGHTS AS HE SEEKS TO  
EXCAPE OR MINIMIZE PUNISHMENT FOR HIS CRIMES. NOT A DIME HAS BEEN SPENT TO 
ASSURE THE WELFARE OF HIS VICTIMS AND THEIR SURVIVORS NOR HELP THEM PUT THEIR 
LIVES BACK TOGETHER.  

URDIALES’ ONLY SURVIVING VICTIM SUFFERS EVERY DAY AS DO THE DEAD VICTIM’S 
FAMILIES AND FRIENDS. THIS IS TRULY CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT. 

 Synopsis of the contents of our story:  
  
... Robbin Brandley was murdered at Saddleback Community College;  
... Sheriff detectives had no motive or evidence;  
... Because the Sheriff had no clues or suspects, it was decided to minimize any public     
damage, or threat, to Saddleback Community College’s reputation, its management and 
administration;  
…A cover-up of facts and a declaration of a cold case ASAP was decided to avoid bad     
publicity against Saddleback and prevent any negative repercussions against County     
law enforcement and/or county government, institutions and leaders;  
... Leads and suspects were purposefully ignored to keep the cover-up intact. The     
investigation was purposefully bungled by the Sheriff’s office and detectives;  
…We suffered rudeness, vulgar cursing at us, ridicule, lies, humiliation, contempt and     
more from the Sheriff’s detectives and the District Attorney prosecutor;  
…From the beginning the detectives expressed antipathy and anger about the murder,     
and, our inquiries for information were both ignored and/or met with derision and anger;  
... The basic cover-up lasted until one of the murderers, ex-Marine Andrew Urdiales, a 
serial killer, surprisingly confessed in 1997, 11 years after Robbin’s murder, during a 
Chicago police murder interrogation;  
... The DA”s office and prosecutors avoided extradition for 14 years, to November 2011, 
to delay a trial that could potentially explode the cover-up and reveal the true facts of 
Robbin’s murder and expose the murderers;  
... Law enforcement began a harassment campaign, “gaslighting,” to frighten us, to quiet     
us;  
... The prosecutor stated that the “physical evidence at the crime scene is not Urdiales’.    
Orange County decided to not prosecute Urdiales for lack of evidence until pressured     
to do so;  
…The Senior Asst. Calif. Atty. General in San Diego said it would be 2018 at the earliest     
before Urdiales would be extradited to California and 2038 before all appeals end;  
... The confessed murderer was finally extradited to Orange County in 2011, 25 years     
after Robbin’s murder and 14 years after confession. The extradition was forced on the      
District Attorney because Illinois ended capital punishment thus ending all of Urdiales’    
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appeals: the District Attorney’s strategy to resist extradition for years into the future ran 
out of gas;  
... Robbin may never receive justice, her murder will never be completely solved.  
  
  As of this writing in the Fall of 2015 we have one of two scenarios we can 
believe:  

…1: Tough luck. Robbin was caught up in the labyrinth of incompetent police 
work and in the machinations of a criminal justice system whose goal is to protect the 
rights of criminals. Law enforcement advice to us: Lump it, Accept it and Hope for the 
best and get on with our lives. 

   
… 2: A cover-up and extradition delays are purposeful actions by law 

enforcement – Sheriff and District Attorney - to prevent and/or thwart justice until far 
into the future.   
  
  The events and facts of almost 30 years, almost 1/3rd of a century, prove to us that both 
scenarios are operative.  
 

The information concerning the murder of Robbin Brandley and our descriptions of a law 
enforcement cover up, malfeasance and harassment by the Orange County Sheriff and 
District Attorney is detailed in www.whomurderedrobbinbrandley.com online for several 
years. The District Attorney, the lead prosecutor, Howard Gundy, Sheriff Mike Carona 
and his successor, Sandra Hutchens, and former Asst. California Attorney General Gary 
Schons know our opinions. We have been open and public with our opinions, accusations 
and conclusions.  

We respectfully ask that you read without opinion before reaching any conclusions.  
  
Genelle (Deceased) and Jack Reilley  
January 2014  
Parents of Robbin (Reilley) Brandley and Jayeson (Reilley) Brandley  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.whomurderedrobbinbrandley.com/
http://www.whomurderedrobbinbrandley.com/
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CHAPTER 1       
  

 INTRODUCTION  
  
  
  

  
                                               Baby Robbin - 1963  
  
  
We are Genelle (Jill) and John (Jack) Reilley, the parents of Robbin Brandley   

  
(birth name Dana Lynne Reilley).  
  

Robbin, a college student just turned 23 years old, was murdered Saturday   
  
evening, January 18, 1986, on a dark, unguarded parking lot at Saddleback Community   
  
College in Mission Viejo, Orange County, California. The murder was unprovoked,   
  
vicious and brutal, committed by an absolute stranger. Robbin suffered 41 knife stabs.   
  
The wounds on Robbin’s hands show she fought her assailant(s) for her life.   
  

As of this writing, begun in 2013, we want to describe our experience with  
 

Orange County law enforcement – the Sheriff and District Attorney.  This is a very 
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difficult story for us to write. What we describe is absolutely contrary to our beliefs about 
 
justice, law and order, taught to us since childhood by our parents and society. We have 
 
discussed our experiences many times with each other and with  family and many others 
 
including law enforcement from throughout the state: police officials, District Attorneys 
 
and prosecutors, defense lawyers and especially with fellow homicide survivors.   
  

We do not draw conclusions and make accusations frivolously. Our conclusions  
  
 may not be believable to you, they hardly are to us. You may think we have imagined a   
  
fantasy driven by frustration, grief and/or malice. We have asked that about ourselves  
 
many, many times. We ask the reader to keep an open opinion.    
  
  Beginning immediately after the horrible night of January 18, 1986, we   
  
experienced nervousness, hostility and secretiveness by the detectives toward the murder.   
  
The lead detective, Sgt. Mike Stephany, became curt, sarcastic, threatening and mocked   
  
us. It was made clear that our inquiries about the investigation, the leads and information   
  
gathered by us, by friends and by strangers were unwelcome. Our phone calls were   
  
unanswered or not returned until after long delays. Stephany cursed us vilely around the   
  
1st anniversary (strange term for a death date) when we asked him if new leads developed   
  
after media stories: he seemed a crazy, stressed man. He did not want to deal with   
  
Robbin’s murder. It became clear to us that the murder was a low priority of the harried   
  
Sheriff’s detective staff. Regardless of all this, we were still myopic about the goodness   
  
of law enforcement. We resisted suspicion that the investigation was unprofessional,   
  
incomplete and that the detectives had screwed up  

  
Police detectives and officials we met over the years told us it was unfortunate   
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that a city police department and it’s detectives were not the investigators instead of   
  
Orange County’s Sheriff deputies. Police and District Attorneys for other California   
  
counties had a low regard for the 1980s Orange County Sheriff, his department and it’s   
  
deputies; they considered them corrupt jailers, not homicide investigators. This is just   
  
wonderful stuff to hear about the agency we depended upon for investigative   
  
professionalism and justice.  
  

After Andrew Urdiales’ confession in 1997, the DA’s prosecutors began telling us   
  
differing stories that conflicted, reversed and purposefully obfuscated earlier stories. We   
  
were given misinformation, lies and rosy scenarios of false hope.   
  

As time dragged on and disappointments mounted, we reluctantly realized the DA   
  
was stalling extradition using the excuse of Illinois’ liberal criminal rights laws and   
  
appeals procedures. This prosecutorial stall happened while at the same time they were   
  
happy-talking to us and the media that extradition was expected any time soon and   
  
prosecution would be thorough and relentless.   
  
   Based on the shifting stories told to us, we suspected that serious investigative   
  
mistakes were made, facts and clues were overlooked or ignored and evidence was   
  
unexamined, missing or non-existent. Suspects were not professionally interviewed in an   
  
investigatory manner or procedure. Conflicting stories shouted out loudly to us that the   
  
trial preparation was put off because of either a confused mess or evidence was in   
  
disarray. To us there was no urgency; waiting 29+ years for trial was simply   
  
OK with the prosecutors, it served their tactic of delay. We concluded the DA did not   
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want to prosecute while Robbin’s murder was still in the public’s memory: if extradition   
  
and prosecution could be delayed for years… well, so be it. Regardless of what we were   
 
told, the message always came through as That’s the justice system…Just suck it up.  
  

We were perplexed. We were despondent. WHY did Robbin’s murder upset the   
  
Sheriff and District Attorney so much that they would suborn justice? What the hell was   
  
going on? The entire process was entirely different that that experienced by our fellow   
  
 homicide survivors.  
  

The Night of January 18, 1986  
  
  Robbin Brandley served as a volunteer student usher at a college sponsored concert 
featuring well known pianist Liz Story. The sold out event was held at the college auditorium. 
After attending the post-concert reception for the artist, Robbin walked out of the auditorium to 
her car about 10:00 PM. She was seen leaving with another female student volunteer by several 
people. The two were escorting each other to their cars, the buddy system, for protection on the 
dark, dangerous Saddleback College campus.  
  
  Sometime after 10:30 PM, Robbin’s body was discovered by a male student and a female 
instructor. Both were Robbin’s friends. She was lying by her Chevrolet. At that time a security 
guard drove up. The guard said he saw Robbin’s body some minutes earlier but did not 
investigate, he drove away, he thought her body was a mannequin.   
  
  Upon arrival at the crime scene, Orange County Sheriff’s detectives began an 
investigation. The sprinkler system came on and no one knew how to turn it off. The crime scene 
was saturated and valuable evidence was most likely lost in the several streams of water running 
away from the scene into sewer outlets. Several reporters at the scene told us the crime scene 
management was a joke and that there was an abundance of evidence.   
  
The detectives determined that there was no sexual assault, no robbery and absolutely no physical 
evidence. There appeared to be no obvious motive. Robbin was murdered, viciously stabbed 41 
times, by an unknown person, a Jack the Ripper, a phantom, who committed a hate filled, very 
physical, very personal and strenuous murder then disappeared into the night without leaving a 
trace or a clue.   
  
  Robbin’s murder was a true mystery to the Sheriff detectives, they were baffled. They 
claimed there were no leads, no suspects, no purpose or reason. They offered no hope when or if 
the murder would be solved. The lead detective said if there were no breaks in the case within 36 
hours, the murderer would probably never be discovered or caught. Saddleback students, faculty, 
college employees, spouses and parents were shaken, frightened, as never before.  
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Our lives were changed forever. The grief was unbearable. We could think of no one who 
would harm Robbin. The murder was so senseless.  
  

What we did not know was that Robbin’s murder would not be thoroughly or 
competently investigated or solved, and, that a law enforcement cover-up of the facts of her 
murder began almost immediately. Robbin’s murder would be caught up in a bizarre version of 
the age old story of civic greed. The protection of the reputations of Orange County institutions 
became more important than finding the mysterious murderer.  
  
An unknown, mysterious murderer plus the lack of motive and suspects offered the detectives a 
perfect cover for their incompetent actions, lack of investigative curiosity and fumbled 
investigation. Declaring the murder a cold case, getting it out of the headlines and local and 
national news became the law enforcement objective.  
  
It was imperative that the on-campus fear be tampered down. Enrollment must not suffer. Any 
investigation into the campus administration’s lax attitude and inaction about campus security 
must be squashed, kept out of the headlines.  
  
To this day the one self-confessed murderer, Andrew Urdiales, is awaiting a trial scheduled to 
start in 2015, 29+ years after Robbin’s murder, 18 years after his confession. We do not believe 
Urdiales’ confession nor his conviction will completely solve the murder; we believe he was not 
the sole murderer. We think it is only 50/50 that Urdiales will be convicted for Robbin’s murder 
due to lack of physical evidence.  
  
Robbin just turned 23 when she died, she would be 52 if/when the trial begins. We were 47 years  
old when Robbin died; we will be 77 if or when the trial begins. Justice delayed is justice denied.  
  
Capital Punishment – Execution  - We have been asked many times if we want 
vengeance, do we want a state homicide to settle the score? In 1997 when Urdiales 
confessed, our answer was that if he is judged guilty, sentence him to the maximum that 
California allows. If that is death, so be it. Over the years we watched Urdiales escape 
two death sentences for three brutal murders in Illinois, and, we saw the de facto (maybe 
permanent) end of executions in California. After all these years, we don’t care about the 
punishment any more other than he should never be freed. If he does receive a death 
sentence in California it means nothing, he won’t be executed. Urdiales will die a natural 
death or be murdered by other inmates or commit suicide before he is ever executed. If he 
receives a Life with out Parole (Lw/oP), he suffers the same fate. We don’t have any 
emotion or concern about Urdiales but we do want the justice system to sentence him and 
that ALL the facts and suspects be identified, we want Robbin’s murder mystery solved. 
    

 
 
If you are a normal law abiding citizen you believe, you hope and trust, that law   

  
enforcement will be a protective barrier from crime for you and your loved ones. If you   
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are a victim or survivor you hope that law enforcement will be your champion and will  
 
diligently seek swift and sure justice. We too had these hopes and beliefs prior to 2:00 AM  
 
Sunday morning, January 19, 1986 when we learned that Robbin was murdered.  
 
[Note: A survivor is a family member or friend close to the actual victims. Survivors are truly victims of the 
murder. For this narrative the words survivor and victim are frequently interchangeable.]  
  
  Let us make this clear from the outset, we don’t dislike law enforcement.  But,   
  
based on our experience, we don’t trust Orange County law enforcement. We know first   
  
hand that law enforcement is honorable. Since Robbin’s death we have met many   
  
homicide survivors who give glowing testimony about the police and prosecutors who   
  
provide them impeccable, dedicated, service and compassion. Our friends in sorrow tell   
  
us of the dedication and kindness of the detectives and district attorneys who investigate   
  
and prosecute violent, murdering criminals. Almost all police and prosecutors act   
  
honorably toward victims even though, under law, they have no obligation to victims   
  
because they represent the state, the government, not victims.   

  
But, for some victims and survivors, like ourselves, it is a different story.    

  
Fortunately, mistreatment and downright hostility to victims is not normal, but, it does   
  
occur often enough to not be considered extraordinary or unusual.  
  

When a horrendous crime has the potential of upsetting or slowing down the  
  
financial opportunities of elected and non-elected civic leaders and respected institutions,  
  
the first impulse is damage control; to rally around in order to protect power, wealth and   
  
privilege. This is a normal response, not necessarily bad or unusual, perhaps it is just   
  
instinctive until all the facts are known. After all, the leaders did not commit the crime,   
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so, why should they suffer because of it. The protective circling of the wagons turns   
  
unnatural and corrosive, even illegal, when secrecy and cover-up become more important   
  
than the facts and the truth of the crime. Secrecy leaves the crime intentionally unsolved,  
  
criminals intentionally unpunished and leaves victims, truth and justice harmed.  
  

 The Orange County Sheriff and District Attorney, both elected officials, are  
  
politicians. They are powerful members of the governing class. Depending on their 
 
personalities and ambition and how they use their power, connections and influence they   
  
may also be an “insider,” a beneficiary of the wealth and privileges of the civic   
  
leadership. The longer they stay in office, consolidating power, the more “inside” they   
  
become.  
  

Both of these law enforcement politicians require influential backers and   
  
money to support their political organization: money is used to entice or reward political   
  
support and endorsements and to conduct election campaigns. Sums of money are   
  
provided legally by direct and various routes by the civic leaders in order to have   
  
influence. These contributions are not given as a quid pro quo for some favor, that is   
  
illegal, but as simple normal political practice. Political contributors of large sums of   
  
money or expensive “in-kind” non-money support want a seat at the politician’s table, to   
  
be able to whisper into his/her ear: maybe get lucrative appointments to boards and   
  
commissions of this & that to enrich themselves, their family or their friends. Maybe   
  
contributors just want to join the “insider” clubs of the Orange County Sheriff and   
  
District Attorney. These insider club members get official looking certificates to frame   
  
and hang on walls and, most importantly, they get official looking kiddie cop or junior   
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DA badges (yes, it is true) that they can flash around for the best seat or table or get   
  
special deals and considerations from businesses, or, most important, impress the ladies   
  
at cocktail parties. The “really inside insiders,” the special friends, sometimes get gun   
  
carry permits that ordinary citizens can’t obtain. In recent news there was a report of an   
  
a reserve officer, an “insider” flashing his badge and gun at golfers playing ahead of him   
  
at a popular golf course. He wanted them to speed it up. They ignored him. So, he flashed   
  
his reserve officer kiddie badge with his real gun. This madman insider was Sheriff Mike   
 
Carona’s personal martial arts advisor. District Attorney Tony Rackauckus awarded   
  
honorary DA badges to wealthy Newport Beach contributors. This is just how things are   
  
in politics, we all know it.   
  

The difference with the Sheriff and District Attorney versus other public officials   
  
is their awesome power of investigation, arrest and prosecution. And, what may be   
  
more important to the civic governing class, the Sheriff and District Attorney have the   
  
almighty power to excuse, overlook, minimize, do nothing and to look away. The ability   
  
to influence law enforcement is much more important that the ability to bribe or browbeat   
  
a city councilperson or county supervisor or bureaucrats who wield decision power over   
  
zoning, taxing, issuing contracts and setting government policy but have no power to   
  
arrest, put on trial and send anyone to prison.  
  

When law enforcement looks away, is it always illegal? Probably not; immoral,  
  
sometime, it depends on how far they take it and what can be gotten away with without   
  
discovery, and, how much damage they do to the public. The public is very tolerant, 
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within reason: a little corruption is forgivable. We expect our politicians (not all, but 
 
many) and civic leaders to be greedy, bend rules and even steal; we just want them to use 
 
some tact, keep it below the surface, be reasonably legal, not in-your-face criminal. The 
 
public also expects some public benefit like roads and bridges, good schools, libraries, 
 
entertainment venues, parks, clean streets, low taxes, a good economy and cops on the 
 
beat...when the public sees taxes at work, they overlook the pocket lining, within reason. 
 
For instance, we marvel at the politician from a dirt poor rural “wherever” who spends 20 
 
years in Congress or the state Legislature and retires a multi-millionaire with a golden 
 
parachute, all on a $100,000 or less a year income . Amazing good luck or shrewd 
 
investments? If the politician delivers laws and  government policies that create good 
 
Law and Order, a general increase in prosperity, education and opportunity for the kids 
 
and a safe community, that’s good enough.   
  

Law enforcement shady-ness and corruption have been going on since the cave   
  
man days, we take it for granted. We all enjoy headlines, investigative reports, movies,   
  
books and plays about civic corruption. Every city, large and small, has a good old   
  
fashioned scandal every 10 years or every generation -- politicians are crooked,   
  
developers are crooked, cops are crooked, businesses and social organizations are   
  
crooked, the DA is crooked, banks, tax collectors, assessors, you name it. It has become   
  
entertainment. Every few years every community, every level of government – from   
  
national down to local – has the latest and greatest REFORM CANDIDATE who will   
  
sweep the bums out of office and restore civic pride. Ya, sure. Now the new bums take   
  
over.  Every election for President of the United States has candidates who will “clean up   
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Washington, cut the graft and waste, reform the tax code...blah, blah, blah.” We love this   
  
stuff! We publically admit to ourselves government is crooked. We see Presidents and   
  
governors pardon dastardly financial criminals just before leaving office. Is it any wonder   
  
then that corruption stinks from the very top to the very lowest government and civic   
  
levels. The fish stinks from the head. 
  

HOWEVER, all this said, the public will not accept political influence that   
  
corrupts law enforcement, especially a cover-up of a murder: politics mixed with murder   
  
is a toxic brew. Political control over the outcome of crime investigations is dry rot to   
  
society’s cohesion and basic need of safety and security from evil, but, when the civic  
 
playmakers and officials think they can get away with it, they too often try to suborn the  
 
social standards of decency.  
  

Our story describes our trying to make sense of our daughter’s murder and the   
  
WHY of law enforcement cover-up. We want to understand why the DA’s prosecutors  
 
concocted delays to prevent extradition and trial: why is truth hidden, not exposed.   
  

We think there are many victims and survivors like us with similar bizarre   
  
law enforcement experiences. These people have been rung through the criminal   
  
justice system ringer just as we have or witnessed it happening to a friend, family or a   
  
neighbor.  
  
  Our purpose is not to convince you of anything. We are simply laying out our   
  
story based on what happened to us, what we were told, the delays, the lies. Like the   
  
public, we too want to believe the law enforcement rosy scenario, we want to be good   
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citizens supporting and believing that our elected officials are honorable. We try hard to   
  
sort is all out, to rationalize law enforcement’s actions against us and Robbin. We come   
  
to our conclusions painstakingly, not quickly or easily.   

  
Our starting premise is that we are mistaken: we are too harsh, too cynical, we  

  
 willingly misunderstand, we are too quick to judge and accuse, that we are grief stricken   
  
parents striking out in frustration. But... as John Adams said, “Facts are stubborn   
  
things,” and whatever may be our wishes, our inclinations to make excuses for   
  
law enforcement, the stubborn facts and lies drip, drip, drip until they become a flood and   
  
we cannot avoid the obvious anymore.  
  

On December 6, 2014, Robbin turned 52. If Robbin had lived, she would   
  
have a successful career, be married, have children and we would be her proud parents   
  
and the proud grandparents of her children. Her murderer(s) took all of that joy away  
 
from Robbin, from us, from her brother Jayeson and his family, and from relatives  
 
and friends. Orange County law enforcement choose to became a de facto accomplice, an   
  
enabler, for her murderers when they decided to be against Robbin.  
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CHAPTER 2  
  

 JILL AND JACK REILLEY  
  
  
  

           
  
  

Downtown Laguna Beach  
  
  
Before beginning the details of Robbin‟s murder, we will present some information to 
provide context about our family.  
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Background  -- Genelle Ramsey and Jack Reilley  
  
We met in 1955 when we were 16 years old and juniors at Woodrow Wilson High   
  
School, Long Beach, CA. Jack is one week older than Jill. We began dating and became   
  
sweethearts. In 1956 we graduated together. We married on November 28, 1959 in Las   
  
Vegas, Nevada, a month after we turned 21. Robbin was born three years later, December  
 
6, 1962, and her brother, Jayeson, one year later on December 21, 1963. Both children  
 
were born at Community Hospital in Long Beach. Jayeson and his lovely wife, Marlo  
 
Gullett, have given us three wonderful, good looking and talented grandchildren: Jaclyn, 
 
Jayeson and Sophea.  
  

Jill was born in Tyler, Texas (November 01, 1938) and Jack in Sioux City, Iowa   
  
(October 24, 1938.) We were born during one of the darkest years of the Great   
  
Depression. During World War 2, in the early 1940s, our parents pulled up roots from   
  
Iowa and Texas and headed for Southern California where jobs in the aircraft and   
  
shipyard factories offered good pay and steady work with lots of overtime. After 12+   
  
years of jobless depression and hardscrabble existence, going to fabled California was an  
  
irresistible opportunity for mid-westerners and southerners to rise above financial misery.  
  
Both of our fathers worked in the shipyards, our mothers worked in aircraft factories.  
  

After the war, Jill moved back to Tyler with her parents, Mildred and Henry   
  
Ramsey. They returned to Long Beach, California in the early1950s. Jack’s parents,   
  
Elaine and Richard Reilley, stayed in Long Beach because the California climate was   
  
beneficial for Richard’s health; he suffered from tuberculosis and surgically lost one lung   
  
in 1938. When Jack was born, Richard was recovering in a sanatorium, isolated away   
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from his family for a full year.   
  

Fortunately, both families settled in the same part of Long Beach. We went to   
  
different elementary and junior high schools, Jill to public, Jack to parochial, so we did   
  
not have any chance to know each other until our junior year in high school. During the   
  
years when we were 6 to11 years old, we both went to Saturday matinees at the Lee (now   
  
Art) Theater on 4th Street and we probably saw each other many times (but who pays   
  
attention to the opposite sex at that age.) We had no inkling of the life we would have   
  
together. In 1955 Jack transferred to Wilson High from St. Anthony’s and that is where   
  
our story begins. Love at first sight at 16? We think so.  
  

When we decided to start a family, we agreed that Jill would be a stay at home   
  
Mom, always there for the kids. Jack graduated from college, finished his military   
  
obligation and worked successfully in management and executive positions for   
  
respectable companies. In many ways we were the beloved and typical TV family of the   
  
1950s and 60s...Father Knows Best, The Donna Reed Show and Leave It To Beaver, to   
  
name a few: a stay at home Mom, Dad goes to work every day, kids in school, a dog, two   
  
cats, two cars, a mortgage and a nice home. We celebrated our 53rd marriage anniversary   
  
on November 21, 2012.  
  

On December 21, 2012, Genelle died of ovarian cancer. We both turned 74 years   
  
old a few weeks earlier. She died on Jayeson’s 49th birthday. Genelle believed in   
  
everlasting life; she was not afraid to die because she knew she would be with her   
  
beloved Robbin again. Since we both began writing this narrative together in 2008, I will   
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continue writing it as a joint venture. I feel her presence in every word.  
 
Comments and Perspective  

  
As of this writing, for 29+years we have:  
   

…been lied to repeatedly about the investigation, the evidence and the prosecution,  
  
…suffered verbal abuse including gross and vile cursing and humiliation by the lead     
Sheriff’s detective,  
  
…suffered continual, and purposeful, delay in the extradition and trial,  
  
…experienced harassment by law enforcement to stop our criticism and to     
prevent any action on our part that could lead to the collapse and exposure of the     
cover-up of Robbin’s murder.   
  
  For 11 years, from Robbin’s murder in 1986 up to Andrew Urdiales’ confession   
  
in 1997, we believed, with great skepticism, Orange County Sheriff Brad Gates and  
 
his homicide detectives when they repeatedly stated to us and the media that the murder  
 
was a cold case: there were no suspects, there were no clues, there was absolutely no  
 
physical evidence. For all they knew, the killer was a phantom maniac.  
  

During the couple of years of so-called active investigation, prior to declaring a   
  
cold case, we did not understand why there was so much open animosity and antipathy   
  
toward us and toward Robbin’s murder by the Sheriff’s detectives, especially from the   
  
lead detective, Sgt. Mike Stephany. This attitude grew even worse, more defensive, over 
 
time. Stephany became angry.  
  

This harsh treatment started within days after the investigation began. We   
  
suspected something was terribly wrong, some screw up, that caused a lack of   
  
enthusiasm by detectives to follow leads and interview suspects. We also suspected   
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and sensed some fear, some secret, the detectives had that was making them edgy.   
  

We did not imagine this on our own; several reporters at the crime scene told us,   
  
warned us, that many mistakes were made and that information was suppressed. We   
 
heard them but did not want to believe. We rationalized that reporters were trying to goad   
  
us into comments or criticism. We believed the reporters just had it “in” for Sheriff Gates   
  
and the Sheriff’s office. Years later the dots began to connect and we understood why the   
  
reporters and police and DAs from other venues were so harsh in their criticism of    
  
Sheriff Gates and his department.  
  

We did realize early on that the lead detective, Stephany, was an unstable,   
  
incompetent blockhead because of his lack of action, his rude comments, his attitude, his   
  
indifference and his seething anger. We questioned our homicide survivor friends about   
  
how they were treated by their detectives. They told us many, many stories of the   
  
great work and courtesy by the detectives working on their homicides. We could not   
  
understand why Stephany was so different, so difficult to work with, so resistant to   
  
solving the murder, so hostile and rude to us. We received feed-back from friends and   
  
concerned citizens about the rude treatment Sgt. Stephany gave them without cause on   
  
their part. People with leads thought they were doing the good citizen thing, only to be   
  
given an abrupt, often rude, brush off. All agreed, what a jerk! What was the problem?   
  
We complained to Stephany’s superiors and were met with skepticism, mixed with   
  
antagonism, as the department rallied around one of its own.  
  

We finally realized that the Orange County Sheriff was never going to put any   
  
serious effort into solving the murder. Once the murder was shelved as a cold case, all   
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investigation and interest would stop…filed and forgotten. Unaware of the Sheriff’s   
  
duplicity and the cover-up, we thought the Sheriff’s detectives were in over their heads   
  
and had committed many blunders and screw-ups that damaged any case they could bring   
  
to then-District Attorney Cecil Hicks.   
  

Over the years we talked with police detectives, a couple Chiefs of Police, and   
  
some District Attorneys. They sympathized with us. They told us it was too bad the OC   
  
Sheriff was handling the investigation. They did not have kind words for the Sheriff   
  
or his detectives. They even hinted that the OC Sheriff organization was incompetent and   
  
was a law enforcement joke. They told us the OC Sheriff  Deputies were jailers, not crime   
  
investigators. When we discussed cover-up, not one of these officials objected, or seemed   
  
surprised, or was offended or came to the defense of the OC Sheriff or his deputies.  
  

We were naive.  We still could not believe that law enforcement instituted a   
  
cover-up that mandated a cold case determination for the purpose of erasing Robbin’s   
  
murder from the public’s memory. A cold case indicated an unsolvable crime thus   
  
assuring that any complications or criticisms of public and private officials, any scandal,   
  
any revelation, would never see the light of day.  
  
The 11 empty years 1986 to 1997:  
  

During the 11 dark years we decided to be active in improving student   
  
safety, active in the homicide victim-survivor movement, politically active, and, we were   
  
determined to do what we could by ourselves to solve the murder. We knew we were   
  
abandoned by law enforcement so we developed an action plan to work productively on   
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our goals and to not be helpless victims, not the “poor folks”  that DA prosecutor Gundy  
 
calls homicide survivors.  
  
Campus Lighting:  
 
A primary goal for us was to improve campus security. We found out that there were no  
 
outdoor lighting standards for California’s publicly funded community, state college and  
 
university campuses. Robbin was murdered on a pitch dark campus parking lot. Many of  
 
the lights were burnt out or in disrepair. Maintenance was abysmal. Shrubs and trees were  
 
overgrown offering excellent cover for hiding in wait to attack. The campus was a perfect  
 
venue for violent crime.  
  

We bought a professional light meter and traveled to many campuses throughout   
  
California. When we visited a campus we always went at night, from 10:00 PM to 2:00   
  
AM or later, during the darkest hours. We went to the various venues on the campuses   
  
and measured the light levels, called candle power, at the ground level. We also made   
  
detailed notes of campus activity at various times of the night. Student night activity was   
  
high, particularly at state college and universities. Students were moving, going to 
 
computer labs (in the late 1980s, students owning a personal computer was still rare), do   
  
research, attend study groups, jogging, socializing and doing all kinds of activities at all   
  
hours.  
  

We noted the lighting situation of the venues, particularly at the walkways and   
  
building entrances. We noted the growth of trees and shrubbery that can conceal   
  
criminals in darkness until they strike. We noted the lighting maintenance, which was   
  
generally fair to poor. Not surprisingly, the sports venues were usually brightly lit, even   
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when empty. And, not surprisingly, parking lots, walkways and paths were poorly lit,   
  
some in dangerous disrepair. Finally, we noted when we observed campus police.   
  
Strangely enough, we were never challenged by any security, even when they watched   
  
us on our knees reading the light meter or roaming the campus: we were obviously not   
  
students, no curiosity about what we were doing. 
  
  If there was a shopping mall close to campus, we made readings of the candle   
  
power in their parking lots for comparison. Their candle power was much higher than on   
 
campus; there were no dark spots, the light was even. All lights poles were operational,   
  
we saw security cameras and obvious security guard presence. Trees and shrubs offered   
  
no hiding advantage for criminals.  
  

We drafted a proposal for the California State Architect’s office. The officials   
  
held a public hearing and we showed up promptly at 9:00 AM, as soon as the hearing   
  
opened. The Architect officials examined our light meter and verified its accuracy. They   
  
studied our notes, campus maps and diagrams and asked questions for about an hour.   
  

After a few days, we were notified that our presentation was accepted and the   
  
Architect’s office was preparing lighting standards for legislative approval.  
  

The head of the Architect’s office did tell us that at about 4:00 PM the same day  
  
representatives for community, state college and university management appeared. They   
  
said that a lighting standard would cost too much and a standard was not needed because   
  
the campuses were doing a great job. The Architect’s panel asked for proof; they had   
  
none. Because we offered documented and detailed information, we won by default, and,   
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the state’s Architect Office wholeheartedly supported us.   
  
  The lighting bill was passed by the legislature and signed into law by Gov.   
  
Deukmejian in 1990 but not without opposition and lobbying by various campus officials   
  
and/or their public relations people. Senator Marion Bergeson, Newport Beach,   
  
championed the bill to a successful conclusion.   
  

The new law directs the state architect to work with state police, the Department   
  
of General Services, the California Building Standards Commission and the public to   
  
develop the best possible lighting standard by June 30, 1991. All future schools built by   
  
the state will have to abide by the new standard, and, any improvement or campus   
 
remodeling affecting outdoor lighting must comply. The law applied to state and private   
  
institutions who receive state money regardless of purpose.  

  
The State Architect told us that for several years thereafter, campus officials   

  
would occasionally draft changes with more lenient standards. When the Architect   
  
refused, campus officials would get an Assemblyperson(s) to attach amendments to   
  
unrelated bills that were certain to pass. A person in the Architect’s office tipped us off    
  
to these shenanigans and provided the name of the sponsoring assembly person or state   
  
senator. We would challenge the legislator, and, when informed, they would pull the   
  
amendment or not support it. All attempts to weaken the law failed or were withdrawn.  
  
Security On Campus  
  
  While we were working for our lighting bill, we met Connie and Howard Clery,   
  
the founders of Security on Campus, a national organization for college student safety. 
 
The Clery’s daughter, Jeanne Clery, was murdered in her dormitory room at Lehigh   
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University in 1986 after suffering a night of rape, sadism and violence by a former   
  
campus student who gained access to the dormitory because the students routinely, and   
  
carelessly, jammed open the security doors so they would not be bothered with keys or   
  
codes to enter. Jamming the doors made it easy for their friends, boyfriends or the pizza   
  
delivery to come and go unnoticed and unchallenged.   

  
The Clery’s discovered that campus crimes were not reported to the FBI as   

  
mandated by federal law and, therefore, were not included in the annual FBI Uniform   
  
Reporting (UCR) Program that publishes and distributes public lists of violent   
  
crimes from police and sheriff’s records across the nation. The Clery’s discovered that  
 
campus officials and local police across the nation generally ignored the crime reporting  
 
requirements. They covered up crimes against students committed anywhere on campus,  
 
including dorms and off-campus sanctioned student rooming facilities such as frat and  
 
sorority houses, apartment houses or study areas. Police investigated crimes committed,  
 
of course, but they just never reported the crime to the FBI as required. Police deferred to  
 
campus authority to deal with the offenders of just about any crime other than murder.  
 
Crimes committed by non-students were not unusual, not common, and were handled by  
 
the Police.   
  

When student criminals were involved, local police backed off from investigation:   
  
they let the school administration handle it. It was a standard college practice to transfer   
  
criminal students to other schools – pass the trash -- in order to not harm the school’s   
  
reputation which could affect registration and recruiting of students and faculty. A higher   
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education school is a basic part of a community’s culture and it’s intellectual and   
  
financial health, so, the less said, the better, and police usually complied.  
  

The Clery’s also discovered the sad scandal of the campus treatment of the   
  
abandoned victims, usually young women who suffered rape and violent crime. Young   
  
women, and men, received counseling on what they did to cause the crime, or   
  
what they failed to do to prevent the crime, and how to act in the future if it happens   
  
again. Student criminals got a pass, victims got a lecture and the shaft. Victims were   
  
treated as if they were as guilty as the criminal because they may have enticed or even   
  
caused the crime. Student criminals received many benefits and help, and sealed records,   
  
when transferring to a new campus: the victim received nothing if/when the shame of the   
  
crime drove her/him away.   
 

Victims were seldom, if ever, told or encouraged to file a police report: if they   
  
did, they were considered “squealers” or stool pigeons by campus officials and  were  
 
shunned by ignorant students. This was just sick, sick, sick; it was evil, a vile   
  
disregard for campus/student safety and human dignity. The campus officials lamely   
  
claimed that their student courts could handle discipline problems and violent crime –   
  
mainly rape, assault and robbery - without involving the police. Athletes in particular   
  
were given special privileges, funds and the sympathy treatment.   
  

What infuriated Howard Clery was that school officials refused to release any   
  
information about the criminal, even to the new campus they attended. Officials stated   
  
that federal law prohibited them from releasing detrimental academic achievement or   
  
mentioning a student’s criminal activity. Student court records were closed. It was scam   
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that most colleges and universities participated in: a “wink” and a “nod;” they all knew   
  
what was going on.  

  
We checked the FBI Uniform Crime Reporting 1986, and found that Robbin’s   

  
murder was not reported by Saddleback Community College or by the Sheriff. This is   
  
particularly important because Saddleback’s security guards are under the Sheriff’s   
  
jurisdiction. This is when we got our first concrete suspicion of some sort of cover-up.  
  
  The great news is that in November 1991, President George H. W. Bush, #41,  
  
signed into law the Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy & Crime   
  
Statistics Act. Genelle testified and lobbied to help Security On Campus win passage of   
  
federal legislation.   
  

The act requires any school receiving federal aid of any kind to report student   
  
crime on and off campus, prepare annual reports and present it to students, parents,   
 
faculty and employees in an understandable format. All campuses, public or private, who   
  
receive federal funds, directly or indirectly (i.e., student loans), must comply or lose all   
  
funding until in compliance.  
  
  Under the leadership of the Clery’s, Security On Campus became a nationally   
  
recognized leader in fighting violent crime on campus.  
  

In 1989 we worked with state Senator Art Torres who sponsored SB1358, the  
 
California version of the Clery Act.  Governor Deukmejian vetoed the bill in the face of   
  
overwhelming bi-partisan support (we suspect opposition by the higher education lobby   
  
influenced the Governor.) The provisions of the bill were eventually passed and   
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incorporated into the Donahoe Higher Education Act, Education Code 67380. The   
  
California code has extensive requirements for public and private post-secondary schools   
  
to report annually to the California State Department of Justice the number and types of   
  
crimes committed in their jurisdictions and to provide that data on request, along with   
  
information on security, to applicants and parents, students, faculty, administrators and   
  
employees. Violating institutions would be fined $10,000. The law is intended to   
  
facilitate a rapid and coordinated response to any actual or suspected violent crime on   
  
college campuses. California campuses comply with the law and are to be commended   
  
(exception: USC seems to have a problem reporting student crime: speculation – USC  
 
does not want crime news to affect enrollment of children of wealthy parents and sport 
 
scholarships.) 
 
   The crime reporting act is a great start, however, as of 2014, violent campus crime  
 
is once again reaching epidemic proportions, particularly rape and sexual crimes and  
 
now shootings and mass murder. 
  
Proposition 9 – Marsy’s Law  
  
  In 2008, the brother of Marsy Nicholas, Dr. Henry T. Nicholas 3rd, funded the   
  
expensive preparation and petition drive to put Marsy’s Law, a constitutional  
 
admendment, on the 2008 California ballot as Proposition 9. Marsy was a beautiful young  
 
woman murdered by a disgruntled boyfriend. Marsy’s murderer received many privileges  
 
from the Los Angeles District Attorney and the legal system, including bail on a murder  
 
charge, that were an affront, an insult, to Marsy’s mother and father, Marcella and Bob  
 
Leach, and Dr. Nicholas. Unfortunately, the legal laxness in treating the murderer and the  
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injustice to Marsy’s family were not unusual; to other murder survivors, such injustice 
  
was a familiar story.   
  
What circumstances led to Marsy‟s Law?  
  
  During his first two terms as governor in the 1970s, ultra-liberal Jerry Brown was   
  
very soft on crime and criminals. In his view, criminals were victims of society. Brown  
 
made it a prime concern of his administration to protect criminals by instituting an   
  
extremely liberal anti-punishment, lax prosecution agenda. Little concern was given to  
 
the death, physical and mental harm and the financial damage criminals inflicted on their  
 
innocent victims. Murderers, rapists, child molesters and thugs enjoyed a golden age of  
 
forgiveness, lenient sentences, indeterminate or reduced sentences, lax punishment and  
 
early release. Seven years for 1st degree murder was par for the course for this most  
 
heinous of crimes. The parole system was a joke, led by appointees of Gov. Brown. 
  

Brown could not give a crap about the pleas and anguish of victims and survivors.   
  
To get a parole or early release about all the prisoner had to do was behave themselves,  
 
follow prison rules and ask for parole. During his first two terms, eight years, Brown  
 
lived in a make believe, delusional, world about crime. He rightly earned his permanent  
 
nickname, “Governor Moonbeam.”   
  

Brown’s ultimate insult was to appoint the Rose Bird court, a gaggle of liberal   
  
judges who never saw a criminal for whom they did not have sympathy. Convictions or   
  
punishment for the most horrendous murders and violent crime were overturned by the   
 
Bird court for frivolous reasons, they made up law as they ruled. During Jerry Brown’s   
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first two terms in the 1970s victims and survivors had no legal rights in the criminal 
 
justice system.  Brown’s injustice, his stink from the head of government, was a foul  
 
sewage that filtered down into the state’s law enforcement structure,  infesting police and  
 
prosecution policy and procedures that lasted until 2008. Most District Attorney’s, police  
 
and prosecutors adjusted to Brown’s liberal policies and adapted accordingly: this is why  
 
Marsy’s murderer was treated with respect and freedom while under arrest and  
 
investigation. 
  

Finally, beginning in 1972, the fed up victims and survivors had enough and   
  
began a long series of voter approved pro-victim and tough anti-criminal laws, and, most  
 
importantly, passed Marsy’s Law wherein victim rights were embedded in the state  
 
constitution.   
  

Regardless of anti-criminal and victim rights successes the ACLU, criminal   
  
advocate groups and the trial bar quietly and with stealth continually try to use legislative   
  
action to weaken anti-criminal laws. These pro-criminal groups influence likeminded   
  
legislators with arguments and lucrative campaign contributions. The ACLU and others  
 
are always working to defend criminals, the source of high paying, taxpayer funded,  
 
public defender salaries, and, to create or increase state grants for pro-criminal  
 
organizations.  
  

Marsy’s Law gives victims and survivors legal standing and protection in the   
  
investigation, bail, prosecution, sentencing, imprisonment and parole of criminals. Before   
  
Marsy’s Law, victim rights were given infrequently at the whim of the prosecutors or   
  
judges. Before Marsy’s Law, victims and survivors were subjected to abuse and/or   
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exclusion by law enforcement and defense attorneys and by judges. Justice and courts   
  
belonged to lawyers, screw the interfering victims. It was not unusual for judges to throw  
 
victim and survivors out of court because they showed reaction or sorrow, even cried at  
 
the injustice of the system: at the same time, the criminal’s family and supporters could  
 
react and support their criminal in the presence of the jury. 
  
  When Proposition 9 – Marsy’s Law made it to the ballot, the fight was on. Many   
  
criminal rights groups, the ACLU, public service unions – in particular teachers and   
  
firefighters – and civil rights groups thought the law was unjust, unconstitutional, just   
  
simply unfair to criminals. Of course, most of the opponents were never victims of   
 
violent crime and never experienced first-hand the injustice to victims. Almost all major   
  
California newspapers opposed Proposition 9.  
  

Genelle and I plunged headlong into getting Marsy’s Law passed. We formed 
 
Friends Of Marsy’s Law – Vote Yes on Proposition 9, and began a Committee of  
 
Correspondence to encourage the “quiet” victims and survivors to write articles and  
 
editorials, send letters to newspaper and magazine editors, speak out for victim rights in  
 
any forum, and participate in media interviews to press for passage and to counteract  
 
Vote No attempts by adversaries. Marsy’s Law became a holy crusade for us, victims  
 
would not be beaten!   
  

On election night the California Victims' Bill of Rights Act of 2008   
  
 - Marsy’s Law – passed with 54% of the vote. We were proud to be a small part of   
  
success. Special praise and deep felt thanks go to Dr. Nicholas and the members of   
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Justice for Homicide Victims and Crime Victims United of California and all the   
  
members of the many California victim and survivors groups who worked so hard for   
  
passage. We also thank the California governors who actively supported Marsy’s Law:   
  
Pete Wilson (R), Gray Davis (D), Arnold Schwarzenegger (R), and, (temporarily  
 
converted) Jerry Brown (D). Brown was planning another run for Governor, a third term  
 
after 29+ years out of office, and he scurried to the victim’s side to blunt victim 
 
opposition because of his disastrous pro-criminal policies of the 1970-80s. 
  
 Update to 2012. Defense lawyers, Democrat California legislators and the pro-criminal  
 
rights U.S. 9th District Court hate Marsy’s Law, all are determined to destroy it. The  
 
courts, including the U.S. Supreme Court, are overriding victim’s Marsy’s rights in order  
 
to free tens of thousands of violent felons from California prisons and prevent future  
 
felons from going to prison (AB109 and Proposition 47) 
 

Governor Brown and liberal politicians mumble their opposition to the prisoner  
 
release but refuse to spend funds already allocated by voter approval for building  
 
additional prisons. Brown sees his most cherished life-long wet dream, criminal rights,  
 
come true.  
 
  (Because of the criminal’s protection from punishment by the courts, California 
and the Legislature and the pro-criminal organizations, the criminals and their families, 
friends and supporters have become embolden. For 25+ years the powerful victim’s 
legislative advocate organization, Crime Victims United of California (CVUC) led by 
Harriet Salerno, has organized and led a public victim’s rally, a major event, during the 
national Victim’s Week at the steps of the Sacramento Capitol. Victims, survivors, victim 
groups, legislators, governors, district attorneys, police officials and civic leaders attend 
and voice their support for victims and announce their support for the tough anti-crime 
and anti-criminal laws, instigated by victims and overwhelmingly approved by California  
voters.  
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In 2015, the rally has been cancelled due to physical attacks on victims by 
criminals and their supporters at the rally. The situation is dangerous for attendees. 
Sacramento police nor the Capitol police offer protection against this criminal violence.) 
 
Searching For The Murderers:  
  

Genelle began a tireless campaign to find the phantom killer by appearing on   
  
numerous popular local, national and cable television and radio programs. She appeared   
  
before legislative committees and panels. She traveled to New York, Chicago, Seattle,   
  
San Francisco, wherever the programs originated, at a moment’s notice, to appeal to   
  
anyone who knew anything about the murder to contact the Orange County Sheriff.   
  

We believed that killers brag about their evil work and that someone knew – a   
  
spouse, parents, relative, friends, lovers, fellow prison or jail cell mates. We offered a   
  
$50,000 award from our retirement savings for information leading to the arrest and   
  
conviction of Robbin’s murderer.   
  

When Urdiales confessed out of the blue, we thought the nightmare of not   
  
knowing was ended. When the detectives told us 11 years earlier that they had no clue   
  
who murdered Robbin they also told us that over 90% of murder victims know their   
  
murderer. For the first time in her life Genelle lived in absolute fear that the murderer   
  
was someone who knew Robbin and therefore knew us. With the confession, we no  
 
longer feared that a crazed, hate filled, murderer would attack us or Jayeson and his  
 
family because of our efforts to find out his or her identity.  
  

But, our relief was short lived, the confession triggered more questions. The   
  
Sheriff’s lies for 11 years began to surface because they conflicted with facts that began   
  
to filter out: new lies, new bullshit stories and theories of the murder were spun   
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by prosecutor Howard Gundy and the District Attorney’s office now headed by Tony   
  
Rackauckas. Their answers, or silence, to our questions about the blood evidence, Camp   
  
Pendleton, suspects and checking out leads became muddled and confusing. The Sheriff   
  
and the prosecutor were not helpful or forthcoming: obfuscation, keep us confused,   
  
became their operative strategy. They resented our inquiries. Their actions were secretive,   
  
misleading and manipulative. Inconsistencies became unexplainable. Their actions began   
  
to fall into a pattern of covering up a cover-up. If the truth ever came out, law   
  
enforcement wanted it far into the future when Robbin’s murder would be ancient   
  
history and they would be comfortably out of office or retired and no one remembered or   
  
cared any longer.  
  

From the few examples of our activities listed above, we hope you understand that   
  
we are serious people. We firmly believe in what we relate in this story.  
  

During our active victim rights period we were proud to be:  
  
…Advisory Board Members of Security On Campus  
…Board Members of Justice for Homicide Victims. Jack was a Vice-President  
…Genelle was a Board Member of Crime Victims United of California  
…In October 1998, Genelle received the prestigious Governor’s Doris G. Tate Award for      
Outstanding Service to Crime Victims from Governor Pete Wilson in honor of her         
work for crime victims, homicide survivors and for college student safety.  
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CHAPTER 3    
  

     THE COVER-UP   
            

                                                      Orange County   
                                   The Dream/The Reality/The Cover-Up  
        

    
  
  
  

  
  

SUNSET AT LAGUNA BEACH  
  
  

The cover-up of Robbin’s murder is the reason for the law enforcement   
  
harassment actions against us. We don’t believe the cover-up was hatched by bad people   
  
who wanted to hurt us. We do think the cover-up is the result of stupid decisions made   
  
immediately after Robbin’s murder as law enforcement and campus officials began to   
  
“manage,” to “PR” the story, by manipulating the facts to avoid any financial or public   
  
opinion damage to Saddleback or the county. But, as always happens, one bad decision   
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compounds and leads to more. A cover-up keeps the investigation compromised  
 
as self-interest overcomes public interest. Lies and false stories beget even more lies.  
  

We are not sure what caused the need for a cover-up. A prompt, honest and real   
  
detective work investigation would have discovered the murderer(s), determined the  
 
motive and the case and prosecution would have been closed years ago and forgotten.  
 
Sheriff’s detectives would be praised, public officials applauded and campus officials  
 
chastised. But, something about Robbin’s murder caused a panicky, irrational response  
 
leading to bad decisions that eventually led to seven more murders of  young women.  
  
Oh, what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive.  (Marmion  -  Sir 
Walter Scott)  
  

In order to understand the rational of the cover-up, you must understand the   
  
social, economic and political reality of 1980s Orange County. The easiest description of   
  
Orange County was THE GOOD LIFE based on wealth and lots of it. Easy pickings were   
  
spread out on the Orange County table ready for anybody with the vision and gumption   
  
to claim and absorb all they could.   

  
Every city, town and county in the U.S. has its cliques of civic leaders –   

  
influential and powerful people: business entrepreneurs, bankers, land developers, et. al.,  
  
all working hard, and, all things considered, they honestly build a powerhouse economy   
  
full of opportunities. These shadow leaders are visionaries. They tend to operate out of   
  
public sight except for their charitable contributions and donations of their valuable time   
  
which add to and enrich civic life. Yes, they use influence and spread money around, but,   
  
the public is usually tolerant as long as their actions are (reasonably) legal and create or   
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expand new, or enhance current, businesses: as long as their actions create opportunities   
  
that attract population growth, jobs creation, improved environmental quality, education  
 
opportunities, a reliable infrastructure, honest government, and, most importantly,  
 
increasing public and private wealth.  

  
Elected and non-elected politicians, bureaucrats and law enforcement provide the   

 
civic order needed by these influential but mysterious people in keeping the Orange   
  
County gravy train on track and chugging along.   
  

Good political and law enforcement decisions and actions affect the continuous   
  
smooth operation of the county, but, sometimes doing the right thing can pose a threat to  
 
wealth accumulation. Robbin’s murder was not such a threat, but, the shocking  
 
circumstances of her murder, or something else, caused a series of stupid decisions to  
 
keep the facts of the murder hidden and swept out of public memory ASAP. 
  

Robbin’s murder was a major news story carried by CNN and network and   
  
local news; it was that sensational a murder. We were surprised. We think the reason for   
  
the furor was that Robbin was a good girl, an innocent co-ed, she was an ideal   
  
daughter. Additionally, a college campus is supposed to be safe, free of vicious crime,   
  
almost hallowed ground. It all reflected badly on Orange County and raised questions the   
  
civic leaders and law enforcement did not want asked or that needed an answer.   
  
(Think of the movie “Jaws,” where the town leaders tried to influence the local police 
chief to downplay the danger; to not warn the public that a monster shark was eating 
people just a few feet from the beach. The leaders did not want to ruin the big crowds of 
spending tourists on a major holiday weekend. The town police buckled under the 
pressure.)  

  
In 1986, Orange County was reaching its peak of national prominence as an   
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idyllic place to live, raise a family, to work and locate a business.  The county was the 5th   
  
largest county in the United States in population and wealth. Orange County’s citizens,   
  
then and now, comprise a high skew of business, agricultural, entrepreneurial, artistic,   
  
sports, technical, scientific, educational, computer savvy professional and managerial  
 
people, all with upscale incomes and upwardly mobile careers.  
  

The county lifestyle was La Dolce Vita, a fantasy of glamour that money   
  
creates. At the same time, the county was still influenced by the idealized Spanish days of   
 
the early 1800s…a place of romance, adventure, machismo and unbounded opportunity.  
  

The fabulous climate accommodated a comfortable outdoor lifestyle of backyard   
  
barbecues, hot tubs, golf and tennis and hiking year round. Surfing, snow skiing,  
  
snowboarding and boating were favorite pastimes for the active young and old alike. The   
  
county was blessed with a beautiful coastline with a harbor full of expensive boats and   
  
yachts. Panoramic views of the Pacific Ocean, Catalina Island, tall mountains and rolling   
  
pastoral hills and lush coastal valleys abounded every which way one looked. In Laguna  
 
Beach, where we live, the coast line is exotic, it resembles the scenic coasts of Italy and   
  
Greece…mansions hang on the mountainsides.  
  

Residents and visitors enjoyed the many outdoor recreational venues the county   
  
offered: Angles baseball, Ducks ice hockey, Disneyland and Knott's Berry Farm, the   
  
Segerstrom Concert Halls, cultural events and much more. “Tony” restaurants abounded,   
  
every conceivable type of gourmet dining was available.  
  

The freeways and wide streets and boulevards were filled with Jaguars, Mercedes,   
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Audis, Hummers, Lexus, Ferrari’s and every brand of exotic, ultra expensive cars.   
  

Single family homes, luxury apartment and fabulous office buildings were being   
  
constructed at a fast clip on the broad stretches of land. Shopping centers featuring   
  
expensive boutiques were opening in every key intersection and key freeway off ramp in   
  
the county. Shop, Shop, Shop - was the County mantra.   
  

Lucrative investment opportunities abounded. Housing values rose almost   
  
every year. Family disposable income, savings and wealth increased every year. Glamour   
  
ruled, and people enjoyed it to the fullest extent they could afford or not afford.   
  

Unemployment held at 3%, basically full employment. Professional and service   
 
jobs were plentiful and paid above average salaries...newspaper “help wanted” sections   
  
were the largest section in weekend newspapers, their pages bulging with job offers   
  
every week.  
  

Popular churches preached various forms of positive thinking and praying. God   
  
would bless you abundantly; you only need pray for wealth, a happy marriage, obedient   
  
children, a wonderful job or profession and the good life…and tithe generously.   
  
Reverend Schuller was the dominant religious leader. He was a model of Horatio Alger   
  
success, a rags to riches preacher phenomenon who packed his church, the beautiful,   
  
towering Crystal Cathedral, every Sunday. Schuller was the ultimate model for all   
  
“religotainment” churches: give ‘em a great show, give ‘em promises of earthly riches,   
  
guarantee ‘em the abundant life they wanted, promise ‘em Heaven. God was for sale, or   
  
at least a bribe if you knew the right preacher. Churches were not preaching faith-hope-  
  
charity, they were preaching how to get on God’s good and generous side. Of course,   
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religion shysters operated too…religion being the oldest con game ever. Rich churches –   
  
Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Satanist, New Age, forest spirits, whatever - with rich  
 
congregations - offered excellent business connections and opportunities, all blessed by  
 
God of course. If you played your cards right, the preachers and pastors could wrangle an  
 
introduction to God or at least a saint or two.  
  

Schuller descended from Alger to Elmer Gantry extraordinaire and Orange  
  
County loved him even more! In 2010 it all caught up with Schuller and his greedy   
  
family; the Crystal Cathedral went bankrupt. The Schuller’s wiped out the wealth of the   
  
church and many of the congregants. The Schuller family still lives in comfort, maybe   
 
even luxury, and are fighting over the church bones; it’s a pity about the bad luck of their  
 
hapless followers, they invested in the wrong huckster. Schuller turned out to be a real  
 
gonnif.  
  

No longer an agricultural backwater of Los Angeles, the county was becoming a   
  
financial, manufacturing and tech powerhouse on its own. In mostly good ways, Orange   
  
County was a conventional Ozzie and Harriett world, but, on the dark side, it was   
  
Sodom and Gomorrah. The good times and good fortune showed no indication of slowing   
  
down. Population, money, business, technology, research, the arts, leisure, tourism,   
  
education and transportation all flowed into Orange County, now a magnet for wealth.   
  

The investment, political and public services infrastructure accommodated   
  
a plethora of high paying jobs and tourism options to fit the tastes of all income levels.   
  
Orange County WAS Disneyland, “the happiest county in the WORLD!” Orange County   
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was more than a place, it was a wonderful dream, and nothing would be allowed to   
  
tarnish the dream, to slow down the action. Nothing could be allowed to end the party.  
  

Of importance to all, Orange County was perceived to be free of crime, free of   
  
fear. People believed they had escaped the horrors of crime and all the ills of big cities:   
  
the grime, misery, pollution, corruption and infrastructure collapse. Violent crime   
  
happened up the freeways in Los Angeles; beautiful Orange County was immune. True,   
  
like all communities, there was an underbelly of poverty, prostitution, drugs and street   
  
crime, robbery and burglary, but, for the most part, it did not intrude on the well off   
  
citizens unless they sought it out and brought it on themselves.  
  
  Murder did happen and it was regarded seriously by the public and law   
  
enforcement as the most terrible of crimes, particularly very violent murder. Murder in   
  
the county was not feared as long as the public could understand it and rationalize or   
 
explain it away...guys in a barroom fight, family fights, the occasional person offing   
  
his/her business partner, jealous lovers.   
  

When murder was the result of pure evil, with no explainable purpose, the public   
  
became frightened. Murders like this challenge the sense of well-being, of social order, of   
  
security. Robbin’s murder was sensational because it happened in a venue considered   
  
super safe, a college campus. Robbin’s murder struck fear because it was so irrational,   
  
unexplainable: no motive, no clues, no suspects. Robbin was goodness, innocence, stuck   
  
down by evil. When would the murderer strike again? Action was demanded to allay fear. 
 
No co-ed, any female instructor or employee was safe. 
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  (Maslow’s hierarchy of needs was kicking in – safety and security, the second need on 
Maslow’s pyramid – was activated by the senseless murder by a phantom, a serial killer.) 
  

Drugs were coming into vogue and out in the open; “recreational” drugs became   
  
an acceptable stimulant for enjoying all that Orange County offered. Drug use was the   
  
lure to attract organized gangs and gang warfare, mainly affecting the poor and   
  
legal/illegal immigrants at first, but, their  tentacles soon reached into the lives of the   
  
well to do fun lovers and their children. The Sheriff and local police were well prepared   
  
to keep violent street crime within boundaries, manage the immigrants, and quietly take   
  
care of white collar crime problems such as family abuse, hard drug use, larceny and   
  
fraud. Police officers and Sheriff deputies knew they were to look after the “wilding”   
  
sons and daughters of the wealthy, making sure no records were kept of their parties and   
  
atrocious behavior, publicity was minimized, and, the brats were safely returned home to   
  
their parents.  
  

The illegal use, and abuse, of undocumented Mexicans and other south of the   
  
border immigrants was rampant. Everybody had to have a nanny, a cook, a housecleaner,   
  
a gardener and general labor, paying them as little as possible while working them long   
 
hours in their homes and businesses. Things like employment taxes and health insurance   
  
were, if not ignored by most, conveniently underreported, with no paper trail. The living   
  
conditions of the undocumented were of no concern. Any complaints, just get rid of the   
  
ingrates and take the next poor person waiting for a job. To be fair, this was not just an   
  
Orange County problem, hiring illegals for personal service and low wage jobs was   
  
rampant across the entire country, but in Orange County this injustice was honed to a fine   
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hypocritical art, as in Malibu and Beverly Hills.  
  
  What can you compare the Orange County of three decades ago to today. What   
  
television shows would reflect the fantasy of the 1980s OCGlow mentality. A couple   
  
come to mind:  Laguna Beach: The Real Orange County  &  The Real Housewives of 
Orange County  
  
(An economist from about 100+ years ago, Thorstein Veblen, unknown to all but a few 
pedantic diehards, termed the phrase “Conspicuous Consumption.” He was describing the 
life style of the super-rich during the “Gilded Age.” These super rich believed in social 
Darwinism as absolute dogma: they were the top of societal evolution. They unashamedly 
lavished their extravagant wealth on themselves. Their purpose of existence was to live 
luxuriously, to consume wealth and live a comfortable life. Old Thorstein would be proud 
to see his theorem still in practice in 1980s Orange County, and in American society even 
today: we have the very rich, a shrinking middle class and whatever else is left --- as he 
then observed and predicted would continue.)  
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SADDLEBACK COMMUNITY COLLEGE   A County Crown Jewel  
  
  
      

 
  
                               COVER OF THE SADDLEBACK CATALOG – 1985-86  
  
HERE COMES ROBBIN:   WALKING ON CAMPUS, HEADING TO CLASS  

TALKING AND GESTURING, AS USUAL                                                 
A HAPPY STUDENT AND COED.  
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  Sitting in the middle of Orange County is the Saddleback Community College, a   
  
large and important Southern California junior college. The College was founded in the   
  
1960s and was a lynchpin of the county’s community college system and higher  
 
education plan. The county fathers wisely knew that investing in a quality education  
 
system was a key strategy to support the astounding growth they envisioned in the  
 
immediate and coming future.   
  

In 1986 enrollment was about 19,000 students and growing. The county movers   
  
and shakers nurtured and protected Saddleback, there was even a rumor, or hope, that the   
  
junior college was being considered for a possible upgrade into a State University, a   
  
major coup. Saddleback was a "crown jewel," offering an oasis of learning in a safe,   
  
congenial atmosphere. Community leaders understood that excellent higher education   
  
is a hallmark of a great society. New residents and businesses make location decisions   
  
about a county using educational excellence as a major decision factor. The County’s   
  
scholastic excellence began in its public and private grade schools up through top-tier   
  
public and private universities and colleges. Saddleback became a key asset: it was very   
  
important to the county’s continuing rich growth.   

  
The campus is located in Mission Viejo, a city that arose from the ashes of the old   

  
Spanish land grants, the rancheros, that were broken into large corporate ranches and land   
  
companies in the 1800s. As the population grew, the ranches began to develop their   
  
properties into housing communities, then into cities with names that harkened back to   
  
the romantic Spanish days and the early California founders. The campus is sprawling   
  
and tree covered, nestled into rolling foothills, with a variety of educational, art and sport   
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venues. The faculty is of excellent caliber and its academic standing is high.   
   

Saddleback is a feeder campus to California State University - Fullerton and UC   
  
Irvine and to excellent private colleges located in the county, i.e. Chapman, and, to higher  
 
education campuses throughout California.   
  

Additionally, Saddleback provides extensive education and training for a highly   
  
skilled workforce in the non- and semi-professional job talents sorely needed by the   
  
public and businesses such as healthcare, computer technology, technicians of all sorts,   
  
broadcasting, public administration, retail management, art and sports and more. In all,   
  
Saddleback was integrated into the county's economic grid and growth.  

  
Most importantly, Saddleback was considered safe and secure. Parents and   

  
husbands were not worried that harm could come to their children or wives, particularly   
  
violent crime, daytime or night.  Robbin's murder changed this in a split-second, it   
  
created primal fear of violence and helplessness in the campus community and with the   
  
public. Robbin's murder was a senseless atrocity that jolted a nervous student body that   
  
was aware of a previous brutal on-campus rape and kidnapping shortly before Robbin’s   
  
murder.  
  

How could this happen? The Sheriff’s investigators announced there were no   
  
clues or suspects. Was the murderer a phantom who could appear then disappear 
  
without any trace of physical evidence? Sheriff’s Sgt. Sidebothom (we were told he was a   
  
respected legend in solving crime) was confounded: he said publicly in print and on TV   
  
that the murder was unusual in its savagery; he said the murder was a fury of intense   
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hatred.   
  

Why? In Sidebothom’s experience a murderer is not a stranger to the victim. If   
  
so, who could hate Robbin so much, she was stabbed 41 times? Why? Was the murderer   
 
a crazy horror monster? Sidebothom thought this unlikely. Was the murderer a deranged   
  
student or faculty member angry at the school? Maybe. Would he/she strike again at   
  
Saddleback or another of the county’s college campuses? And when? Sidebothom could   
  
not speculate. We detected that Sidebothom was worried and feared more murder would  
 
occur.  
  

The patina of campus safety was ripped apart, exposed as a sham. About a  
  
 year before Robbin’s death, another Saddleback student was attacked on campus and   
  
abducted by two men from a campus parking lot. Her abductors beat her, stripped her,   
  
raped her and dumped her naked, but still alive, on a freeway off-ramp after six hours of   
  
brutality. In the five year period after Robbin (1986-1990) at least three other women   
  
reported being sexually assaulted on the campus. As horrible as these other crimes   
  
against women were, there was a criminal motive – rape, molestation, robbery, brutality.   
  
In Robbin’s murder, no such underlying motive was apparent other than pure evil. This is   
  
not understandable.  

  
Was Robbin's murder committed by the same campus criminal(s) who committed   

  
previous and subsequent crimes? The Sheriff did not have answers to any questions nor  
 
could assurance be given that another, similar murder, and sexual assaults, would not  
 
happen again.  
  

Fear struck the Saddleback campus quickly and hard. The campus community   
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already knew that Saddleback was unsafe and dangerous because they had to live with it   
  
every day. The general public was purposefully kept unaware, or purposefully remained   
  
ignorant, of the full extent of the  problems.  A few reporters told us that they knew the   
  
campus security conditions were horrible, dangerous, but, journalistic investigation was   
  
not encouraged by the media publishers and editors. Saddleback was a sacred cow. Don’t   
  
cause unrest by poking around asking questions.  

 
Students, particularly women, dared not walk alone at night. The school offered   

  
an escort service, but it was not offered on weekends: the night of Robbin’s murder,   
  
January 18, was a Saturday.   
  

Students were uneasy because they knew that campus officials downplayed the   
  
danger and were not taking steps to improve security. Lighting was inadequate and many   
  
light poles throughout the campus were inoperative; in actuality, the parking lots were   
  
predominantly pitch dark. The only areas brightly lit were the sports venues. Parking lots   
  
and walk ways had poor or no surveillance, were under patrolled, and covered by dense,   
  
tall shrubbery and trees where assailants could hide.   
  

Campus guards, supervised by the Sheriff, were not adequately trained   
  
in crime prevention or in how to respond to violent injury especially during the most   
  
critical first minutes. Campus guards were regarded as door rattlers by the students and a   
  
rent-a-cop expense by campus government.   
             

 Night time attendance fell immediately. School officials knew they had a serious   
  
public relations problem. The school's overall good reputation, including safety and   
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security, was in danger. School officials were afraid of appearing as incompetent   
  
managers, or, worse yet, unconcerned. The campus boosterism by the county and   
  
community leaders would be exposed as nothing but meaningless blather. School   
  
officials knew they had to act fast to minimize enrollment hemorrhage.   
  
  Since the founding of the Community College District, the fights within the Board   
  
of Trustees, and the Trustees with the faculty and their union were continual. In 1986, the   
  
faculty was actively trying to oust a Trustee. They accused him of mishandling funds and   
  
opposing salary increases and other issues. It was a bitter fight. The battle was reported in   
 
the county press, but the impact on the public was minimal. Overall, despite the fights,   
  
the campus ran well, scholastically. There was no concern over the real threat of violent  
 
crime , thus resulting in lax and underfunded security practice: campus security was not  
 
on anyone’s list of things to do, squabbling over salaries and power/influence was.  
 
Saddleback management had no fear that their failure to protect the students and faculty  
 
was a fault the public would punish. They had no fear that lax security exposure would  
 
damage the campus reputation and the money in-flow from student fees, taxes and  
 
charitable contributions.  
 

Saddleback leaders and the civic movers & shakers had to protect themselves and  
 
their reputations and the reputations of the campus and Orange County. 
  

Robbin's murder posed a devastating threat to the Saddleback College and   
  
potentially the other campuses of the county’s community college system if the murder   
  
could not be rationalized and explained quickly. Public relations “spin” took precedence   
  
over the facts of the murder. It was absolutely imperative that no one connected with the   
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college, nor the college itself, be responsible or involved, or have contributed in any way,   
  
to Robbin's murder.   
  

Even the Sheriff’s high command took part in the spin. In newspaper articles   
  
within a week of the murder, several Sheriff’s spokespersons repeated how brightly lit the   
  
campus, specifically the parking lot where Robbin died, was lighted. What a lie! Jack   
  
and Jayeson went with friends to the campus at night, to the spot where Robbin died, and   
  
the parking lot was dark-dark. Lights were not working. A Los Angeles television crew   
  
taped a segment on the lot. The reporter asked the crew to turn off the camera lights.   
  
Absolute, total darkness. The reporter said other parking lots and walkways were the  
 
same.  
 

A Sheriff’s PR spokesperson also described the campus security as thorough and  
 
how great it was. What a moron. No mention was made of the patrol guard driving by,  
 
observing Robbin and leaving her to die alone by her car.   
  

As noted above, after Robbin’s murder, three more women were sexually   
  
assaulted on campus. Obviously the campus security did not scare off sex criminals. The   
  
PR about how good the campus safety was, and how it would be improved, was all   
  
“Bullshit Baffles Brains” spin.  
 

We were bewildered as to why the Sheriff’s people would lie, a whitewash, but  
 
we were too naive to think they were covering asses.  
 

To the Sheriff's investigators, Robbin's murder quickly became an annoyance.  
  
Students, faculty, campus employees, the public and the media demanded answers and   
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action. Since most murderers are family members, friends or at least persons known to   
  
the victim, the list of persons with a motive, or an intense hatred of Robbin, would be   
  
short because Robbin had no known enemies. After eliminating the family as suspects,  
 
the campus itself offered an excellent place to start the investigation, to begin  
 
interviewing and assembling facts to form a theory of the murder and develop suspects.   

 
         Several of Robbin's school friends and the Dean of Students all named one suspect  
  
in particular, a female student, Valerie, and possibly an instructor. Normal investigative   
  
curiosity and procedures required that the focus on Valerie begin immediately before   
  
valuable evidence was lost or destroyed and alibis contrived.   
  

Sgt. Stephany and his investigators were slow. They purposely did not act with   
  
urgency. Opportunity slipped away during the key 72 hours after the murder and during   
  
the weeks that followed. This was inexplicable to us: during the initial interview with us,   
  
Stephany emphasized that investigative speed was absolutely necessary or the leads   
  
would go cold. Stephany said there was a 36 hour window to determine most likely   
  
suspects and a 72 hour window to solve the murder. 72 hours were squandered.  
  
  We believed the detective’s original theory that it was highly probable the killer   
 
was part of the campus community. We thought that if the murder was a homicidal   
  
maniac with uncontrollable rage, another attempt would be made at Saddleback or   
  
another Southern California campus where young female victims were abundant. But, the   
  
phantom killer did not strike again. Strange and unusual, not to pattern. This fact put   
  
more emphasis on the theory the victim knew Robbin and wanted to kill her specifically   
  
and not just any young woman. The logistics of the murder indicates the killer seemed to   
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know the campus layout, knew the routine of campus life and campus events, knew how   
  
to escape undetected.  

  
The very idea, let alone fact, that a student savagely murdered another student,   

  
possibly with an instructor accomplice was unacceptable to, and rejected by, school and   
  
county officials. Campus rumors and speculation were already in the whisper phase and   
  
must be suppressed even if true.  
  
   Campus officials, the Sheriff and civic leaders all tacitly agreed: a scheme, a   
   
cover-up, was needed to make the murder go away! Since the Sheriff proclaimed there  
 
was no physical evidence and there were no witnesses, the murder could easily become a  
 
"cold case," unsolvable and forgotten. Sheriff's investigators would perform some routine   
  
activities, but no real effort would be made to develop clues, motive, suspects or   
  
accomplices. No attempt would be made to develop a true theory of the murder or to   
  
actually attempt to solve the murder. Don’t ask questions. Suspend curiosity. A real   
  
investigation could lead to unexpected bad results. Pretending to look for a fictitious   
  
phantom killer was easy to fake, so why tempt problems; just execute the scheme.   

  
The Sheriff’s detectives said they interviewed 400+ people looking for facts and   

  
suspects in California and other states. Maybe they did, but we think this was a   
  
smokescreen. How are we to reconcile these reports of ambitious investigation while   
  
at the same time Stephany was berating us, swearing at us, yelling at us to stop calling for   
  
updates or with questions or trying to pass on information we received. Citizen tipsters   
  
informed us they were treated rudely or ignored. Stephany said we were wasting the   
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detective’s time for important work on other things.   
  

Why did the detectives go through so much trouble with 400 when a known   
  
suspect with a motive, the hatred, and the means was right under the detective’s noses.   
  
Stephany and his cohorts were under pressure --- don’t screw up the cover-up by solving   
  
the murder.  

  
A cold case theory could be easily explained to the public, everybody knows evil  

  
can happen randomly. Robbin was at the "wrong place at the wrong time," “shit   
  
happens,” everyone understands these lame expressions, they are so easy to accept   
  
without thinking. The public would easily accept that a college cannot prevent crime by   
  
a murderous fiend. The loop-hole in the theory is that Sheriff’s investigators could not   
  
explain why a savage killer would appear then disappear without a motive, without   
  
committing previous or post crimes using the same modus operandi. Phantom killers who   
  
kill savagely only once and never again!? Disappear in a puff of smoke? Come On! There   
  
was someone who knew Robbin, who hated her, murdered her. The campus is a logical   
  
and great place to focus the investigation.  
  
  Ironically, during the first few weeks after the murder, the deputies would tell us   
 
to report anything we heard or remembered or came across. Anything, no matter how   
  
innocuous we considered it, it was important; let the deputies be the judge. Ya, sure.  

  
Saddleback administration, the Sheriff and civic boosters did not want detectives   

  
prowling around the campus searching for suspects and a motive. Doing this wasn’t going  
 
to lull the students and the public back to sleep and forgetfulness. Searching on campus  
 
for a murderer may uncover leads and other problems that were better left alone.  
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The scheme was set, the cover-up on. The investigation was short, incomplete and   
  
purposefully bungled. Since no similar murders were committed after Robbin's, the   
  
public was lulled back to complacency. No questions were raised as to why no similar   
  
murders occurred or were attempted.. The Sheriff did say that the investigation would be   
  
ongoing and pursued relentlessly; in actuality, that was a lie, the murder was moved to   
  
the inactive list. They moved on. Reporters and media lost interest; the Sheriff’s   
  
explanations were accepted without a murmur of doubt. The cover-up worked, even we   
  
believed it.   
  

Still, we had nagging doubts.  
  

We simply could not understand Sgt. Stephany’s weird behavior, that was   
  
confusing enough, but why did the campus officials ignore and resist improving campus   
  
security, improving the lighting and correcting unsafe conditions, citing cost as an   
  
excuse? We learned while working for improved campus lighting that the mantra, "It   
  
costs too much money," is the standard excuse that educational bureaucrats use for   
  
inaction, student fears be damned. By beginning a program of improving the campus  
 
could infer that the administration knew of the problems and were attempting to cover-up.  
  

The Sheriff and District Attorney simply wanted to get Robbin out of the news.   
  
Answering our questions just kept the pot boiling. Something was going on that we could   
 
not suspect until Urdiales’ confession eleven years after the murder. The confession   
  
caused confusion and raised many new questions. During the eleven years up to 1997, the   
  
Sheriff and county officials had no worries about the murder cover-up unraveling, now   
  
they did. When Urdiales confessed and the details of the murder surfaced, law   
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enforcement had to scramble to stop our demand for a reinvestigation of the murder, the   
  
suspects and the evidence. When the cold case lid blew off, we began to understand how   
  
evil, dirty and corrupt a county can be when reputations, money, power and lucrative  
 
livelihoods are threatened.  
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CHAPTER 4  
  

 
           
               HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION – PARKWAY SOUTH   
  
           It is no secret that a college campus is a dangerous place for a female student.  
 
Kidnapping, robbery, rape, shootings, beatings, debasement and murder of co-ed and  
 
female employees – all this is reported in the news almost daily. It seems that campuses  
 
are crime fields --- murderous fiends and opportunistic male students prey on  
 
unsuspecting young females without fear of consequences. 
 
          Earlier it was described how colleges and law enforcement purposefully fail to   
  
report campus crime to the FBI, as required by federal law. This was a first step in the   
  
cover-up scheme: erase memory of the crime by not reporting it. In official federal   
  
records, Robbin’s murder never happened. History was wiped out.  
  
  As described above, the Clerys discovered that there was an institutionalized   

THE MURDER COVER-UP   
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system among higher education administrators to cover-up crime and move   
  
criminal-students on to other schools without including the history of the student. So, the  
 
mentality of campus cover-up already existed: nothing new, an accepted practice, it is just  
 
the way things are done. It did not require long discussions, moral hand wringing, to  
 
persuade law enforcement, campus administration or civic leaders to continue the  
 
practice…everybody does it, and, campus officials saw no wrong in this practice of  
 
protecting the campus.   

 
Non-reporting by the Sheriff was the first step: ignore the murder, no   

  
investigation, was the next. Written agreements were not needed, just a wink and nod,   
  
everybody does it. Too bad email, I-phones, Facebook and other social media did not  
 
exist then as they do now: practices and secrets like this could not  exist, or last long.  
 
Social media users, bloggers and nosey or serious voyeurs of crime love to spill the  
 
beans, either in anonymity or in the spotlight glory the computer and  social media offers.  

  
In no way would the murder be allowed to cause any slow-down in the fabulous   

  
growth of the county’s growth and prosperous economy or blemish the county reputation.  
 
The county nabobs feared that Robbin’s murder could be a bubble buster. Great care was  
 
required to manage the investigation in order to control and suppress the facts. Media  
 
must be massaged to fend off  curious investigative reporters digging for civic corruption  
 
dirt and poor management of Saddleback. 
  
(We wondered if the detectives searched through Robbin’s life, looking for clues. The fact 
that Sgt. Stephany was not interested in examining Robbin’s room at home or her writings 
and diary show us that solving the murder was not what he was charged to do. We think 
that they did search Robbin’s lifestyle to discover bad friends, destructive love 
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relationships, drug use, family dysfunction or any negative activities that would draw a 
savage killer to her. Anything negative about Robbin or about our family would be passed 
to the media; if the old “blame the victim” trick could work, it would be used. If law 
enforcement could get the public to think that Robbin got what she deserved, it helped the 
cover-up. All of Urdiales’ murder victims other than Robbin were prostitutes, easy to 
write-off. An Assistant DA in San Diego told Jack that “Robbin was the good girl, the 
angel,” the rest were dismissed as “just prostitutes.” If Robbin could be slandered, shown 
in any way of deserving what she got because of a dangerous lifestyle, then the non-
prosecution, keep Urdiales in Illinois scam would work, the public would not care. 
Robbin’s innocence and clean lifestyle was a problem for the cover-up.)  
  

  
Robbin’s murder was a ripple in the Orange Glow hype that could raise public   

  
doubt and questions. The leaders could not know for certain if the murder was a problem    
  
but they did know that Robbin’s murder could expose that the Saddleback campus had  
 
serious security issues, such as, a horrible and recent kidnap and rape on campus;  
 
knowingly restricting/managing campus crime information to the media and the public;  
 
purposely not reporting campus crime to the FBI, and, most important for Robbin, the  
 
lack of maintaining a secure campus; i.e., deterioration of lighting, untrained campus  
 
guards, vegetation overgrowth and, in general, the overall crime opportunity  
 
 the campus conditions offered. A vicious murder might have been prevented if  
 
Saddleback was watching out for student safety rather than the bottom line.   
  

It was of upmost importance to develop a public relations story line that was   
  
reasonable to the frightened college community, would not raise further questions from   
  
media and would assuage and calm down the concerned public.   
  

As mentioned above, the Sheriff and District Attorney have awesome power to   
  
control information, to NOT investigate, to purposefully avoid the facts of the crime. The   
  
phantom killer – a no clues killer -- fit the false story perfectly, or so the leaders thought.  
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Thus was born the cover-up “cold case” scheme, basically a “spin” to lull the public  
 
and the survivors to complacency, to return to their comfortable lives. The spin  
 
requires that the public believe law enforcement did everything possible to find the  
 
phantom killer, that they were on the case 24/7. The Sheriff and District Attorney’s  
 
offices knew what they had to do and they had the power and  means to do it. How  
 
they did it is described in the next sections.  
  
(An Oddity)  

(In addition to the abysmal campus security, this parenthesis comment describes 
information-rumors-innuendoes about another potentially disturbing problem that may 
have factored into the campus and community leaders fears.   

During the first couple of years after Robbin’s murder and again after Urdiales 
was extradited to Orange County, we received information from “ campus insiders” about 
financial malfeasance by the Community College District (CCD). We have no opinion 
about the claims. Specific information came mainly from one anonymous employee of 
the Community College District, a student in 1986. Other informers made unspecific 
charges along with vague statements like “follow the money.” The informers were very 
nervous or frightened they would lose their jobs, or have their lives interfered with by 
authorities; they did not want to give their names.    

In 1986 there was a danger of serious (unlawful?) financial finagling charges 
coming to light if the media and public began challenging campus management in 
general. The accusations we received did not charge embezzlement or grand larceny. 
Claims and charges were flying back and forth between the faculty and the Board that 
included mismanagement of funds and that funds in budgets were being shifted without 
approval to pet projects or to favored people. The implication was that funds for security 
went to other projects. There was no oversight. To us, the charge of public officials and 
bureaucrats playing with public money is not unusual, or, in itself, is illegal: it may be 
part of their job authority if done for good management and use of funds.  

One informer who worked for the Community College District in 1986, and still 
does, said there were suspicions and grumblings about financial management throughout 
the CCD system and that Robbin may be aware of the situation since she was involved in 
student government and “she knew too much.” We were left to draw our own 
conclusions.  

Robbin never mentioned any of this to us and she would have if she knew 
anything; her investigative instinct loved a scandal and all the vicious mud-slinging 
campus politics disturbed her.  

This prime informer said that his phone was tapped right after contacting us in 
2011 and he and his wife were afraid for their safety. Maybe the informer was legit, but 
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again, maybe it was a smokescreen to lull us into making charges that would later prove 
false and we would come off as reckless liars. Who knows? 

The reason for including this is that it may tie into a harassment event by CCD 
employees, a married couple, described in the harassment section below.  

We never mentioned any of this to the Sheriff and prosecutor because we were 
tired of those patronizing looks they reserve for the intimidation of victims. Under the 
cosmic theory of “anything is possible,” we did think it should be checked out, but, we 
knew that mentioning this to law enforcement would set off sensitive nerves which in 
turn would ratchet up the harassment. Who needed more of that!  

A media investigation of CCD management was a problem for county leaders, it 
was an attack on power. Looking at old news reports, there was a lot of squabbling and 
spit ball throwing among college officials during the District’s formative years and in 
1986 they were still fighting it out, even with cruel remarks about faculty wives. The 
Saddleback PR people had enough trouble developing a serious Saddleback image 
without all the faculty-union-administration shenanigans. Media delving into Robbin’s 
murder, and any culpability by Saddleback bureaucrats, had to be suppressed. Could this 
be a prime reason for the cover-up?)  
  
  After Urdiales confessed, a determined campaign began to delay his extradition   
  
until far, far into the future. Urdiales is dangerous to the prosecution because he is weird,   
  
who knows what he would say or do: he could blow a hole in the Sheriff’s publically   
 
announced murder theory and expose the cover-up. Urdiales is a narcissistic, sociopath   
  
serial killer who probably does not want to share with others his imagined glory and his   
  
spotlight and notoriety for his murders. There is a good chance he won’t implicate others   
  
in order to keep the focus on himself. Hell, he could be so delusional that he does not   
  
even remember any accomplices. On the other hand, to save his ass from a California   
  
execution, he could tell what really happened on that dark, cold parking lot. A frightened   
  
Urdiales could implicate others, perhaps even identify them. We believe that, in fact,   
  
other viable suspects are known but are ignored, passively shielded by Orange County   
  
law enforcement. So, the law enforcement game plan is: Play it safe, don’t take a chance,   
  
keep Urdiales in Illinois.   
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The “spin” for the extradition delay is: California cannot interfere with the Illinois   

  
trial and appeals process. Survivors would just have to wait regardless of how long it   
  
takes … even years if necessary. How convenient for the prosecutor’s protection of the   
  
cover-up. No fighting or arguing for the extradition, just agree to go along with the   
  
Illinois lawyers regardless of how long it takes, California survivors be dammed. In a   
  
“loose lips, sink ships” moment, prosecutor Gundy said in print, paraphrasing, that   
  
“extraditing Urdiales was more trouble than it was worth and to just leave him in   
  
Illinois.” How convenient! What passion! What terrific prosecutorial zeal for a defender  
 
of  “truth, justice and the American way.” 
 
Orange County Implodes – Bankruptcy  
The Golden Years Flushed Down The Drain  
  

It is important that the reader understand who the people were who ran the county   
  
in it’s scandal free years. You need context for our accusations so that our cover-up  
 
charge is plausible. The county bankruptcy will provide you an idea of how venal and  
 
self-serving county leadership was.  

  
Robbin's 1986 murder did not cause the Orange County’s financial implosion 

 
of 1994. Her murder cover-up could be called a “leading indicator” of the behavior of  
 
Orange County officials before/during/after the eventual collapse of the “OC Glow”  
 
years. The murder was a dangerous crack in the false public relations bullshit about the  
 
county’s sterling reputation. If the county powers could scheme a cover-up for murder,  
 
they will scheme anything.   
  

Critics ask us how we can recklessly accuse government of a cover-up? These   
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are reputable people, dedicated public officials and citizens, trying their best to make life   
  
good for the citizens! Really?   
  

(Before we start, we say that most county leaders are honest and upstanding. Still, 
being inactive when you know dishonesty is harming others, and do nothing, just pass it 
off…well, yea, they are part of the problem.)  

  
Here is an example of just how reputable the leaders were. In the years after   

  
Robbin’s murder the county was in political and financial turmoil, mostly behind the   
  
scenes, and, sometimes out in the open for public notice. County leaders could always   
  
count on the public’s disinterest and short memory about government and civic   
  
shenanigans as long as the money ball kept rolling and life was good.   
  

In 1994, a massive County bankruptcy ripped apart all the OC phoniness that the   
  
community leaders worked so hard to protect. The corrupt and dark side was exposed.   
  
Careers were ruined and the county leaders and government were the laughing stock   
 
across the country.  Orange County became a national joke.  
  

The county “movers and shakers” participated in schemes, deals and lies that   
  
eventually ruined Orange County’s financial stability. Instead of ultra-smart financial   
  
titans, the “leaders” turned out to be feckless shysters grubbing for the next “deal”   
  
regardless of consequences. When the dam broke, these community “art-of-the-deal”   
  
hucksters came together to hide as much of the truth of their self-interest dealings as they   
  
could.  
  

Can anyone doubt that these people who caused a financial disaster that   
  
roiled the Wall Street bond markets and severely impacted many banks and financial   
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institutions would hesitate eight years earlier to concoct a murder cover-up to protect   
  
Saddleback College, the county reputation and, most importantly, their own reputations   
  
and their financial stake in the gravy train?   
  

The hubris of the county leaders in control of Orange County finances was   
  
immense. They entrusted to Bob Citron, the County Tax Collector, the county’s  
  
enormous investment funds plus the funds of many of the county’s cities, districts and   
  
agencies. Citron was an investment boob; he selected his investments using an   
  
Ouija Board and financial horoscopes…imagine it; $8 Billion invested, $12 Billion   
  
borrowed and a $1.5 Billion shortfall and nobody was watching his handling of the   
  
money.  
  

Bob Citron was selected because he had an excellent personal reputation; he was   
  
reelected repeatedly by a clueless public and was never seriously challenged for office.   
  
Citron was trusted by the voters and citizens because he was the Assessor and Tax   
  
Collecter during the good times: property taxes were not a problem for voters.   
 
California’s Prop 13, passed by voters in the 1970s, allowed for orderly increases every   
  
year and prevented runaway assessments as value grew. Nobody suspected he was a   
  
financial klutz.  
  

What the public did not know as that Citron was a convenient flunky to   
  
county leaders; he curried the favor of big shots and was a willing and eager dupe to buy   
  
every investment scheme and scam presented to him by the county leaders. Citron had   
  
power as long as the county investment values were higher every year, BUT, that was   
  
getting harder and harder as the economic bubble reached bursting point.  
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In the 1980s and early 1990s the stock market was absolutely booming because of   

  
the Federal Reserve’s low interest rates at the time. Every month the public and Wall   
  
Street held their breath waiting to learn if the Federal Reserve Discount Rate was raised,   
  
held steady or was lowered; every month was another roll at the crap table. Citron had no  
 
idea of how to invest the billons he controlled or even how to analyze the various   
  
opportunities. His masters demanded continued high growth on investments and gullible   
  
Bob was open to any scheme that promised high double-digit returns on his investments.  
  
Citron relied on the advice of Wall Street “Sammy Glick” characters, primarily Merrill   
  
Lynch & Company, and other top tier financial companies, to tell him when, where and   
  
how much to invest.   
  

Before seeing Citron, the Wall Street guys had already worked out the deals with   
  
the county power brokers. When Citron followed their advice, they collected enormous   
  
fees. There was no evidence that Citron shared in any this money and that’s probably   
  
what kept him out of prison. Citron finally made a wrong bet on which way the interest   
  
rates would go, up or down, and lost.   

 
Losses were huge and the county went bankrupt, dragging down many other   

  
county government agencies. The national house of cards collapsed as the dot.com   
  
bubble burst and the stock market plunged at the same time, thus forestalling any chance   
  
of a quick recovery. The Good Times, Bye-Bye!  
  

County leaders and elected officials, including Board of Supervisors members,   
  
met in a private dining room at Las Brisas, a Laguna Beach restaurant, to figure   
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out how to mitigate, to limit, the damage to county finances and reputations. They wanted   
  
to figure out the story and, most importantly, decide who to blame. Could a "cover   
  
up" be devised? Could a financial Jack The Ripper phantom be devised? Would anyone   
  
believe them? The scramble was on to find the "fall guy"…and their gaze turned to   
  
Citron. Fortunately for the public, the problem was too big to hide and the sweet deals   
  
gone sour would be exposed in bankruptcy court. The county that was "too hot to fail"   
  
did exactly that in December 1994.  
  
  So, how could Robbin’s murder cover-up fit into all this?  
  

Urdiales’1997 confession was an unexpected bolt. Law enforcement knew that   
  
their “protect your ass” cover-up, invented 11 years earlier, had prevented a serious,  
  
truthful investigation and this in turn allowed a serial murderer to go free and kill seven   
  
more women. The blood of those seven young women was on their hands. The financial   
  
implications – lawsuits - of their bad decision were too much to dump on a county whose   
  
citizens were already seething at county government and all the insiders who caused or   
  
enabled the financial collapse. Additionally, county leaders had to consider possible   
  
criminal consequences that could result from their cover-up.   
  

 The decision was made: the Sheriff’s office would stick by the lie and the burden   
  
was shifted to the DA to keep the murderer in Illinois, silent, for years into the future.   
  
The cover-up continued.  
  

Another decision was made to discredit questions and accusations we made about   
  
the Sheriff and District Attorney. Can the Reilley’s be quietly threatened? Law   
  
enforcement began a subtle, but old fashioned, harassment campaign against us. It   
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featured home break-in, phone and computer taps, surveillance and much more to   
  
frighten us into submission. A campaign was begun to stop our efforts to unveil the truth   
  
of Robbin's murder and gain justice for her and the other four young California victims of   
  
Urdiales. We had to be frightened, discredited, and discouraged. And fast!  
  
  We questioned police and prosecutors from outside Orange County for their   
  
reaction to our accusations. Not one defended Orange County law enforcement. Several   
  
said we are victims of “gaslighting,” a term that describes police annoyance and   
  
harassment of people police don’t like. Usually gaslighting involves a constant stream of   
  
“chickenshit offences,” as a couple of police officials described it. These offences   
  
escalate in seriousness if the low level annoyances are not working. The purpose of   
  
gaslighting, the officials unartfully said, is to send a “don’t fuck with us” message.  
  

 The bogus cold case theory of a phantom killer with unexplained intense hatred,   
  
who murdered then disappeared, fell apart. It served its purpose for eleven years, but now   
  
new questions were being raised. Urdiales is now portrayed as a cold, calculating  
  
murderer who planned his murders, tortured his victims over a period of time, raped and   
  
sodomized them, had all the gear he would need such as tape, rope, gun, knife, selected   
 
his victims, selected his torture site and knew his escape. Quite a different modus   
  
operandi than the impassioned Urdiales maniac who murdered Robbin on a public  
 
parking lot with a high danger of discovery. 
  

To our knowledge, the Sheriff and DA investigators never looked at the four   
  
subsequent California serial killer murders in adjacent counties to see if there was any   
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connection to Robbin. Detectives had no curiosity about solving Robbin’s murder, so   
  
why would they have any curiosity about other murders or victims? When we found out  
 
about the other  four murders we asked what action, if any, the Sheriff’s investigators  
 
took; the answers were muddled, confusing, patronizing and sometimes downright rude.  
 
We asked if the Marines had checked with the Sheriff after their run-in with a bloody  
 
Urdiales at the camp gate the night Robbin was murdered. One detective told Jack that  
 
only similar murders are checked out – (such as innocent co-eds murdered on a college  
 
campus by repeated stabbing by a phantom – gee, how many of those come across the  
 
desk?) That squares with Sgt. Stephany’s harsh declaration that Sheriff’s detectives were  
 
too busy to check out leads of murders that did not fit the parameters.  
  

The detectives do have a point: Robbin’s murder was so different than his other   
  
murders. Robbin’s murder was committed by a Urdiales who was a different   
  
murderer of seven others: for example, would Urdiales attack an “opportunity” target, a  
 
spontaneous target not planned out, when he did not know if he could control the victim  
 
or the situation. Urdiales is a control freak: why would he select a parking lot with a high  
 
chance of discovery and arrest? Urdiales liked to take his time and savor his torture. Why  
 
multiple stabbing on a public, busy parking lot while the victim fought, this could cause  
 
him to make heated mistakes and leave many clues? Why no robbery, no rape?  
 

We don’t doubt that Urdiales participated in the murder, but was he in fact   
  
Robbin’s actual murderer?  
  

The District Attorney developed a new tactic of extradition, delay, delay, delay to   
  
keep Urdiales in an Illinois prison for years into the future. All DAs know that the longer   
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the elapsed time after the crime, the public forgets; victims become old photos in old 
   
news stories, family and friends die or move away and new crimes replace the old. Time  
 
became the weapon of law enforcement.   
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CHAPTER 5  
  
  
                                            WHO IS ROBBIN BRANDLEY?  
  

  
  

        ROBBIN (REILLEY) BRANDLEY  
  
  
  Before beginning our story of Robbin's evil murder and the subsequent events, we   
  
need to tell you about Robbin and why she is so loved, and so missed, by her family and   
  
friends.   
  

Robbin turned 23 on December 6, 1985, about six weeks before her murder   
  
on January 18, 1986. Robbin was excited because she was transferring from Saddleback   
  
Community College to the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) to begin the   
  
Spring 1986 semester. Robbin was raring to go; she was on her way to fulfill her dreams,  
 
goals and plans for her life; obtaining a communication degree was her next step in 
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finding a job that complemented her learning and starting on her career and business 
 
success in the communication and/or entertainment fields.   

 
Robbin was a beautiful, outgoing, cheerful young woman with a social grace that   

  
allowed her to meet people and make friends easily. She was loved by her family,   
  
relatives and friends. Robbin was a free spirit, never married, liked to date, had no   
  
children and no romantic relationships although a husband and family were definitely in   
  
her life plan. She loved going to concerts of all kinds, movies (the odder, the better), and   
  
travel.  
  

On the day of her murder, Robbin told her father that she saw a whole world of   
  
opportunity. She expected success and intended to make it happen. When Robbin left the   
  
house the night of January 18th she looked radiant, full of good health and beauty. She   
  
was so confident about her life and so happy to be getting on with it.  

  
The following vignette provides a window into Robbin's personality and life  

  
philosophy. When she was a small child, about 5 or 6, Genelle found a card she had   
  
written in school. The children were asked to define certain words. To define Love,   
  
Robbin wrote, "Love Is Kwit." This was an unusual answer to a parent, but made perfect   
  
sense to little Robbin. When asked to explain, Robbin said that when she is swinging in   
  
the playground and another child is waiting for a turn, she would "kwit" and give the   
  
other a turn. "Love is Kwit." Now, what is so confusing about that? Just before she was   
  
murdered, Robbin, now a young woman, told her mother that she was giving up her   
  
campus radio show that she enjoyed so much. When Genelle asked why, Robbin   
  
laughingly replied, "It is time to Kwit. Give someone else a chance." This simple phrase   
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explains why Robbin was liked and loved by all who knew her. It was her philosophy and   
  
she practiced it throughout her short life.  
  
        When the Sheriff's detectives asked us if we knew anyone, suspected anyone, who   
 
could murder Robbin we had no answer, no names, no suspects. To our knowledge, she   
  
had no enemies. She would occasionally get angry for a short time about something   
  
someone said or did against her or a friend, but never to the extent of alienation. Robbin   
  
was not naive, she knew people could be mean and cruel; when they acted that way, she   
  
ignored them until they returned to civility. Robbin was not submissive, but she never   
  
picked a fight. She made a point of having friends from a wide variety of people, she was   
  
never a snob. We knew of no one who disliked or hated her or was even mad at her.  
  

When Robbin was in her teens, she noticed an ash tray Jack bought in   
  
Springfield, Illinois, Abraham Lincoln’s home town. There was a Lincoln saying   
  
inscribed on the tray, “The only way I know to defeat an enemy is to make him a friend.”   
  
Robbin and Jack discussed the saying and Robbin was impressed with its wisdom. We   
  
think she took it to heart and decided that was how she would handle relationship   
  
problems. She kept the ashtray on her desk.  
  
  Robbin was also impressed with a saying by Will Rogers, “I never met a man I   
  
didn’t like.” She took the meaning to heart, to never prejudge a new acquaintance.  

  
Robbin Brandley was born on December 6, 1962, at the Community Hospital in  

  
Long Beach, CA. She was the first child and only daughter of Genelle and Jack Reilley,   
  
high school sweethearts who met when they were 16 years old and married in 1959 when   
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they turned 21. Robbin's birth name was Dana Lynne Reilley. A year later, Robbin's   
  
brother, Jayeson Brandley, was born at the same hospital on December 21, 1963. His   
  
birth name was Paul Kevin Reilley.  
  
           Robbin lived her childhood years in the Orange County coastal community of   
  
Huntington Beach, CA, a former rough and tough oil boom town that by the 1960s   
 
became a famous tourist destination because of its great year-round surfing conditions.   
  
Huntington Beach was “Surf City.”   
  

The outlying areas of Huntington Beach were developed into bedroom   
  
communities for the engineers and technicians of the booming aerospace and defense   
  
industries located from Seal Beach to Huntington Beach and throughout Orange County   
  
and the growing class of professional, educational and managerial people moving to   
  
Orange County.  
  

Robbin had a difficult time in grade school. She was inattentive, fidgety, talked a   
  
lot in class, questioned her teachers and her school work was sloppy or incomplete.   
  
Robbin was bright but bored. Today Robbin would probably be diagnosed with ADD,   
  
attention deficit disorder, or ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. Maybe she   
  
had it, maybe she was just addicted to a bad diet. Genelle was called to school one day to   
  
discuss Robbin’s behavior. When they met, the teacher, a young lady, said that Robbin   
  
was incorrigible and difficult. The teacher seemed frantic and about to lose it! She   
  
actually recommend a medication treatment for Robbin. Genelle asked for examples of   
  
what Robbin did to made the teacher react so vehemently. The teacher took several   
  
pencils out of a drawer and asked Genelle to look at them. The teacher exclaimed, “SHE   
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CHEWED THE ENDS OFF THE PENCILS!” Maybe the teacher was the one with   
  
ADHD. The teacher bored Robbin silly and her hysterical reactions and put downs in   
  
front of the class scared the poor kid. Genelle knew Robbin was dealing with a first class  
  
jackass teacher.  
  

Genelle began to work with Robbin and Jayeson on their school work at home.   
  
Genelle put special emphasis on learning to read phonetically, to understand the power of   
 
words and to know their meaning: she wholeheartedly believed that reading   
  
comprehension was key to reasoning ability and educational success. Genelle bucked the   
  
current popular theory of reading which was basically memorizing a whole word   
  
regardless of the source of the word, its spelling or how it was constructed, how to sound   
  
it out, how to use it properly and the variations it could take such as adverb, adjective,   
  
etc.  Jack taught the kids how to diagram a sentence, something else no longer taught in  
 
school. The young teacher was, of course, a devotee of teaching fads and whole word  
 
method was sacrosanct to her; that is probably how she learned to read. Genelle thought  
 
whole word was bullshit, told the teacher so, and became an early home school-er, at least  
 
in reading, an unusual and out of the ordinary thing to do in the 1960s.  
  

One day a childhood friend of Genelle’s, Cecilia Nott (Bryant), did a great   
  
service to us, she recommended a book, Food Is Your Best Medicine, by Dr. Bieler. The   
  
book was a breakthrough in the theory and science of diet being a major factor in   
  
developing and maintaining good physical and mental health, disease prevention and   
  
cure. The book changed our lives: it offered a solution to improving Robbin’s behavior.   
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The book was also a revelation to Genelle. Dr. Bieler started Genelle on a life   
  
long quest for dietary and health knowledge. Genelle became a vegetarian and then later   
  
a vegan; a heresy in the 1960s animal eating world. Genelle believed in vegetarianism   
  
from a health viewpoint, and, she also knew she had to walk the walk, practice what you   
  
preach, be a vegetarian to gain any respect and credibility for what you preach. 
  

Because Genelle wanted her family to have the best chance for a healthy life   
  
free of disease and pain as much as possible, she became a voracious reader and   
  
researcher of good health science and practices. She truly had an open mind. She sat up   
 
until early in the mornings – two and three o’clock - reading books and articles very   
  
difficult for her. Determined, she persevered until she understood the medical language,   
  
understood the concepts and could talk easily with health and diet academics and   
  
practitioners. She attended health conferences and conventions and lectures, bought   
  
books, and books, and books and asked, asked, asked questions. If Genelle had a   
  
computer, a blog and the social network in those days, she would have been a leading lay   
  
professional, an author and a researcher in health and diet, particularly writing and   
  
speaking to parents with children suffering from symptoms we now call ADD and   
  
ADHD.   
  

Genelle followed the Bieler diet faithfully, carefully avoiding foods that caused   
  
hyperactivity and illness, eliminating sugar, candy and sweets. Unfortunately, changing    
  
Robbin’s diet to fruits and vegetables and wholesome foods and snacks was not easy   
  
when her school friends are eating bologna and white bread sandwiches, potato chips,   
  
Ding Dongs and soda for lunch. Robbin was embarrassed because she was different; she   
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tried every day to trade her celery and carrot sticks for sweets. Genelle realized that she   
  
must study more, do more, to help Robbin and Jayeson develop confidence in her and  
  
self confidence in themselves.  
  
           Jack read a 1972 article in the Los Angeles Times describing how children with   
  
stable, common names were better liked by their teachers and received higher grades.   
  
Children with names like Mary and Martin were favored over Tammy and Troy. The   
  
point of the article was that the name we are given, or nicknames we are called, have a lot   
  
to do with how we view ourselves and how others see us. This in turn affects our   
 
personality and behavior. We wondered, could it be as simple as that, just change the   
  
children's names? We tried everything else we knew of, so why not give it a try. Genelle   
  
began her research.  
  

In the spring of 1973 we were moving to Scottsdale, AZ, because of a job   
  
promotion. Since Dana and Paul would be enrolling in a new school, all four of us agreed   
  
to change their names. The children picked names they liked out of a book Genelle used   
  
in her research. For the sake of continuity and less confusion, we used the same last name   
  
for each child: they became Robbin and Jayeson Brandley.   
  

Thus began the new adventure. It was awkward registering them under two sets of   
  
names; their birth names and as an Also Known As (AKA). Fortunately the new Arizona   
  
grade school had no problems using an AKA. And, fortunately, we began to notice the   
  
kid’s greater interest in school, scholastic ability, social grace and calmness. Behavior   
  
began to gradually change. Encouraged, Genelle continued with the diet too.  
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Just before Christmas 1973, we moved again, this time to St. Louis, MO. As a   
  
family, we decided to enroll Robbin and Jayeson again using their legal names and the   
  
AKA names. We were apprehensive because Missouri is a socially conservative state and   
  
the school may put up resistance to dual names. Fortunately, the AKAs were accepted.   
  
Our new friends and neighbors, work associates, school friends, teachers and others were   
  
unaware of the old legal names. The kids were now and forever known as Robbin and   
  
Jayeson Brandley.   
  

Making two school changes in one year was hard, especially for Robbin. She was   
  
the new kid, twice in one year, and had no established friends. Also, the Arizona and   
  
Missouri schools were farther ahead academically than California for her grade. After a   
 
short time, Genelle attended a parent-teacher conference. When she met Robbin’s   
  
teacher, she was surprised when the teacher asked if Robbin had recently changed her   
  
name. Genelle girded herself for a battle and told the teacher why we changed the name.   
  
The teacher said that when Robbin first joined the class, about mid-semester, she   
  
appeared stand-offish and sullen: the teacher thought to herself, “Oh, oh, here’s a tough   
  
one.” The situation changed quickly. The teacher said that Robbin was one of her   
  
sweetest kids and a very good student. The teacher said that her husband changed his   
  
name at about the same age and had the same results. She was familiar with name change   
  
benefits and supported Genelle wholeheartedly.   
  

Genelle was so grateful to hear this good news from the teacher, it confirmed to   
  
herself that she was on the right track with the kids. Robbin noticed the pleasant changes   
  
in her personality and appearance when she ate properly and avoided junk and fat foods.   
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As a young teenager, Robbin began a regimen to kept a trim figure, body strength  

 
and mental acuity. Robbin began laying out a life plan and she was focused. When her  
 
teeth braces came off early in her senior high school year, Robbin never stopped smiling!   
  

Robbin became very active in high school student government, the newspaper and   
  
the various student musicals and plays through the year while performing quiet well   
  
academically.  
  

In the early 1980s Genelle became aware of “celiac,” a digestive disease   
  
caused by gluten. This was an obscure theory “poo-pooed” by the public when articles   
  
began appearing in magazines and journals. Genelle was, once again, on the cutting edge   
  
and confounding her family, relatives and friends because she railed against the leading   
  
gluten source … WHEAT! Everybody loved wheat, it was in just about every processed   
 
food loved by America. Attacking wheat was almost un-American. Attacking wheat was   
  
worse than being vegetarian and a peacenik.   
  

Genelle firmly believed that diet was a key contributor to disease and mental 
 
disorders. The research on gluten was showing that this substance – in wheat, rye, barley  
 
and maybe oats – was causing disease, physical problems such as overweight, and could  
 
be a major contributor to ADD and ADHD. Genelle examined diets and discovered the  
 
foods and recipes that avoided the terrible physical, mental and psychological ill effects  
 
of gluten laden diets. Gluten was in just about every prepared food in America during  
 
Robbin’s lifetime and there were few alternatives. Today there is a plethora of gluten free  
 
prepared foods; gluten alternatives are on the menu of most conventional and fine  
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dining restaurants. The health focused grocery stores and the internet make these  
 
products easily available in abundance. Robbin would have had a much easier childhood  
 
if all this abundance of food she could eat was available in the 60s.  
  
  Through their childhoods, Genelle never, never, never gave up on Robbin and   
  
Jayeson‟s health. And, she influenced many of their friends and their parents by her   
  
example.  
  
  One final major influence Genelle had on young Robbin and Jayeson was to show   
  
them how to be an individual, not a rubber stamp of group thought. In the 1970s Genelle   
  
became convinced that Viet Nam was a huge, stupid mistake. It was time to get out of   
  
that country and bring the troops home. She joined Another Mother For Peace and   
  
proudly wore the themed “War Is Not Healthy For Children And Other Living   
  
Things” medallion, put up the poster in the home and put the bumper stickers on her car.   
  
Being against the war was dangerous business in the 1970s Orange County, CA and later  
 
in St. Louis County, MO. Genelle suffered slurs, the finger, ridicule and, most hurtfully,   
  
the pulling away of some friends. The kids knew she right, even though they were only   
  
about 10 years old. Genelle taught them to take a stand for what they believed was right.   
  
Robbin or Jayeson never became blind followers, groupies or patsies for any person or   
  
cause.  
  
  We don’t know what effect we had on Robbin and Jayeson as they grew up. We   
  
do believe that we gave them good examples: a long and loving marriage; they knew how   
  
important they were to us; instilled the importance of good health and well-being to a   
  
happy life. Jack told them at opportune times: “In life you do what you want to do or you   
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do what someone else wants you to do.”  
  

When Robbin became a young adult, Jack would occasionally take her with him   
  
on business social events. Robbin, no wallflower, dived right in to crowds and struck up   
  
conversations with ease. One night Robbin and Jack were at a Rodeo Drive event in   
  
Beverly Hills; cocktails and Hors D’Oeuvers were served at a very “tony” bar followed   
  
by a lobster dinner at the Palm restaurant. As usual, at the cocktail party, Robbin was off   
  
meeting people. Later at the restaurant, Jack was walking down a hallway to the dining   
  
room where several people were waiting in line to be seated. Jack recognized one man  
 
who was a highly successful industry leader. This leader saw Jack and announced to the  
 
others, “Here comes Robbin’s dad!” We talked and they said they had met Robbin and  
 
were very impressed with her. Jack is so proud that one of the highest honors in his life is  
 
to be known as “Robbin’s Dad.”  
  

Jack and Robbin would visit a popular bakery-coffee store in downtown Laguna   
  
Beach. In one corner, by the front window, many of the “locals” gathered to discuss town   
  
gossip and politics. Robbin quickly joined the group, mainly older men and women, and   
 
listened to their observations and joined the conversations. When Jack asked her why she   
  
sat with older people, Robbin said, “I like them and I learn a lot.” Made sense to Jack.  
  

Robbin enjoyed going to the movies with us. We took her often to the Varsity   
  
Theater in St. Louis where the best of the old film classics like “The Grapes of Wrath”   
  
and “Of Mice and Men” and the best, or most interesting, even oddball films were shown: 
 
these are films, domestic and foreign that opened her mind to great stories and wonderful  
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film making. At the Varsity she saw the best of foreign films and the best work of  
 
directors and actors. She enjoyed filmed operas such as “The Magic Flute” and “Don  
 
Giovanni.” The “Rocky Horror Picture Show” became a family favorite because of the  
 
fun and participation of the  audiences…Robbin loved the over-the-top outrageousness of  
 
the movie and story, the sight gags and the funny dialogue. In school, Robbin participated  
 
in a reenactment of “Rocky Horror,” she played Janet. Robbin encouraged us to see two  
 
movies that became our favorite comedies, “Vacation” and “The Tin Men.”   
  

On her last day alive, Robbin spent the morning studying and writing and talking   
  
on the phone. At lunch time she joined Jack who was painting the den. Robbin had   
  
discovered Charles Dickens, one of Jack’s favorite authors. Robbin had just finished   
  
reading Great Expectations and loved the story; she was so intrigued at how Dickens laid   
  
out the intricacies of the story and the interrelation of the characters. Dickens always has   
  
surprises and ironic twists. Fortunately, the 1938 movie was coming on the TV and they   
  
watched it together. Robbin was full of questions about Dickens’ body of work and Jack   
  
was pleased with her enthusiasm. Next: Oliver Twist, Barnaby Rudge and Little Dorit.  
 
Jack planned to get Robbin into John Steinbeck, starting with East of Eden. 
  

Genelle was shopping during the afternoon. When she returned home, it was time   
  
for Robbin to get ready for her volunteer ushering at Saddleback. The performer was Liz   
 
Story, a popular jazz, contemporary and classical pianist. The performance drew a large   
  
audience.  
  

Robbin borrowed a lovely print dress from Genelle who helped her select the   
  
accessories such as pearls and the correct shoes. Genelle helped her apply her makeup   
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and combed her hair. Robbin was beautiful and getting dressed up always made her   
  
happy, but, this evening she seemed pensive, in a melancholy mood. She did not   
  
particularly want to go to the school because she was tired, but, she made a commitment   
  
and would keep it.  Jack can still hear in his mind the sound of her heels clicking on the   
  
brick hallway as she walked to the front door and calling out to her, “Drive Safely!”   
  
Robbin answered, “OK.” Genelle recalls telling Robbin to have fun and that she loved    
  
her. Strangely, Robbin only said “Good Bye” as she shut the door. She usually said, “See   
  
ya.” or “Good Night,” never Good Bye. This sent a chill up Genelle’s spine.  
  
  About two weeks before the murder, Robbin was very late coming home from a   
  
school event. At about 2:00 AM, Genelle began having sharp chest pains, pains she never   
  
experienced before or after Robbin’s death, and labored breathing as she became very   
  
worried and distraught. She felt something terrible had happened to Robbin. She got in   
  
her car and drove the route Robbin took, looking for her car or, worse, an accident. She   
  
drove to the campus and toured the parking lots. She did not see Robbin’s Chevrolet.   
  
When she got home about 3:30 AM, Robbin’s car was parked in its normal place in front   
  
of the house. Robbin was in bed. In the morning Robbin explained that she went to dinner   
  
with friends and had a good time. Genelle asked her why she did not call. Robbin gave   
  
the typical young adult answer, teasing Genelle with, “Mom, I’m 23 years old, I’m not a   
  
child anymore.”  
   
 We believe Genelle had a premonition of Robbin’s stabbing death. Many of the   
  
knife blows hit Robbin in the chest.  
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Below are highlights about Robbin:  
  
…The photos above show what Robbin looked like. She was 5‟3” tall and weighed about      
115 lbs. Robbin was small but strong.  
  
...Robbin and her brother, Jayeson, had a high sense of adventure and escape while they 
were still called Dana and Paul. They loved to run in parks, Disneyland, Knott’s Berry 
Farm where adventure was just around each corner, and, to ride all the “thrill” rides. They 
had no sense of personal danger or of people.  Both were bursting with energy which 
Genelle and Jack worked hard to channel. The nice thing was that by 7:00 PM each night 
they were exhausted and would go to bed without any word from their parents and fall 
asleep quickly. 
 
...While young teens Dana and Paul‟s names were legally changed to Robbin and Jayeson     
Brandley by a Missouri superior court judge.  
  
…Robbin was a wonderful child who became a wonderful teenager and a beautiful young      
woman with a cheerful personality and a wide, bright, happy smile.   
  
…Robbin dealt with people gracefully and made friends easily. She had an outgoing     
personality. She had a great sense of humor and laughed often, she loved jokes. Robbin     
had the ability to set people at ease.  
  
    Most importantly, Robbin laughed at her father’s funny comments, observations and      
jokes. Well, Robbin and Jack thought they were funny.  
  
…Robbin loved to write. She wrote continuously. She wrote short stories, was an avid      
diarist, a reporter-editor for her high school newspaper and a DJ on the Saddleback      
College radio station.  
  
... Robbin collected stories, articles, facts, family history and research because she      
knew she could develop them into books or scripts. Jack had her read “East of Eden”     
to learn how John Steinbeck weaved his family’s history, acquaintances and      
experiences into the Cain and Able story line.  
  
…Robbin was a good, structured writer with a reporter’s instinct for a story. She worked     
to get her facts correct, her sentence and paragraph structure perfect and no misspelling, 
especially the names of people she wrote about. This reflected Jill’s early home teaching.  
  
…Robbin was a gymnast, liked to work out and exercise and was committed to her health     
and diet. Robbin was quick, swift and strong.   
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…Robbin loved to work, especially at jobs where she met people. She was eager to work,      
getting her first job at a fast food restaurant immediately after she turned 16. She was a     
go-getter!  
  
…When Robbin arrived in Laguna Beach she was 19 years old. She immediately looked      
for a job in the town. She walked the downtown area, asking shop owners if they had      
open positions or leaving an application. Robbin found work easily because of her      
cheerful personality and enthusiasm; she loved getting a paycheck.  
  
…Robbin was on the high school and college scholastic honor society lists. She was      
active in student government.   
  
…Robbin participated actively in charitable causes. She had a strong sense of social     
responsibility. She volunteered her time generously to charitable causes on campus and      
off.   
 
…Robbin’s first year in college was at Southeast Missouri University (SEMO). She     
decided to move back home to California with her family in January, 1983, where she     
continued her education at Saddleback Community College in Mission Viejo, CA.   
  
Robbin was accepted at University of California San Diego (UCSD) to earn her     
communication degree beginning with the Spring 1986 semester.   
  
…Robbin was finishing her last days at Saddleback when she was murdered. She was      
thrilled about moving to San Diego and finishing her education. She was raring to go!  
  
…Robbin was fascinated with the promotion and business side of the writing,     
communication and entertainment industries. She loved the word “entrepreneur” and       
that was what she decided to become.  
  
…She was an excellent person to person “networker.” Robbin had no fear of approaching     
anyone – receptionists to CEOs - who could help her with whatever project she was      
working. She had a natural ease in dealing with people regardless of their position or     
status.  
  
…Robbin discouraged steady boyfriends and serious involvement because she wanted a     
career first. She enjoyed dating, getting together with friends and family gatherings     
with all her cousins, aunts and uncles.  
  
…Robbin was never married and had no children, but she looked forward to marriage     
and a family.  
  
…Robbin planned a wonderful future and was anxious to finish her degree while getting     
started with her career. She had plans and was excited about her future and life.  
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... Robbin loved to travel. The family went to Russia in 1976 and she loved it, she was     
hooked. She loved travel, staying in hotels, dining out and meeting people. She     
traveled in England on a youth tour in 1984, her first adventure without Mom and      
Dad. As she boarded the airplane, Genelle, Jack and Jayeson were worried, she looked so     
small and helpless; Robbin just happily smiled and waved goodby.  She toured      
continental United States, Hawaii and Canada with the family from 1975 to 1985.  
   
... Robbin loved to sit with her father on the Laguna Beach boardwalk on Sunday     
mornings reading the LA Times or the OC Register. Sometimes they talked about the      
news but usually Robbin talked about her life and any problems she was having     
figuring out her future. Sometimes, to Jack’s embarrassment, Robbin would talk about      
guys she dated and the goofy things they said. Jack’s advice was always the same:      
never accept anything a guy told her, neither believe nor disbelieve; Bullshit Baffles     
Brains; Don’t do anything she did not want to do; You will know when the right guy     
comes along.  
  
Finally, here is what Robbin thought about herself. We are not sure when she wrote this. 
We are not sure if she finished it.  
  
  My main value is happiness. The key element in obtaining this state 
is the preservation of mental and physical health.  My own self-satisfaction 
on any project is valuable to me. I learn from my mistakes, and I’m willing to 
exert whatever effort is necessary to improve. Verbal appraisal is essential 
because it assures me that I’m geared in the right direction. I’m self-
competitive but I do not compete with others. I do not share my goals 
because talking about them keeps me from obtaining them. Once I 
accomplish my goals, I set new ones. If I don’t, I feel that I’m wasting time. I 
received a scholarship from Alpha Gamma Sigma and I hope to receive 
more in the future. Events involving music, fashion or dancing, I like to 
attend during my spare t………..  
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After Robbin’s death, we secured a memorial bench on the Laguna Beach Main Beach   
  
Boardwalk. The plaque reads:  

 ROBBIN BRANDLEY REILLEY  
    BELOVED DAUGHTER, SISTER AND FRIEND  

       ETERNALLY IN OUR HEARTS  
1962-1986  

         
After Genelle’s death Jack changed the plague to read:  

                    ROBBIN BRANDLEY REILLEY 
                                   1962 -1986  

                       GENELLE “JILL” REILLEY  
                                       1938 – 2012  
                       MOTHER AND DAUGHTER ETERNALLY TOGETHER  
       BELOVED BY FAMILY AND PRECIOUS FRIENDS  

  
Jack visits the bench often. He believes Robbin and Genelle meet him there and we  
mentally or quietly talk to each other. 

  
   Robbin liked who she was and so did everyone else -  Genelle Reilley  

  
Robbin “was a shining star, a wonderful, intelligent and outstanding member of our 
community college student honor society, Alpha Gamma Sigma, as many students will 
remember her.”  

Ann Hagerty – former librarian at Saddleback College   
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CHAPTER 6   
  

                                         ROBBIN’S MURDER  
  

  

                                        ROBBIN’S 1ST DAY OF 1ST GRADE  

Andrew Urdiales’ Confession: Urdiales, a serial murderer of eight women, used the 
word “we” when describing Robbin’s murder. “WE” means only one thing – plural, more 
than one person participated in Robbin’s murder.  

Physical Evidence At Crime Scene:  Prosecutor Howard Gundy told us that the 
physical evidence at the scene WAS NOT Urdiales’.   

January 18, 1986, between 10:00 and 10:30 PM, Robbin was murdered on a dark,   
  
dangerous, poorly guarded and unlighted parking lot at Saddleback Community College   
  
in Mission Viejo.   
  

She was viciously stabbed over 41 times.   
  

She was not robbed or sexually molested.  
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On the night of the murder, Robbin was on campus serving as a volunteer usher at   
  
a piano concert. She attended an artist's reception after the show and left the auditorium   
  
after 10:00 PM. She made arrangements with another student, Valerie, to escort   
  
each other to their cars. Robbin's car was closest to the doorway, so they would probably   
  
walk to her car then she would drive Valerie to hers which was parked in a different lot.   
  
A male friend, Michael Coats, asked Robbin if she needed an escort, but she declined,   
  
saying she already had plans. 
  

According to Sheriff’s Detective Mike Stephany, Valerie, was the last   
  
person seen with Robbin before she was murdered. Det. Stephany told us that Robbin left   
  
the concert with Valarie. A student, Dawn Ellen Lee, heard Valerie say to Robbin, “I’ll   
  
meet you at your car.” Students at the reception told us that Valerie waited around while   
  
Robbin socialized. Valerie is the only person ever identified by students and the Dean   
  
of Students who had a motive, hatred and opportunity to murder Robbin. Valerie had a   
  
definite purpose to walk with Robbin; she set a trap to assault Robbin. The assault led to   
  
the murder of unsuspecting, trusting Robbin.   

When they left the auditorium, what happened next is not clear. Valerie claims  

they separated outside the auditorium doors without offering any clear explanation of  

why they did. Valerie made a point of arranging their escorting each other to their cars 

then she waited for Robbin to leave the reception with her. So why split up after walking  

out the door? The campus was dark, some of the parking lot lights were not working. An 

assailant could easily hide in the bushes or behind cars without casting shadows. Female  

students knew it was unsafe to walk alone. Safety was a campus scandal. A male escort 
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program provided some safety, but, on a Saturday night, it was not offered. If abandoned 

by Valerie, Robbin would have gone back inside and asked Michael or another male 

student(s) to accompany her. She would not have walked alone. The fact that she did 

walk to her car indicates someone was with her and she was not afraid. Robbin was active 

in student government and was therefore very familiar with the campus crime situation 

and the danger of walking alone. We had discussed it many times.  It is highly unlikely 

Robbin would knowingly walk in a dark parking lot without an escort or a “buddy” she 

trusted. 

Robbin was very cautious. She knew it was dangerous to walk alone. It is also 

improbable that Robbin, alone by herself, or even with another, would let anyone she 

saw, and did not know, walk up on her unless she had assurances from her “buddy 

Valerie” that the stranger was known to her. Robbin was cautious, she was not a careless 

person.   

Robbin was attacked by her car. She was stabbed 41 times while she fought back  

to protect herself. Robbin was small, in excellent health and she was strong, lithe and  

athletic and a very fast runner. She was a gymnast in high school. She would have put up 

a good, fierce struggle.  

Robbin’s assailants had to take Robbin by surprise. Walking with Valerie may  

have given her a sense of security. She did not fear Valerie or suspect any violence by  

her. Valerie may have pre-planned an attack with Urdiales. Or, maybe Urdiales arrived  

on campus as he said he did, purely by chance, on a whim, angry and looking to terrorize  

and rob someone with his “big ole knife.” When Urdiales approached them, whether  
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Valerie knew him or not, she may have seized the opportunity to explode her rage and  

hatred on Robbin.   

 Sgt. Sidebothom told Jack that based on his long history of homicide 
 
investigation, the murderer was full of hate and rage, the murder was personal: could   
 
Urdiales, a stranger, hate Robbin so much? We don’t think so. Sidebothom also said that  
 
in his history, an enraged women attacks repeatedly, until satiated, even when the victim  
 
has stopped resistance. He said a male will stop attacking when the victim succumbs.  
 
Robbin was stabbed 41 times.   
   

A professionally conducted police investigation of Valerie’s actions and  

movements on the night of the murder, and suspicious actions she took after, could have  

provided the truth of what happened on the parking lot, or cleared her, thus allowing  the 

focus to shift to others suspects.  Regardless, we believe that Valerie was the “we”  

person(s) mentioned in Urdiales’ confession. Urdiales may be using the term “we”  

because he did not know Valerie’s name or, as serial killers do, not give accomplices 

any credit.  

Robbin was left to die: bleeding, alone, on a cold, dark parking lot.   

A campus guard drove by Robbin's body but could not comprehend what he saw.  

He was untrained for a murder so he drove on. He said he thought her body was a  

mannequin from the drama department. At approximately 10:45, two friends, a student,  

Chuck Gibbs, and an instructor, Julie Brady, discovered her body. It was a horrible  

discovery because of the brutality of the murder. They alerted the guard who finally  

responded. There was a trauma hospital down the street from the campus. If the guard  
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had acted like a professional and not panicked and drove off, Robbin might have been  

saved. Seconds mattered, and the guard squandered them.  

When the detectives arrived they created a crime scene, but forgot to have the  

sprinkler systems turned off. Photos of Robbin's Chevrolet show streams of water  

running across the parking lot from underneath and around her car. Valuable evidence  

was lost because of carelessness.  

Detectives said there was no physical evidence at the crime scene. This is highly  

unlikely because the knife wielder had to stab 41 times (a very strenuous feat) while  

holding Robbin to keep her from fighting and screaming, and, at the same time watching  

out for concert attendees who could walk out of the auditorium at any time. We were told  

by either reporters or the detectives that there were several off duty Laguna Beach Police  

officers in the audience and they possibly would have heard screams or walked by the  

murder scene on the way to their cars if Urdiales did not have help smothering screams,  

holding Robbin’s arms and legs and keeping a look out to warn if anyone was  

approaching the crime scene. The murder happened within a short time period, maybe 15  

minutes, therefore Urdiales had to be quick while being methodical, something he could  

not do by himself with a fighting victim. We doubt that a murderer like Urdiales, so  

methodical, thinking of all the things that could go wrong, would take the risk of  

discovery in a public place. He needed an accomplice to help him stab, hold, fight,  

muffle screams and act as lookout.  

In his confession, Urdiales describes how “we” sat and talked before the murder 

began. We don’t think Urdiales meant that he and Robbin had a chat. We think the “we” 

person was with them. What could the conversation involve: intimidation to create fear? 
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Did Robbin resist and say something that infuriated the “we” people that triggered a 

vicious murder? Was Valerie persuading Urdiales to murder, or, was Valerie preparing to 

murder Robbin herself?  

Urdiales learned from Robbin’s murder; his future murder victims were accessible 

prostitutes he could entice to lonely areas where he could murder at his leisure with 

sadistic pleasure without fear of discovery. 

The detectives said the wounds on Robbin’s hands show she did fight to protect  

herself. Does it not make sense that the intense struggle would have caused some  

specimen of the murderer’s physical evidence to appear: spittle, sweat, blood, skin  

scratches, something? The detectives did take a chunk of the curb by Robbin’s car as  

evidence, we don’t know why but we suspect it had blood on it.  

How can we believe that a phantom in the night, unknown to Robbin, with vicious  

hatred of her, somehow commit a complicated, struggling and messy murder not far  from 

the populated auditorium, then disappear for eleven years, never repeating a  blood lust 

crime? 

  Is it unjust or illogical to surmise that Robbin was lured by Valerie onto a dark 

parking lot where her pre-planned, or total-stranger accomplice, Urdiales, lurked behind  

cars. If pre-planned, perhaps Urdiales’ role was to frighten Robbin, maybe even sexually  

attack and rob her, to frighten her into leaving the school. Who knows? What we do 

know is what the Sheriff’s detectives told us:  Robbin was viciously murdered by 

someone who had great anger and hatred her intensely.  

   Jack angered Stephany when he asked if the detectives re-enacted the crime. Did  

they walk the time line from Robbin’s auditorium departure to the discovery of her body  
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by her friends? Did they re-enact the elements of Urdiales’ confession, did they  

determine how long it actually takes for one man to stab 41 times while struggling with  

the victim? Did Stephany determine if one person could do all the actions by himself in  

the short time or would other people need to assist.  

Several times over the years we have been asked by reporters and Saddleback’s   

lawyer if we knew that Robbin’s beautiful, full hair was cut, chopped, and her face was   

cut. We never heard of this from the detectives, we guessed that if it indeed happened they  

wanted that fact kept secret from the public, only the murderer would know, and, it would  

have created  questions on our part. If not hair, we want to know if the murderer(s) took  

other “trophies.”  Would a female take a trophy that a man would not, such as hair? Would  

a man cut his victims face?  We heard that Robbin’s face was cut, mutilated, several times.  

In reading Urdiales’ own descriptions of his eight murders, he never mentions taking  

trophies or  cutting the face. When he forced his victims to strip, or he ripped their clothes  

off, he always reports throwing the clothes away, he never mentions keeping anything as a   

souvenir.  

  We suspect that the reason for the secrecy was not to withhold information until  

trial. Instead, the secrecy was to avoid questions that required some investigative work.  

Remember, a cover-up requires as little facts as possible be discovered and/or released. 

Reporters and private eyes snooping and asking questions were not welcome.  

Well, the secret was not well kept. We were asked by reporters over the years,  

starting in the first year after Robbin’s death, about the hair cutting and other aspects of 

the crime they observed at the crime scene. During an pre-trial deposition with  

Saddleback’s lawyer he asked if we knew about the hair cutting. Jack was surprised by  
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the deposition lawyer’s question, it came out of the blue and without context to the  

deposition purpose. Jack said, “Yes, from reporters.”  When Jack tried to follow up on  

the question, seeking relevance, our lawyer and the school’s lawyer changed the subject  

and would not allow Jack to question the lawyer. We were aware that serial killers take  

trophies of their victims, but there have never been crime scene reports to us that Urdiales  

did this with Robbin or his other victims.   

  During Urdiales’ trial in Cook County, Illinois, his defense lawyers visited our  

home in Laguna Beach. They asked if we heard or knew that Robbin’s hair had been cut  

or knew of any other kind of disfigurement of Robbin. We believe they were fishing to  

find out how much we knew. If they thought we truly knew nothing except what we 

surmised from the questions asked us, they were not going to offer any concrete 

affirmation that trophies were taken.  

  As we thought about these hair and face questions, we recalled a Sheriff’s  

detective telling Jack that the savagery of the knife stabbing indicated a woman. We  

wonder if a woman murderer, Valerie, jealous of Robbin, would cut her beautiful, healthy 

hair  and maybe her face. It appears the detectives had no interest or curiosity to 

investigate.  

Below are some facts about Robbin’s murder:  

…Robbin turned 23 years old one month prior to her murder. She lived at home while 
working and attending college. She was preparing to transfer to the University of 
California San Diego - UCSD to earn a degree in communications.   
  
…Robbin was an Alpha Gamma Sigma scholastic honor student and a member of the    
student government board.  
  
…Robbin had no steady boyfriends or romantic entanglements. She was never married. 
Robbin was focusing on starting a career. She was a family girl, she wanted marriage and 
a family, but not until she established herself.  
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…Robbin loved to date, dancing and parties  
  
…Detectives found that Robbin was well adjusted, she had strong family ties and 
support; she was very well liked by all her friends and associates.   
  
…Detectives claim they could not find a single person with a motive although Valerie 
was identified to them by school officials and fellow students. They never investigated 
Valerie’s alibis or searched her home or clothes, never searched for her abandoned car.          
  
…Robbin was outgoing and ready to help others when asked. She was active in campus 
government, scholastic societies and charitable work. One of her last acts was to arrange, 
and raise money for, a fund to help the Mission Viejo victims of the Night Stalker, serial 
murderer Richard Ramirez.  
  
…Robbin was a student volunteer usher at a Liz Story piano concert. She was attacked at 
approximately 10:30 PM by her car after leaving the artist’s reception, 
  
…Sgt. Sidebothom said the murderer of Robbin had rage, anger and hatred toward her. 
There is no other explanation for the viciousness of the murder. A detective told Jack the 
murderer was most likely an enraged, very angry, woman because of the particular 
violence and cruelty. The detective said that the attack on Robbin continued after her 
resistance stopped. The detective said that men usually stop attacking when the victim 
succumbs, stops resisting, while women in rage continue the attack until satiated.  
  
…Urdiales said in his confession that “we” murdered Robbin. He uses “we” several 
times.   
  
…A female student, Valerie, was identified by the Dean of Students and fellow students 
as a probable suspect. Valerie is the same suspect we identified to the Sheriff’s detectives 
because we learned from student friends that Valerie had a $10,000 financial motive and 
a hatred for Robbin whom she blamed for ruining her plans.  
  
…Valerie was infuriated that the Dean of Students assigned Robbin to work on a concert 
project that Valarie and an instructor were developing for the college. The Dean learned 
that Valerie planned to profit personally from the event by charging a $10,000 
management fee, a sizeable amount of money for a poor student in 1986.  
  
…Robbin played no part in the Dean’s decision; she had no prior knowledge of the 
$10,000 fee. The Dean wanted Robbin working on the concert project because of her 
excellent work in producing a campus “warm up” concert by the popular group The  
Thompson Twins   
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…At a meeting called by the Dean of Students, Valerie threw the concert proposal at 
Robbin, yelling, “The ball is in your court now!” She stomped out of the meeting very 
agitated and angry.  
  
…Valerie came from a dysfunctional family. She was an alcoholic and a drug user. She 
was promiscuous and used sex as a tool to overcome her shortcomings and to accomplish 
her goals.  
  
…Valerie’s sister was a drug using prostitute in Orange County. She was murdered, 
beaten to death by a boyfriend, in a Dana Point hotel room soon after Robbin’s murder. 
Urdiales used prostitutes. It is not illogical to connect Urdiales and Valerie through her 
sister. Of course, law enforcement never followed up on this.  
  
…On the night of Robbin’s murder, Valerie and Robbin volunteered as ushers at a 
campus piano concert. During the evening a teacher, Julie Brady, said she asked Robbin 
who the girl was that was glaring at Robbin with hatred. Robbin replied, “Oh, that’s just 
Valerie,” but did not give any significance to Valerie’s open animosity. Robbin had no 
fear or concern for her safety from Valerie.   
  
…Valerie described to detectives the appearance of a non-existent man: first the man was 
dark with an overcoat, and then the man wore a hunting jacket and had blond hair and 
freckles. She said the man asked for Robbin. No other person reports seeing a man/men 
with these descriptions: he was a straw man created by Valerie to divert suspicion from 
her and trying to develop a bogus suspect who, or course, could never be discovered 
because he did not exist.  
  
…Valerie made plans with Robbin to escort each other to their cars, a logical safeguard 
on a dangerous campus that recently experienced a horrific kidnapping and rape. 
Students, faculty and employees were fearful at night while walking on the poorly lighted 
campus and parking lots.  
  
…Det. Stephany told Genelle that concert attendees saw Robbin and Valerie walk 
together from the artist’s reception party. He then changed his report, after finally talking 
to Valerie, to say the two women left separately. His change was necessary to support the 
cover-up. His change was contradicted by several student attendees who saw them leave 
together.             
  
…A male student friend of Robbin’s told us that he asked Robbin if she wanted an escort. 
Robbin said no thanks, stating that she and Valerie were escorting each other on the 
dangerous parking lot. Another student heard Valerie tell Robbin they would meet at 
Robbin’s car.  
  
…The campus administration had not adequately fixed the campus security problems. 
Campus official’s inaction and ignoring crime conditions created a place for violent 
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crime while insuring a successful escape. Campus officials showed a callous disregard for 
student, faculty and employee safety.   
  
…Robbin was in excellent health. She worked out, exercised, and was athletic; she was 
not docile, submissive or fearful. Robbin fought to protect herself but she was unable to 
scream or run back to the auditorium entrance, which was close to her car and the murder 
scene, for help and safety.  
  
…We believe a minimum of two or more people were required to murder Robbin; one to 
attack with a knife while the other(s) suppressed her and acted as lookout. We believe 
Valerie was the actual murderer because of the viciousness.  
  
…After Robbin’s murder, Urdiales became a serial murderer. Urdiales, a small, cowardly 
man, changed his method of operation to using a gun to murder prostitutes; he murdered 
with an impersonal weapon, a gun, then, when the victim was dead or dying, he 
sometimes stabbed the victim.  
  
…The question arises as to why he would be careless and use a knife, a personal weapon, 
against a victim who could fight back, and, why he would murder an unknown victim so 
passionately when he killed his other victims dispassionately. Urdiales did use a knife on 
three other victims after shooting and killing them, but, the knife was not the murder 
weapon, the gun was.  
  
…In his confession, Urdiales said he followed Robbin and that she saw him from some 
distance before he got to her. Robbin was well aware of campus crime and her personal 
safety; it is not believable that she would not react, escape to safety, when followed by a 
stranger on a dark parking lot. Robbin would not blithely walk into danger unless she had 
no fear. We believe Robbin was not alone, that she was walking with Valerie and had a 
sense of security. Perhaps Valerie assured her that she knew the stranger.  
  
…Urdiales confessed that he held Robbin and covered her mouth with his “hands.” 
Robbin was struggling to defend herself so it would be a major task to hold her to prevent 
screams that would alert the concert attendees and those walking to their cars. He would 
have to hold her, fight with her, while stabbing over 41 times, a very strenuous feat. It is 
implausible he acted alone.  
  
…Sheriff Gates said that the murder was a robbery gone wrong. When asked about 
Robbin’s purse, Urdiales says that the purse had nothing to do with the crime. He says: “I 
think it was her that “we” wanted and “we” just sat there for a while.”  
  
…Gates theory was an attempt to boost the “cold case” conclusion. He could not say the 
murder was planned, that robbery had nothing to do with the motive. The Sheriff did not 
want it known, even hinted at, that a student-suspect, and maybe an instructor 
accomplice, committed a campus murder.  
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…Urdiales told his Chicago defense lawyer that he was surprised by the stabbing. He has 
no clear recollection of how the stabbing started or why; he says things were dark and 
fuzzy.  We believe that Urdiales brought the knife but he did not do the stabbing. We 
believe that Valerie viciously stabbed Robbin, perhaps with the aid of the student 
instructor who was helping Urdiales hold Robbin or acting as a look-out.  
  
…Urdiales says: “We” wiped the blood (from the knife) somewhere; “I don’t remember 
where “we” did it.”  
  
…Urdiales’ defense attorney in his Cook County, IL trial tried to use the “we” in his 
confession to prove Urdiales heard voices, that he was mentally ill. The jury discarded 
that theory. Subsequent appellate hearings discarded the theory of mental illness. “We” 
apparently meant exactly what “we” means said the jury and appeals courts.  
 
…Urdiales’ Chicago defense attorney told us that Urdiales told Robbin he was sorry 
before he left her to die. The lawyer said that Robbin responded. An expression of sorrow 
spoken by a fierce, dispassionate, brutal killer of seven other women? This was Urdiales’ 
first experience with murder. Perhaps he believed his purpose was to frighten Robbin, not 
to be an accomplice in a murder. He was surprised and maybe felt remorse that the attack 
turned into a vicious murder. Unfortunately, the murder wetted his blood lust.  
  
…The question also arises about why Urdiales was on the campus at 10:00 PM on a 
Saturday night. He would not find his preferred target, a prostitute, there. We believe 
Urdiales was on campus by arrangement as an accomplice to frighten Robbin.  
  
…Finally, prosecutor Gundy told us that the physical evidence at the scene WAS 
NOT Urdiales’. This could only be true if Urdiales was not wielding the knife, was 
not scratched by Robbin, did not bleed nor left hair or skin samples.   
  
…Gundy said that a confession without evidence is not enough to convict. Orange 
County dropped prosecution of Urdiales and sent the trial to the San Diego DA 
without Robbin’s murder included. Verified to Jack by the SDDA’s office.   
  
…We want to know whose physical evidence IS at the scene. We want to know if 
blood samples from Valerie and the instructor have been taken and tested.   
  
…We want to know if Robbin’s blood was checked for any mixing with DNA that is 
not hers. If other blood or evidence exists, has it been cross-checked in DNA data 
bases…if not, why not!  
  
…Shortly after Urdiales’ confession, Sheriff’s Detectives Moreno and Blackburn 
collected a blood sample from Urdiales. They told us that “we took his blood, we will 
be testing ALL THE DIFFERENT BLOOD AT THE SCENE.” We asked if we  
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would be notified of the results and they said “of course.” We never heard from them 
again.  
  
…If all the blood at the scene was tested, and Gundy declares that the physical 
evidence is not Urdiales’, then whose blood, besides Robbin’s, is at the scene?  
  

For 23 years we have been lied to about the physical evidence. It is time to stop   
  
the lies.  
  

(Before beginning the Investigation chapter, a very unusual and unexpected event  
happened to Genelle. A day or two after the murder, but before Robbin’s memorial  
service, Genelle was resting, awake, in our bedroom. She was jolted by Robbin’s voice  
yelling loudly, clearly and distinctly, “Valerie did it, Mom, Valerie did it!”  

Genelle was shocked. We had never heard of Valerie. We had no idea who she  
was or her relationship to our daughter. Robbin had never mentioned her. Valerie would  
not be known to us until Robbin’s memorial where she reappeared after a mysterious  
disappearance of several days. During that disappearance she got rid of the car she was  
driving that night. Investigators never checked her lodgings for the clothes she wore that  
night, looked for “trophies” such as Robbin’s hair, or looked for her car to examine it.  
This purposeful incompetence was required to keep the cover-up intact. We asked if 
Valerie’s home was searched and was there a search for her car? Sgt. Stephany replied 
that he had no basis for a search warrant. Really? Valerie was not a viable suspect!: the 
last person seen with Robbin, staring at Robbin with hatred that night, concocting the 
mysterious male concert attendee looking for Robbin, identified by faculty and friends as 
the only person who disliked and was jealous of Robbin. 
Genelle has been mocked repeatedly about hearing Robbin’s voice: she does not care, it 
did happen.)  
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CHAPTER 7     

              

THE PURPOSEFULLY BUNGLED SHERIFF’S INVESTIGATION  

  

             

  

  ROBBIN WORKING ON THE PARKWAY SOUTH HIGH SCHOOL PAPER  

  
In the early morning hours of Sunday, January 19, 1986, about 2:30 AM, we were   

  
awakened by the sound of police cars outside our home. We heard loud police radios,   
  
heard car doors slam, heard several people walking to the front door and saw the red   
  
lights flashing off our bedroom walls.  
  

Within seconds, there was a loud pounding at the front door. When Jack opened   
  
the door, there were two uniformed Laguna Beach police officers and two plain clothed   
  
men. The officers asked if this was Robbin Brandley’s home. When Jack replied yes, the   
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officers stood back and the two Sheriff’s detectives introduced themselves and asked if   
 
they could come into the house. The lead detective was Sgt. Mike Stephany. The name of   
  
the other officer we can’t remember, he was not on the investigation very long.  
  

When seated in the family room, the officers asked if Robbin was home. Jack said   
  
no. They then asked Jack to look into a paper grocery bag to see if he recognized   
  
anything. Jack saw the contents of Robbin’s purse dumped into the bag. Jack saw her   
  
California driver license and other items he recognized as hers.  
  

Jack immediately thought that Robbin was involved in a Laguna Canyon car   
  
crash. Stretches of Laguna Canyon were notorious for fatal car accidents; the road was   
  
extremely dangerous because of the multiple curves, unlit roads, speeding drivers and the   
  
intoxicated or stoned morons driving out of Laguna Beach after the bars closed.  
  

The officers said that Robbin was murdered at her car on a Saddleback   
  
Community College parking lot. This was a total shock, Jack lost his breath and   
  
everything suddenly seemed unreal. He was speechless and unable to comprehend. The   
  
detectives did not share much information about the murder other than Robbin was   
  
stabbed and she did not appear to have been sexually assaulted or robbed. They asked if   
  
we knew anyone who would harm or murder Robbin, if there had been threats. They   
  
were looking for suspect leads. They asked if Robbin was married or divorced and if she   
  
had any troublesome male or female relationships. The answer was no. Robbin never   
  
mentioned any problems with anyone, never seemed worried.  
  

Sgt. Stephany said that the next few hours to three weeks were crucial to solving   
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the murder. If they did not receive strong leads and/or have suspects in that time window,   
  
it was entirely possible the murder would not be solved because the trail becomes cold.  
  
(This is probably true, but we now realize that Stephany was setting us up. The cold case   
 
scheme was already started.)  

  
While the detectives interviewed Jack, Genelle was frightened while she remained   

  
upstairs fearing the worst and steeling herself for horrible news. When the detectives   
  
left after ½ hour or so, Jack faced the worst, most tragic time of their marriage and lives.  
  
Jack had to tell Genelle that their daughter, their baby, was gone forever. Their daughter   
  
was murdered and there were no suspects, no clues, no motive. Everything became   
  
surreal, an unbelievable Kafka nightmare.   
  

While Genelle slowly came down the stairs, afraid and panicked, Jack had to go   
  
into the bathroom and retch and take a deep sob. He could not believe this was happening   
  
to them; why them? When Jack told Genelle she collapsed to the living room floor,   
  
sobbing and in frantic disbelief. She kept crying, “No, No, No. Oh God No! Why   
  
Robbin?”  
  
  The expression on Genelle’s face was absolute fear, disbelief, panic and pleading   
  
that it was not true. Her body went absolutely rigid, her arms stiffened along her sides.   
  
She held her breath. She was confused and could not comprehend the absolute end of   
  
Robbin’s loving presence in our lives. Jack was afraid she had gone into shock.  
  
  Genelle and Jack held each other and cried. Genelle continued sobbing in anguish   
  
and repeating, “Why?” Her heart was ripped apart.  
  
  After a while, Jack contacted Jayeson to come home immediately, he lived and   
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worked nearby in San Clemente. When Jayeson arrived the news stunned him hard. He   
  
could not believe it. He knew of no one who would harm his sister. Jayeson walked   
  
around the living and dining areas many times in disbelief. We all held each other and  
 
cried until dawn.  
    
  

About 7:00 AM Jack began contacting the family. He wanted to tell his brother,   
  
Dale Reilley and his sister Kathy’s husband, Jack Griffin, before they heard the news   
  
from other relatives, from local radio and television, cable television or newspapers.   
  
Jack asked them to tell their families. Jack also called Vince Davidson and Ken Fisher,   
  
the husbands respectively of Elaine Davidson, Jack’s mother, and Millie Fisher,   
  
Genelle’s mother. Jack asked Ken to inform Jack Ramsey, Genelle’s brother. Jack also   
  
contacted close family friends and some work associates who knew Robbin well. Every 
 
call was heartbreaking.  
  
  The next 10 days were a whirlwind of family friends and relatives, the media,   
  
detectives, neighbors and, of course, Robbin’s friends, all phoning and stopping by the   
  
home. We were preoccupied with feeding people and making endless pots of coffee and   
  
making refreshments. We spent much time consoling our guests. We had very little sleep.   
  
One of the hardest things was when phone callers asked for Robbin, not knowing of   
  
the murder. The hours-days-weeks after the murder, we were zombies, the walking dead.   
  
  During the mid-morning hours of January 19th, Jack looked for and found a   
  
knick knack he bought Robbin several years earlier, when she was 10 or 11 years old. It   
  
was 10 monkeys in a monkey pyramid. Jack and Robbin had a joke between them and the   
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monkey pyramid reminded them both of the laugh they had together. After a few years,   
  
Robbin had put the monkeys in her closet where the monkeys became dusty, especially in   
  
it’s corners and crevasses. Jack began to continuously clean the monkeys over and over   
  
with a cloth until spotless. The little monkeys shined. Jack held the monkeys and cleaned   
  
them for many months and often he was unaware he was doing it. The monkeys are a   
  
connection with Robbin; Jack believed that she knew he was trying to remember her and   
 
send his love by holding something special they shared. The monkeys are now on the   
  
bedroom fireplace mantel, and, yes, Jack cleans them regularly still.  
  

Robbin was cremated. A memorial service was held at Rancho Capistrano   
  

Church. A large audience, estimated at 300 by the detectives, attended along with   
  
undercover detectives to study the guests for any unusual behavior or if they recognized   
  
potential suspects: murderers sometimes show up at services to relish the agony they   
  
cause. The service was covered by print and television media.   
  

Ironically, Valerie made her reappearance at the memorial and delivered a   
  
strange, disjointed and incoherent statement during the time allotted to the mourners for   
  
eulogies. We did not know who Valerie was but Genelle had Robbin’s yell from a   
  
couple days prior burned into her mind. When Genelle spoke to Valerie in the reception   
  
line after the ceremony, she said Valerie continued to talk frantically and was totally   
  
incoherent. Genelle noticed that Valerie’s hands were very rough, scaly and red, as   
  
though they she had been soaking them in bleach and/or hard detergents.   
  
  When Genelle heard Valerie say her name from the pulpit, she was stunned.   
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She could not believe she was holding the hands that held the knife that viciously killed   
  
Robbin. Genelle was helpless, she wanted to faint or scream, both if she could. Genelle   
  
thought that Valerie, behaving like a maniac, was capable of murdering her, Jack and   
  
Jayeson at the least provocation.   
  
  The Sheriff’s detectives supposedly watching the audience seemed not to notice,   
  
perhaps purposefully ignored, Valerie’s behavior although many of the guests did notice   
  
and commented about it to us. The underlying sentiment was “better check that one out.”  
  
The detectives did not respond to Genelle’s concerns about Valerie: at that time Stephany   
 
still had not interviewed Valerie, a suspect identified by students and the Dean of   
  
Students. Genelle had enough experience with Stephany to distrust him and wisely   
  
decided to not tell him of  hearing Robbin’s voice; he would write it off as the blathering   
  
of a distressed mother, or, worse, accuse Genelle of making it up to falsely accuse or   
  
defame Valerie. Stephany had his orders: the cover-up must avoid any real suspects, any   
  
evidence, to succeed. Valerie must be protected regardless of what the detectives  
 
suspected about her. 
  

Robbin’s ashes were spread in the ocean off of Laguna Beach. The mortuary   
  
representative, who attended the at-sea ceremony, told us that he supervised Robbin’s   
  
body continuously from the time she arrived at the mortuary until several days later when   
  
her ashes were spread. He assured us that Robbin was treated with upmost dignity,   
  
respect and care.   
  

At that time we had not heard that Robbin’s hair was butchered and there was   
  
possible facial disfigurement; we first heard about it several months later when a reporter   
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who was at the crime scene asked us if we knew about it. We immediately asked the   
  
mortuary to put us in touch with the mortuary representative, we wanted to ask him what   
  
he saw because he said he was with Robbin’s body continuously. Was it true? He would   
  
know. Strangely, the mortuary representative was unavailable and never contacted us   
  
although we tried several times to contact him.  
  
  The Orange County Sheriff is also the county Coroner: very convenient when   
  
concealing evidence or keeping it off the official record. We asked Stephany to help us   
  
find the mortuary assistant but he ignored our requests and told us to quit listening to   
  
reporters. Stephany told us to stop trying to solve the murder, that was his job and he did   
  
not appreciate interference. The cover-up was in full force but we did not know it yet nor   
 
suspect it...we were just confused by his indifference to our questions.  
  

Joining us for the spreading of Robbin’s ashes from the boat were a grandmother,   
  
Millie Fisher, Jayeson and two of Robbin’s friends. We all took handfuls of Robbin’s   
  
ashes and slowly released them to the ocean until they were gone. We still have the   
  
cardboard box that contained Robbin’s ashes. We still have some of her clothes and   
  
favorite sweaters. We can’t let go of everything until the full story of Robbin’s murder is   
  
known.  
  
  After the service, the phone calls and visits ceased. Then the silent loneliness  
  
began. It was heartbreaking and unbearable. The reality of Robbin gone forever set in;   
  
nevermore would we see her, talk to her, laugh with her and enjoy her success and life   
  
with her. It was so depressing. Fortunately, Jayeson moved back home to comfort us. The   
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next sad chore was to decide what to do with Robbin’s clothes, mementoes, souvenirs,   
  
writings and personal papers, personal grooming items and all the other things that were a   
  
part of Robbin’s life. Everything became important to us, everything she owned was a   
  
link that, once lost, could never be regained. Robbin’s clothes still carried her essence,   
  
her comforting scent, at least for a while.   
  

It was important that Robbin’s clothes be given to homeless people who   
  
really needed them and would appreciate them. A friend of ours told us of a church in the   
  
Los Angeles skid row area where they distributed clothes and food to the homeless every   
  
Saturday morning. We knew Robbin would like that.   
  

The presence of Robbin can still be felt in our home today, at least to us. We keep   
  
her pictures – photos and artist renderings – and her favorite possessions -- where we can   
  
see them and remember. We change them out every so often to keep the memory fresh.   
 
As every parent who lost a child knows, you wish you could stop the slow erasing of   
  
vivid memories as time moves farther from the death. The loss just becomes a dull ache,   
  
memories fade, it becomes harder to remember the face, the voice and the laugh. It is   
  
God’s plan to move our lives onward, our consciousness releases our sorrow and pain,   
  
loved ones become treasured, but unclear, memories. The shrine of photos slowly shrinks   
  
as pictures of new people, family, especially grandchildren, fill the empty space in your   
  
life. The good thing about Robbin’s photos is that she is forever young in our minds and   
  
hearts.   
  

Thank God for video. We have a long segment of Robbin and Jack taken by   
  
brother-in-law Jack Griffin. It was Christmas 1985 and personal videos were not yet   
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common. Uncle Jack was always the first kid on the block to buy new technology. His   
  
unit was about as big as a small TV, you had to balance it on a shoulder. Robbin, a   
  
communications major, was fascinated. She foresaw a revolution coming and she   
  
peppered Uncle Jack all evening about all the possibilities of video for news and   
  
entertainment. If Robbin were alive today she would have all the latest Apple products,   
  
every app imaginable, and her Facebook, Twitter and Instagram would have hundreds,  
 
maybe thousands, of friends and contacts. Robbin loved to network and she would relish  
 
all the social media of today. 
  

Genelle is with Robbin now. She has gone home to Peace and Happiness.  
  

 Sgt. Stephany told us the investigation began with questioning of the concert   
  
attendees, family, school officials, fellow students and friends. Since almost all murders   
  
are committed by a person who knows the victim, questioning family and friends was   
  
the logical and obvious place for a detective to start.  

  
 When Stephany became a part of the cover-up, he began to systematically   

  
overlook the obvious. He did not use standard investigative practices, he did not even   
  
show a normal detective’s curiosity. For example, Stephany did not advise us to secure   
  
Robbin’s bedroom and prevent friends from entering and taking mementoes. A suspect   
  
intent on destroying evidence or clues would certainly want to go through her belongings.   
  
He finally advised us to close Robbin’s room when we told him that people were asking   
  
for admittance. Jack asked Stephany if he wanted a list of names who entered her room,   
  
how long they stayed in the room and what items they asked to keep for themselves. He   
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said no, but, if we wanted to we could send him a list.   
  

Stephany had no interest in examining Robbin’s room or looking through her   
  
diary, short stories, appointment calendar, anything that might yield a clue. We were   
  
really getting worried about this guy’s competence. Clues? This guy was clueless.  
  

Looking back, it was apparent that Stephany was already locked into the phantom   
  
murderer cover-up story. He had no interest in investigating Robbin’s friends and   
  
acquaintances, or her most private writings. He did not want to find evidence. Fertile   
  
fields for a true investigator were untilled.  
  

Robbin logged her daily events and contacts. She even incorporated people she   
  
knew into her short stories. Robbin may have consciously or subconsciously  
  
written something that pointed to a suspect or a motive. Stephany had no interest.  
  
  We could not understand Stephany’s indifference. At first we thought he was   
  
lazy, then incompetent. We now know that his attitude was “why bother” because the   
  
cold case decision was already in play. A real investigation might ruin the cover-up.  
  

 During the investigation at the crime scene, the Sheriff’s officers failed to have   
  
the sprinkler system turned off, thus losing valuable evidence. Reporters at the crime   
  
scene told us that much evidence was lost or overlooked. Reporters said the crime scene   
  
investigation was a joke, unprofessional and not thorough. One disgusted reporter told us   
  
that Sheriff officers were “jailers, not homicide detectives.” It was “too bad real   
  
detectives from a city police departments were not on the case.”  
  
  When we discussed Robbin’s murder with investigators from other California   
  
police organizations they wondered why the Sheriff’s detectives did not caution us about   
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cremating Robbin. As long as the murder is unsolved, it is a best practice to consider the   
  
body as evidence. A buried body can still yield evidence that was not considered years   
  
earlier, and, the science of DNA was progressing quickly. Steffany never mentioned   
  
burial and never cautioned against cremation.   
  

The Orange County Sheriff  is also the Coroner. There are no regulations   
  
requiring the Coroner to keep a body until the murder is solved or for a specified period   
  
of time. The OC policy is to release the body as soon as the Coroner believes all evidence   
  
has been taken from the body and clothes and the cause of death is determined. Upon   
  
reflection on the phantom killer cold case cover-up scheme it is reasonable to conclude   
  
that the Sheriff quickly released Robbin’s body for cremation to avoid future   
  
developments and embarrassments. The crime scene was bloody, therefore, it is logical   
  
that the murderers’ blood was on Robbin’s body and/or clothes, or, was intermixed with   
  
Robbin’s blood. To our knowledge, Robbin’s clothes were put in an evidence locker.  
  

During the first or second phone call with prosecutor Gundy, Jack asked him 
 
about the  blood evidence. Jack was following up on Det. Moreno’s comment to us that  
 
all the blood at the scene would be tested. Gundy replied that testing would not occur  
 
until it was close to the trial, which would be years into the future if at all. Jack was  
 
incredulous; he asked if that was appropriate since immediate testing could identify a  
 
suspect or eliminate someone from suspicion. Gundy said the testing timeline was  
 
standard practice.   
  

Gundy or the Sheriff were not concerned that physical evidence would deteriorate  
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or be lost over the years. The refusal to test the blood immediately, bureaucratic stalling,  
 
was another cover-up tactic to forestall the scheme’s falling apart  

 

Gundy lied to us about delayed testing. They did test physical evidence and we  

knew it when Gundy told Genelle that, “the physical evidence at the scene   

WAS NOT Urdiales’.” WHAT! Then whose blood or other evidence did they  

find? Did any of the evidence come from Robbin’s body that was now cremated or from 

her clothes that were held in the evidence locker? We believe there are serious problems 

with the physical evidence that cannot be explained away except with more lies, more 

confusion.  

  Gundy told us that a confession was not enough to convict, physical evidence  

was needed to back up the confession. We concluded that Urdiales was a murder  

accomplice and deserves conviction and punishment, BUT, we do not believe he acted  

alone. We doubt very much that the Sheriff or prosecutor will ever make a serious effort  

to determine if the physical evidence they did discover belongs to the “we” people,  

accomplices, to whom Urdiales referred in his confession. We fear the findings of the  

mysterious physical evidence will never be known unless it is manipulated to implicate  

only Urdiales. If it is known that another person, particularly a student, Valerie, was  

involved in the murder, and law enforcement knew it, the cover-up would be exposed.  

We fear the plan is to let murderers go free, unprosecuted, if necessary to avoid  

embarrassments and possible criminal liability.  

Law enforcement tamper with evidence? A specious and ridiculous charge! Don’t  

be naive. You hear about police corruption and evidence tampering all the time.  

As mentioned above, Stephany told us that the detectives had to act quickly: if   
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the crime was not solved, or if viable suspects were not identified, within three  weeks   
  
then the murder probably would not be solved. Upon retrospect, he was setting us up.   
  
We definitely knew the murder would not be solved when Stephany told us a few weeks   
  
after the murder that, “your best revenge is to live well.” What a horribly insensitive,  
  
cynical, stupid thing to say to parents shortly after their daughter’s murder.  
  
  
The night of January 18th, 1986  

  
A male student asked Robbin if she needed an escort to her car. She said, “No   

  
thanks, I’m leaving with Valerie.” Valerie appeared impatient, ready to go, but she   
  
waited for Robbin to leave the artist’s reception: Robbin was very social and she probably   
  
was having a good time. Valerie was anxious to leave early because she knew the other   
  
guests would stay for conversation and refreshment and not be immediately exiting the   
  
auditorium for their cars. The fewer people on the parking lot, the more freedom to   
  
terrorize Robbin without being caught. The later she and Robbin left the reception, the   
  
greater the chance of being discovered. Stephany originally told us that Robbin and   
  
Valerie left the reception together, he later recanted his statement.   
  

Many students and attendees saw them leave the reception together. Stephany   
  
changed his story, lied, to protect Valerie in order to facilitate the bogus story of the   
 
cover-up. If the Valerie escort story was allowed to stand, then she would be a student   
  
murder suspect and/or a witness. The key purpose of the cover-up was to absolve   
  
Saddleback of any campus responsibility, involvement and embarrassment, thus requiring   
  
that no one associated with the campus in any way be involved in the murder.  
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Valerie told Genelle that immediately after exiting the theater, she and Robbin   

  
split up and went their separate way to their cars. Stephany’s story is inexplicable; even   
  
Valerie contradicts him. She arranged the mutual escort and waited until Robbin was   
  
ready to leave the reception. So why split up immediately after exiting the building?  
  

Valerie gave conflicting stories about where she went after leaving Robbin at the   
  
door. She told a private detective that she immediately went home; she told Genelle she   
  
went to the office of her instructor to work on his computer. Stephany had no curiosity or   
  
intention to examine the conflicting statements she gave to others versus statements she  
 
told him.  
  

We believe there are two different scenarios about the murder. One: Valerie 
 
planned an attack on Robbin with the aid of Urdiales. Her purpose in waiting for, then  
 
walking out with Robbin was to identify her to Urdiales who was hiding in the dark  
 
parking lot close to Robbin’s car. We believe she did the stabbing when something went  
 
wrong with her plan for the assault (Robbin was a fighter and refused to submit or be  
 
intimidated) that caused an uncontrollable rage in Valerie. The second, less plausible,  
 
scenario:  Urdiales did come to the campus as he claimed. He did not know Valerie or  
 
Robbin, he was just looking for a victim to terrorize and rob. When he approached the  
 
two Valerie took the opportunity to attack Robbin herself while Urdiales went into his  
 
claimed mental black-out. When Urdiales came to his senses, saw Robbin in a pool of  
 
blood he may even have been convinced that he did the stabbing. Valerie had fled. This  
 
would explain why he left no clues and why other physical evidence, maybe Valerie’s, 
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was at the scene.  
  

The stickler comes back to Urdiales’ repeated use of the “we” word in his   
  
confession when describing the murder: the meaning is that he did not act alone. Maybe   
  
the murder was not premeditated, but the result was the same.  
  
  Valerie claims she was unaware of Robbin’s murder because she did not   
  
communicate with anyone or listen to the radio or watch television for a few days. How   
  
convenient. She “disappeared” for several days saying she stayed home, not answering   
  
any attempt to reach her. Stephany told Jack he could not reach Valerie because he did   
  
not know her phone number or address (some cop!) Valerie had been identified by  
 
students and a faculty member as a possible suspect but he did not have the interest or  
 
curiosity to get her address and phone number and examine her home, clothes and the car  
 
she got rid of. Some great detective! How can anyone believe his stupid excuse.  

  
During this mysterious absence, Valerie says she returned her car to the person   

  
she bought it from. She obtained another car. So, she lied. She did get out and about and   
  
“communicated” with people. And, as far as we know, the person she returned the car to   
  
was not questioned. We think Stephany would have told us if he did follow up in order to   
  
erase our suspicions of why Valerie dumped the car. To our knowledge, Stephany did not   
  
try to track down the car to examine it for evidence. We asked him why he did not. He   
  
said he did not have a good enough legal reason. Really? An identified suspect with a   
  
ridiculous alibi does not warrant an investigation? We were told by a retired FBI  
 
investigator that the car should have been found and examined immediately since the  
 
suspect was the last person seen with Robbin,  had expressed hatred toward Robbin that  
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night as observed by a faculty member, was mentioned by students and faculty, had a 
 
motive, and, made up a story of a mystery man of various descriptions who asked her  
 
about Robbin. The murder could have been solved or the suspect cleared quickly. The  
 
FBI man was baffled by Stephany’s unprofessional non-action.  
  

We believe Valerie used this time to dispose of her car and clothes, both of   
  
which contained Robbin’s blood, and to clean her lodgings. To our knowledge, Valerie’s   
  
home was never searched for evidence or traces of blood.  
  

When Valerie finally resurfaced at Robbin’s memorial, she was hysterical,   
  
incoherent and erratic. Genelle said her hands felt rough, like they had been soaking in   
  
cleaning fluid or some strong chemical, perhaps while trying to wash away the blood.  
  

Stephany did not follow-up immediately with Valerie. He made a point of   
  
telling Jack that the Sheriff’s detectives had to act with speed to solve the case: the   
  
crucial 72 hours. So, he gets a hot lead and what does he do? Nothing, at least not   
  
immediately; no phone number, no address. Don’t you think a good detective could find   
  
those things out quickly? Stephany’s lack of enthusiasm for questioning Valerie fits the   
  
cover-up scenario. When school officials and students identify a suspect with a motive,   
  
normal investigative practice dictates the detective jump on the lead immediately. Not   
  
Stephany. He knew what he was supposed to do, or not do.   
  

When Genelle asked Stephany the outcome of his eventual interview with   
  
Valerie, he simply replied, “I liked her, she is the only one who made any sense.” By the   
  
time he interviewed her, she was not the incomprehensible jabbering, emotional space   
  
cadet who talked at the memorial. If he talked to her promptly, say, at the memorial   
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service, it just might have been easy to nail her at her most vulnerable, psychotic self and   
  
catch contradictions in her story.   
  

It was obvious to us that Stephany was covering up, trying to distract attention   
  
away from her. He made a clumsy, stupid statement and ploy that clearly indicated the   
  
direction the investigation was going --- a predetermined, unsolved cold case.  

  
Shortly after the murder, Stephany told Jack that he believed with certainty a male   

  
friend and fellow student had murdered Robbin. This was a reckless and dangerous thing   
  
to say. Upon reflection, we decided he said it to create a straw man and take the focus off   
  
of Valerie and to make us think he was working on the case. He tried to distract us with a   
  
dangerous theory he knew was not true about an innocent boy and Stephany knew that   
  
any investigation of the boy would result in a dead end.  
  
  We asked Stephany that if he really thought the male friend was the murderer did   
  
he get a search warrant to examine his home and clothes? No, he did not. Stephany did   
  
say that he talked to the male friend and his mother. The mother said the boy stayed   
  
home that night with her. Shortly after the interview, the young man went to South   
  
America for an extended stay with his father. He probably skipped out to avoid a set-up, a   
  
frame. Did Stephany think anything was unusual in that? No, he did not. He had no   
  
intention of pursuing his bogus lead.  
  
  Stephany did not know how either of us would react to his reckless accusation. He   
  
had no idea of our mental state. He purposefully endangered the boy. For all he knew, in  
 
our grief, we might have killed the young man; Jack, alone, Genelle, alone, or together.  
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About a year after Robbin’s murder, Valerie approached a female student, a   
 
stranger, at the Redlands College campus about 60 miles from Saddleback. The student   
  
bore a strong resemblance to Robbin and was about the same age. Valerie began talking   
  
wildly to the student about Robbin’s murder. The student did not know Robbin nor had   
  
she heard of Robbin’s murder at Saddleback. Valerie claimed she knew facts about   
  
Robbin’s murder that had not been discovered or made known. Valerie indicated that the   
  
murderer was Robbin’s boyfriend! Robbin had no boyfriend but she did have a friend,   
  
Will, also a communications student, who knew Valerie also. We had given Stephany   
  
Will’s name when he asked for names of Robbin’s friends. Valerie has now identified   
  
three different, fictitious, men: two strangers asking for Robbin at the concert and now a   
  
boyfriend. We don’t know if Valerie did mentioned Will to Stephany, accusing him,   
  
when he finally got around to interviewing her. We don’t know if Stephany actually   
  
believed Will murdered Robbin. He just told us that to take the heat off Valerie and keep   
  
the investigation muddled and going nowhere. At this stage, nothing seemed impossible   
  
to us after Stephany vouched for Valerie.  
  

When the mother of the student accosted by Valerie was told of the confrontation,   
  
she became so alarmed by Valerie’s behavior that she contacted us after reading about   
  
Robbin’s murder in a newspaper article and she began connecting the dots. The mother   
  
and her daughter were upset and their suspicions about Valerie were enough to call   
  
us and volunteer information.   
  

We immediately contacted Stephany, giving him the names, dates and contact   
  
information of the student’s mother. We thought that Valerie may have inadvertently let   
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slip out some information to the student about the murder and her involvement. We were   
  
never told of the outcome of Stephany’s questioning of the student or mother…another   
 
example of Stephany’s laziness, incompetence and refusal to follow-up on potential   
  
leads. Stephany did not want to be bothered with any information or facts that interfered   
  
with the cover-up scheme. The mother did tell us that Stephany was very lackluster, rote,   
  
bored and that she had to volunteer information because Stephany never asked probing   
  
questions about Valerie’s statements or demeanor.   
  

We began to get information and leads from the public and students, which we   
  
passed on to Stephany. He was irritated when contacted with new information and by our   
  
inquiries. Stephany already knew the investigation was not going to be solved, he had his   
  
instructions. The leads only complicated his goal to declare the murder a cold case, an   
  
unsolved murder destined to be forgotten.  
  
  After the first year, Stephany told us to not contact him with more leads or   
  
questions. He said his department had more pressing business than to follow-up on   
  
anything coming from us. Stephany ramped up his rude behavior. He made it clear that   
  
our inquiries about our daughter’s murder were bothersome, wasted Sheriff’s personnel   
  
time, and would be ignored. We simply could not understand his attitude. We asked our   
  
survivor friends about their experiences with their detectives. We heard many, many   
  
stories of professionalism, kindness, sympathy and dedication; there was absolutely no   
  
comparison. We became even more suspicious of the Sheriff’s commitment, but we did   
  
not yet know why.  
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Stephany understood his assignment. He ignored, even ridiculed, questions about   
  
Valerie, the $10,000 motive, her public anger and contemptuous attitude toward   
  
Robbin, her insistence on escorting Robbin to her car, her unexplained disappearance and   
  
her missing car, her untrue stories of  mysterious men looking for Robbin, her hysterical 
 
semi-confession to a student stranger.  
  

Stephany said $10,000 was no motive! In 1986, that much money was a large   
  
amount for any cash strapped student, especially Valerie. She had already publicly   
  
expressed her rage and anger about having the concert project taken from her by the Dean   
  
of Students and assigned to Robbin. Her expected $10,000 fee was cancelled: her belief  
 
she would actually be paid that amount was a pure figment of her imagination.   
  

When Genelle contacted Stephany about a follow up to a newspaper article on the   
  
1st anniversary of Robbin’s death, he became agitated and began to vilely curse us. He   
  
said the investigation was, “none of our business!” Genelle was upset and asked Stephany   
  
what he would do if it were his child. Stephany went ballistic, yelling, “Oh, now you   
  
want my child murdered! That’s really nice of you Mrs. Reilley, that’s really nice of   
  
you!” Of course, Genelle said no such thing, wanted no such thing. We were highly   
  
offended, confused and upset by Stephany’s stream of profanity, yelling and anger, all of   
  
which was taped on our telephone answering machine. We contacted the Sheriff’s office,   
  
played the phone tape for officials, and Stephany was taken off the case. We believe the   
  
pressure on Stephany to abort the investigation made him crack.  
  

When Genelle asked Stephany if she could have the jewelry Robbin was   
  
wearing, he replied, “Why, its not worth anything.” A cruel statement to the mother of a   
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murdered child but reflective of the Sheriff’s attitude to Robbin, her murder and to   
  
us. Robbin was wearing two rings that night. One was a simple garnet ring given to   
  
Robbin on her 16th birthday, the other had a turtle made with a semi-precious stone.   
  
Genelle wore those rings on her fingers for years until she put them away in a safe   
  
deposit box; she feared losing them or they may be stolen.  

 
A few months after Robbin’s murder, Genelle began receiving obscene phone   

  
calls over a long period of time. Stephany offered no help to us; we were on our own   
  
in tracking down the caller. He would not lift a finger. Fortunately we enlisted a   
  
sympathetic phone company investigator who helped us. The calls were traced to a   
  
Saddleback student who had a class with Robbin. Stephany told us he scolded the   
  
obscene caller, nothing else, no search of his clothes or residence for evidence.  Stephany   
  
was not going to waste his time to determine if the caller was implicated in Robbin’s   
  
murder. He wanted no questions raised, no new leads to complicate his assignment to   
  
wrap the murder up as a cold case.  
  

We determined that the Sheriff was no longer actively investigating Robbin’s   
  
murder. For 25 years now we have had only sporadic contact with the Sheriff.    
 

In 1995, without Jack’s knowledge when he was away on a business trip, Genelle   
  
traveled to Washington state to confront Valerie in her home. Genelle came unannounced   
  
during the mid-morning hours. When Valerie opened her front door, Genelle noticed that   
  
her eyes were bloodshot, her speech and quickness of comprehension were slow, she   
  
looked like she was coming off, or still on, an alcohol and/or drugs binge. She appeared  
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disheveled and dissolute. Genelle said that her eyes looked yellow and evil, like a snake.   
  
Valerie was living with a man, Ralph, who she met after Robbin’s murder. He was at   
  
work. As far as Valerie knew, Genelle was alone, it was just the two of them. Genelle   
  
never mentioned that she had a friend outside the house who was prepared to call the   
  
police if she saw or heard anything that could endangered Genelle.   

 
Genelle was careful and watchful, on-guard, but not afraid. Recall, Robbin told   

  
Genelle that Valerie murdered her and Genelle was determined to face her daughter’s   
  
killer, determined to face Valerie before she might strike again.   
  

Genelle told Valerie why she believed she murdered Robbin, she confronted her   
  
with the facts of the murder night, her strange disappearance after the murder, getting rid   
  
of her car, the Manhattan Transfer concert controversy, everything. Valerie responded to   
  
these accusations by saying, “Well, maybe I blacked out or something.” This is a strange,   
  
incriminating comment after just being called a murderer. The response of an innocent   
  
person would be to denounce Genelle and declare as forcefully, and with as much   
  
indignation as possible, that she was not at the murder scene, had nothing to do with it,   
  
then throw Genelle out her house. By saying that maybe she “blacked out or something”   
  
indicates she admitted the possibility that she was at the murder scene. And, she   
  
admits that she may have committed a murder beyond her control, reason or senses. As   
  
stated earlier, the suspect is a heavy drug and alcohol user, swacked regularly. We   
  
think her comment was factual, she murdered in a fury: something snapped within her   
  
while she and Urdiales were threatening Robbin at knife point.   
  

Could Urdiales and Valerie have been together before the murder? He describes   
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how he was just driving around, saw the Saddleback sign and parked his car off campus.   
  
He then says that “we” just started walking, wandered up to the college. We? Someone   
  
was with him.      
  

The assault may not have had a murderous intent, but once it started, Urdiales and   
  

Valerie became crazed and uncontrollable. In his confession, Urdiales states that he can’t   
  
remember the sequence of events leading to the stabbing. When he snapped out of it, he   
 
felt remorse and sorrow. Urdiales told his lawyer that Robbin forgave him.  
  
   Urdiales states that when he left Camp Pendleton that night, he was seething with   
  
anger and decided he would hurt someone. He took his self described “big ole hunting  
 
knife” with him. Since he used prostitutes, why would he drive alone to a quiet campus 
 
at 10:00 PM on a Saturday night. He would go where he knew there were plenty of  
 
willing prostitutes: San Diego, Oceanside, Santa Ana, Los Angeles. His story that he had  
 
an uncontrollable urge to harm somebody may be true, maybe not, it’s his alibi, his  
 
excuse. His story about just choosing Saddleback on a whim is not true. We think that the  
 
“we” person was with him, directing him to the scene.  
  

Urdiales went to Saddleback for a purpose. He confesses that he parked   
  
off-campus; he said “we” wandered to the campus. He said he cut his hand while   
  
fleeing when he jumped a fence, so, he must have jumped a fence, or the same fence, to   
  
get onto the campus and onto the correct parking lot, unseen. Strange, the campus   
  
was not closed so he could have easily just driven in and around and see if any prostitutes   
  
were hanging about. He snuck in because he already knew there was a school event, he   
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knew exactly where to go; where to hide: he did not have to drive around the campus   
  
searching the many acres and parking lots on the Saddleback campus. If he had to, his   
  
murderous ardor might have worn off.  

  
In his confession, Urdiales also states that “we” just sat there for a while after   

  
accosting Robbin. Are we to believe he and Robbin were having a friendly chat? Robbin   
  
knew that a crazed man with a knife was probably going to kill. Robbin would not be a   
  
compliant victim, she was fighter and she would not allow herself to be killed without a   
 
battle. Robbin fell into the trap because she knew the Urdiales’ “we” person, she still felt   
  
some safety. Urdiales can’t remember how or why the stabbing started, but, when he   
  
supposedly came out of a stupor, daze or blackout, whatever he says it was, he was   
  
surprised. Really! His Chicago lawyer told us he apologized to Robbin as she was dying.   
  
Strange, Urdiales confessed to being in a rage and planning a hurt someone when he left   
  
the Marine camp. Why would he then be surprised and apologetic when a murder   
  
happened? Which is the true Urdiales: a murderous fiend or a compassionate, sorrowful   
  
guy? After murdering Robbin he did become a murdering fiend. 
  
  Look at Urdiales’ compassion for his other victims:  
  
…victim 1 – Robbin Brandley  Apologized to Robbin. Supposedly had a 

conversation asking forgiveness  
…victim 2 – Julie McGhee    Shot in the head after sex  
…victim 3 – Mary Ann Wells  Shot in the head after sex  
…victim 4 – Tammie Erwin   Shot three times  
…victim 5 – Jennifer Asbenson  Stripped naked, threatened with a gun and knife  
…victim 6 – Denise Maney   Stripped naked, shot in mouth, knifed after death  
…victim 7 – Laura Uylaki    Stripped naked, shot in head while running away  
…victim 8 – Cassandra Corum  Stripped naked, shot in head, knifed several times  
…victim 9 – Lynn Huber    Stripped naked, shot in head, knifed repeatedly  
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  Urdiales’ Chicago defense lawyer told us, in our home, that Urdiales asked   
  
Robbin to forgive him. They had a conversation while Robbin was dying. Strange.   
  
Urdiales, a sadist, brutalized and tortured his other victims. They were terrified when he   
  
murdered them. He shot seven and some he stabbed repeatedly with a knife after they   
  
died. Urdiales stripped naked five women but did not keep their clothes, no trophies   
  
taken. So why was Robbin not kidnapped and sexually assaulted by this murderer who  
 
debased his victims before murder? Is it possible that Urdiales was not planning murder  
 
and when it happened before his eyes and with his participation, he felt remorse and pity?  
 
Whatever, the feeling did not last: after Urdiales experienced the ease of murder and  
 
witnessed the incompetency of the detectives, he had no fear. Robbin’s murder unleashed  
 
a bloodlust resulting in seven more deaths and one near-death. The law enforcement  
 
cover-up gave him a green light for seven more murders. Thank You, Orange County  
  
  If the Sheriff had conducted a real investigation, followed the leads indicating   
  
Valerie, Urdiales may have been caught. The Sheriff and his detectives have blood on  
 
their hands.   
  

Is it not strange and curious that Urdiales and Valerie have the same “blacked   
  
out” story. Maybe they got stoned together before the murder while driving around,   
  
making their plans and getting their story straight.  
  
  During their confrontation, Genelle asked Valerie to take a lie detector test for   
  
$10,000. We would select the operator, location and time. Valerie agreed. The results   
  
were inconclusive.   
  

During the test, Valerie was eating a fast food breakfast. Also during the test she   
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left the room for the bathroom where she was unobserved. It is unknown if she took   
  
drugs or medication before and during the test. It is very likely, Valerie was an addict.   
  

Valerie is a good liar, she fucked over Stephany easily enough, and her demeanor   
  
was calm, cool and seemingly sober. Her clothes were decent, clean and pressed, not   
  
sloppy and wrinkled like during the interview with Genelle.   
  

We learned that allowing the person to eat during the test and to leave the room   
  
without someone to watch them so they do not take a pill, a tranquilizer or drug, are   
  
two serious mistakes that can cause false readings, in other words, to invalidate the   
  
readings. The test operator, who had a sterling good record, seemed totally unaware or   
  
just did not care. In fact, the operator, during the test, declared Valerie was telling the   
 
truth before he asked key, pertinent, questions. We have had private detectives, reporters   
  
and law enforcement people not working on Robbin’s murder view the video of the   
  
test and they just shake their heads in disbelief. The general opinion; Valerie,   
  
on purpose, and the operator by incompetence, screwed us out of a valid test and $10,000   
  
bucks.  
  

Andrew Urdiales is stating exactly the truth, he was not the only person involved;   
  
he was a guilty accomplice but not the person wielding the knife. To our knowledge, the   
  
Sheriff and District Attorney’s investigators simply disregard and ignore Urdiales’   
  
confession because it destroys their carefully constructed cover-up of lies. They need the   
  
phantom theory, now a crazed killer theory, to keep the cover-up intact.  
  

After Genelle’s visit with Valerie, we met with Sgt. Sidebothom, Stephany’s   
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supervisor. We reviewed the investigation as we saw it and laid out our complaints about   
  
Stephany’s incompetence and the insulting treatment we received from him since   
  
Robbin’s murder. We asked him what the problem was. Sidebothom just sat and fumed   
  
and rallied around his troops. We realized that we were screwed; we could not expect any   
  
help from the Sheriff. We were on our own. The Sheriff’s Office and detectives were   
  
through with Robbin, through with us and through with solving the murder. Law   
  
enforcement committed some terrible act or blunder, on purpose or by incompetence, and   
  
could not let it be known that the Sheriff’s department shares responsibility by enabling   
  
Urdiales to commit seven more murders.   
  

We did not imagine the retribution, the harassment, the law enforcement rage that   
  
would rain down on us for questioning them, interfering with their work and expressing   
  
our disagreements.  

  
  
We could not let the case end unsolved. We continued to used print and television   

  
media and the internet to plead to the public for information about the crime, sadly with   
  
no result.  
  
Suing Saddleback  
  

We hired Wylie Aitken, a well-known and successful personal injury lawyer, to   
  
represent us in suing Saddleback Community College for wrongful death. He took the   
  
case on contingency. He appeared eager to take on Saddleback, he wanted the case even   
  
though it was not the multi-million dollar payout he usually won. The premise of the case   
  
was the Saddleback administration’s knowledge of the unsafe conditions on campus 
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 –  lighting, overgrowth and poor security training, previous crimes plus other issues - and   
  
the reckless failure to correct problems which resulted in fertile grounds for criminals to   
  
prey on students. For about three years, information and depositions were taken as the   
  
case was prepared.   
  

During this time when we met with Aitken we asked repeatedly if he was going to   
  
be our actual in-court lawyer, that he won’t hand off the job to an office associate. Each   
  
time he emphatically said YES, and he often seemed perturbed, but amused, that we   
  
asked again. We knew that Aitken judged his success and reputation by how much   
  
money could be awarded: we left it to him to work out the money. Our concern was   
  
forcing the administration to improve campus security in several areas, particularly   
  
lighting and police training and patrol. We also wanted the college to set up scholarship   
  
program for underprivileged students and minorities in Robbin’s name. Robbin often   
  
talked to us about the students who were struggling to pay for tuition, books and parking   
 
passes. What we did not realize was that if we were awarded all we wanted, the cost   
  
would lower the financial settlement, maybe reducing Aitken’s contingency payday.  
  

Our early mistake was not listening closely to Aitken when he described his   
  
friendship and acquaintance with many of the campus and Orange County community   
  
college system officials. Wylie was politically active in the Democrat party and a strong   
  
supporter and campaign manager of Democrat Congresswomen sisters Loretta and Linda   
  
Sanchez. Aitken was connected to the ruling infrastructure and we didn’t see it coming.   
  
We had not yet suspected the cover-up and did not realize the implications, the threat,   
  
that a jury trial might bring forth. Also, if we won the trial, the Sheriff’s office and   
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Orange County may be liable because the campus guard training and administration is   
  
under the Sheriff’s authority. Again, a trial here may uncover the cover-up!  
  
  About the best we can say about Aitken was that when we first came in his door   
  
and asked his help, he was interested. He loves taking on the powerful. But, when his   
  
buddies got to him and he understood the cover-up, and, his research on the case showed   
  
that a good lawyer can really do some damage, he decided to kiss us off and do it when   
  
we had no time to recoup, find another lawyer, after his dumping us.  
  
  Aitken waited until about a week before trial: he had his associate, David   
  
Crandall, tell us that Wylie had pulled out of our case. We could find another lawyer or   
  
use Crandall for a settlement. Crandall said that Aitken was not interested in conducting a   
  
time consuming trial and that we should settle. Aitken was not going to risk a trial whose   
  
outcome could besmirch and/or hurt his pals and have kickback on him and his political   
  
aspirations. And, he was definitely not going to trial and purposefully lowball his   
  
performance, maybe lose, to keep his friends happy: this would be against his nature and   
 
reputation, he goes to trial to win!  
  
  No lawyer would take the case on one week’s notice. Crandall told us that the   
  
judge sympathized with us, but the defense was ready and the trial had been scheduled   
  
for many months. No trial postponement.  
  
  During a meeting with the judge and defense, we explained Aitken’s actions and   
  
his abandonment of us and Robbin at the last minute. We told the judge we wanted to go   
  
to trial and explained the issues we wanted tried. The judge told us that a trial seemed   
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useless because, even if we found a lawyer, we had no effective legal representation: our   
  
best bet was to settle, now. The judge had already agreed on a settlement amount with the   
  
defense without hearing our concerns, but, we could do some niggling negotiating.   
  
Crandall said if we did not settle, Aitken was taking a walk. We settled and Aitken got   
  
his 30% + fee plus expenses.  
  
  What the hell happened? It did not become clear until we began to understand the   
  
workings, and the cover-up, of the Orange County law enforcement and governing elite.   
  
They did not want a trial. Aitken complied. The judge sealed the deal. Crandall escorted   
  
us out.  
  
  The lesson we learned was that political and public action was the only way for   
  
innocents like ourselves to influence behavior of big institutions. We started with the   
  
campus lighting bill, we worked with the campus guards association to legislate an   
  
upgrade on their training, job security and pay, we worked with Security On Campus and   
  
worked hard to pass Marsy’s Law.  
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CHAPTER 8  
  
                         THE CONFESSION AND PROSECUTION  
  
  

 
  
ROBBIN LOVED HER ROCKING HORSE AND RODE IT HOURS EVERY DAY  
  

  
In April 1997, Andrew Urdiales unexpectedly confessed to murdering Robbin and   

  
four other California women and to the attempted rape and murder of a victim who  
  
escaped. This was a total surprise to the Sheriff, police departments and District   
  
Attorneys of the three California counties - Orange, Riverside and San Diego – where   
  
Urdiales committed his horrendous crimes.  
  

Orange County law enforcement in particular was caught flat footed. They   
  
thought the murderer would never be caught and their “cold case” cover-up would go on   
  
forever without discovery.   
  

Urdiales’ confession was an unexpected bombshell that could blow the lid off the   
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cover-up story: law enforcement explanations began changing, becoming  more  
 
confusing and contradictory. The lies from the Sheriff increased while the District   
 
Attorney’s office took on a key role and responsibility of the cover-up scam. The DA had   
  
to block and/or delay the extradition of Urdiales to Orange County, to prevent or delay   
  
trial, until years into the future, if ever.  

  
There are differences in the Urdiales confession vs the bits and pieces released by   

  
law enforcement: not glaring omissions to the uninformed observer, but significant,  
  
bothersome differences for the survivors trying to find the truth. The versions don’t  
 
square with each other. There are things in Urdiales’ confession that a true detective  
 
would check out to learn if he was telling the whole story, the truth, of Robbin’s murder.   
  
Urdiales tells one story, the detectives hear and tell another that fits their purposes.  
  

According to detectives, Urdiales became enraged by teasing from his fellow   
  
Marines. He decided he wanted to rob somebody, so, he got his self described “big ol  
 
huntin’ knife” and went in search of a victim. It was a Saturday night. He drove to the  
 
Saddleback campus late on a weekend night and lurked in the darkness waiting for a  
 
victim, any victim. He saw Robbin walking to her car. He says he came up behind her,  
 
threw his hands (plural) over her mouth, sat down for a chat and then began stabbing her  
 
in the back, then in the chest after she fell to the ground. One stab wound required him to  
 
put his foot on her chest and pull the knife out. He says he was covered with blood. He  
 
then escaped. He said he rubbed car grease over the blood on his clothes and hands to  
 
make up an alibi for the Marine gate MPs. The MPs were suspicious of his story but did  
 
not search his car: if they had they would have discovered the murder knife. Instead they  
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sent him to the infirmary. Well, that’s the Sheriff’s version, pretty much.  
  
  Throughout this story, we will describe what exactly Urdiales said in his   
  
confession, straight from his mouth and things told us by Urdiales’ Chicago defense   
  
attorneys. There are many discrepancies and omissions in the detective’s account.  
  
  One caution: Criminal attorneys, prosecutors and experts of crime & criminals   
  
cautioned us that serial killers do not like to share their murders with anyone else. All   
  
their focus is on them, no one else. They are sociopaths proud of their crimes, therefore it   
  
is unlikely Urdiales will implicate anyone else. In their warped minds, an accomplice   
  
may be forgotten because the murders become wet dreams and they get to develop all the   
  
characters in the crime. Recall that Urdiales said he blanked out before the stabbing   
  
began, he said he really did not know how it started. He may not remember that another   
  
person or persons were with him. He did remember he took pity and asked for   
  
forgiveness from Robbin. Strange for a serial killer.  
 
   As for his description of the stabbing, if he blanked out then how would he know  
 
the specifics of the stabbing?  
  

OK, we know serial killer confessions are not truthful, the experts know it.   
  
Shouldn’t the detectives keep that top of mind and not take a confession literally?   
  
Shouldn’t detectives drill down for truth?  

  
Carolyn Kirkwood, dubbed the “ice lady” by her associates because of her cool,  

  
steely demeanor in court, was assigned as prosecutor by District Attorney   
  
Michael Capizzi who succeeded Cecil Hicks. She had an excellent trial win record. We   
  
were assured she was one of the hottest prosecutors in Capizzi’s office. We met with   
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Kirkwood and her investigating team shortly after Urdiales’ confession.   
  

When we asked if the Pendleton Marine MPs passed on any information about   
  
Urdiales immediately after the murder she began acting bizarre, frazzled. She skirted the   
  
question, threw up her arms and did not answer. She said, “Oh, we can’t discuss that,” to   
  
the visible surprise of her team. We could see the looks and glances around the table   
  
between the DA’s investigators. The ice lady just melted. They knew she was telling us a   
  
lie and so did we. If the answer was No, then a one syllable word was sufficient. The   
 
answer Kirkwood gave was a panicked backdoor Yes. We came away from that meeting   
  
convinced that the Sheriff and Marines were in contact with each other in 1986 and that   
  
the Sheriff purposefully overlooked information Marines provided: result, seven more   
  
young women murdered because of the cover-up. We think the Marines told detectives   
  
about Urdiales’ appearance at the gate covered in blood, smothered with grease from his   
  
car. The Marines questioned him and thought wounds causing so much blood were   
  
serious enough to send him to the infirmary. The morning after the murder, and for many   
  
days, the local Southern California print, radio and television carried the story. Robbin’s   
  
murder was reported on network news and cable’s only all news channel at the time,  
 
CNN. The Marine MPs, being a police agency, received the OC Sheriff’s bulletins sent to  
 
all Southern California law enforcement agencies.  
  
  The Marines did screw up. They did not search Urdiales’ car that night. I guess   
  
they believed his bullshit story. If they had, they would have found his murder knife.  
  
  (Interesting side note: Within a week after the murder, a friend asked us to come 
to the parking spot of Robbin’s car that night. We met a lady who claimed psychic 
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ability. We said, OK, why not. The lady walked around the murder site for a while, 
stopped, and looked south over the San Juan Capistrano hills, concentrating very hard. 
Finally she asked what lies south of SJC. We said the Pendleton Marine base. She was 
quite for a minute then said the murderer was a Marine from that base.  
  We were surprised, but not convinced she had a clue, she was guessing. Our 
minds were closed, a Marine murderer was out of the question. You can imagine our 
surprise when we were told, 11 years later, that Urdiales was a Marine stationed at Camp 
Pendleton. In hindsight, Genelle and I should have visited the MPs at Pendleton. We 
would have learned about the Marine connection, the blood and Urdiales’ infirmary visit 
long before the Sheriff ever mentioned it, ignored it or covered it up.)  
  
  We also asked Kirkwood about the physical evidence. When two Sheriff’s   
  
detectives traveled to Chicago to interview Urdiales, they brought back blood samples.   
  
We asked why since we were told there was no physical evidence at the crime scene. The   
  
detectives said Urdiales’ blood would be tested along with all the other blood at the   
  
scene. We were surprised … all the other blood? The detectives said we would be given   
  
the results of the tests. We never heard from them again.  
  
  Kirkwood said she could not talk to us about physical evidence. We said that the   
  
detectives stated many times in the media, and told us personally, in 1986 that there was   
  
no physical evidence. We asked Kirkwood if they were lying to us? There was a lot of   
  
squirming by Kirkwood, we could not get an answer. We asked, “What the hell is going   
  
on here!” Conference over.  
  

Urdiales’ confession created a problem. The Sheriff and District Attorney Offices   
  
now had to act busy and interested, create a lot of press release blah-blah-blah. They   
  
needed to devise new tactics to hide the truth and prevent exposure of the cover-up,   
  
to keep the public and media from the truth.  
  

Sheriff Brad Gates told us that Robbin’s murder was “a robbery gone wrong,”   
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(dumb statement for a cop: does a robbery ever go right?) It’s a generic statement that   
  
falls into the category of that old cliché “shit happens,” meaning unexplainable fate,   
  
nothing you or anyone else can do about it. It is a soothing sugar pill of a statement that   
  
lulls homicide survivors, the press and the public back to sleep. Gates was attempting to   
  
short circuit any questioning of the crime and to prevent demands for a re-investigation.   
  
Gates goal was to keep the cover-up intact. The statements in Urdiales’ confession do not   
  
support Gates’ robbery lie. In 1986, the detectives told us that Robbin was not robbed or   
  
molested. Obviously, Gates changed the script.  
  
              Nothing was missing from Robbin’s purse or car. She had her jewelry and   
  
money.  Urdiales clearly states in his confession that robbery was NOT the reason for the   
  
crime – Robbin was the target: “it was her that “we” wanted,” he said. Urdiales said he   
  
put Robbin’s purse on the hood of a car.  
  

 Robbin’s murder does not fit the Urdiales murder method. It is highly unlikely   
  
Urdiales would choose, on his own volition, to go to a quiet commuter campus at 10:00   
  
PM on a quite Saturday night where the chance of young women, let alone prostitutes,   
  
walking around is doubtful. Urdiales was a prostitute user: he would have gone to   
  
neighborhoods, bars, clubs where he knew prostitutes hung out … unless … he had an   
  
arrangement, and a purpose, to be there. Perhaps he was lured to the campus by Valerie’s   
  
promise of sex, violence, thrills and excitement.  
  

Urdiales was a cautious murderer. After the strenuous murder of Robbin, he   
  
changed his method of operation (MO) to using prostitutes who are generally willing to   
  
go to an isolated place where there were no witnesses and no chance for discovery: most   
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importantly, a place allowing a safe escape. Before, during and after sex he threatened,   
  
bound, tortured, raped, robbed and then murdered the unfortunate young women using a   
  
gun. The women died terrified, degraded and helpless. Urdiales’ treatment of his   
  
prostitute victims was methodical. A knife and stabbing of the victim who could fight   
  
back was too personal, too messy, too unpredictable, and, stabbing in the chest is very   
  
hard work: a gun is easy, safe and impersonal. Whenever Urdiales used a knife in   
  
subsequent murders, it was after the victim died of gun shots.  
  

Urdiales liked killing with a gun: no struggle, no effort, no fear of a fight, no   
  
physical contact with the victim where he might be overcome and subdued. Urdiales was   
  
a small man; in a fair fight with Robbin she could probably fight him to a draw, probably   
  
even kick his ass. Although Robbin was small, she was quick and swift, athletic, no  
 
weakling. Unless she was surprised, ambushed, caught off-guard, she would have easily  
 
run, fast, the short distance to the auditorium and safety.  

 
Urdiales says that Robbin saw him as she was walking to her car and she did not   

  
turn back to the auditorium. He claims that Robbin let him continue to walk toward her.   
  
This contradicts other statements that he snuck up behind her, surprised her, it was to late   
  
for her to flee. This is highly unlikely. Robbin was active in student government, she   
  
knew of the campus danger, she complained about it often. That is why she made a   
  
“buddy” arrangement to walk out with Valerie; actually, we are told by attendees who   
  
witnessed the arrangement, it was at Valerie’s insistence. Robbin did not sense danger   
  
from Valerie otherwise she would have accepted the offer from a male friend to escort   
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her to her car or waited to walk out with others parked near her car.  
  

Walking with another person, escorting each other, provided a sense of security.  
  
Robbin did not suspect Valerie was leading her to harm. Valerie may even have told her   
  
that she knew Urdiales as he was approaching: he was not a stranger to Valerie, so,    
  
nothing to worry about.  
  

Robbin was murdered by her car which was parked with other attendees   
  
cars, about 50-60 yards from the auditorium doors. Her car was not parked in an isolated   
  
location on the parking lot, therefore, secrecy and fear of discovery were real problems  
 
for Urdiales and Valerie. They needed to coordinate the intimidation, the struggle, the  
 
lookout, suppress the noise and screams, the strenuous stabbing ... a lot of unexpected  
 
work for a first time murderer acting alone and without a murder plan. 
  
  Urdiales even confesses that “we” talked awhile before he blacked out. Who   
  
knows what was said by and between Valerie, Robbin and Urdiales to each other.  
  

Why would Urdiales choose a crime scene were the risk of discovery was so   
  
high? If it had been up to the murderer(s) to select the murder scene, Robbin’s car would   
 
be isolated in the darkest area of the parking lot. But, they did not know where Robbin   
  
would park, so they had to murder in an exposed area even though there was high danger   
  
to them.  So un-Urdiales. 
  

Rage overcame caution. Urdiales is a coward, he avoids risky situations he does   
  
not control. Concert attendees were still in the auditorium and leaving at sporadic times.  
  
We think he did not plan on a murder, he confessed that his intent was to rob somebody.   
  
Urdiales expected a fast assault, some rough stuff, and threatening behavior with the   
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knife, maybe even a kidnapping. Valerie probably wanted to frighten Robbin into  
 
quitting the campus. Something happened during the talk that triggered the rage. Passion  
 
against Robbin rose so high that Urdiales and Valerie each say they don’t remember the  
 
stabbing, they blacked out. (Remember, Valerie told Genelle during their confrontation in  
 
Washington that maybe she blacked out or something.) 
  

Why would Urdiales stab Robbin, a stranger, with so much passion and not   
  
attempt to molest or rob her? He stabbed 41 times, a strenuous, tiring effort that requires   
  
some time, while Robbin struggled. How could he stab and at the same time, as he   
  
said in his confession, put his hands (plural) over her mouth. By himself, how could he   
  
stab, stop the screaming, hold Robbin down and keep her hands from scratching and   
  
hitting him? All this fighting without leaving physical evidence? Impossible to believe?   
  
Yes, it is, unless you are an Orange County Sheriff’s detective.  
  
   Although the Sheriff and District Attorney officials know about Urdiales’   
  
confession, to our knowledge they had no curiosity and did not follow up on to whom   
  
“we” refers. Urdiales says exactly what he means, the “we” is not a delusional reference:   
  
a jury and two Illinois appeals courts heard the defense argument that by using “we,”   
  
meaning himself, proves that Urdiales is delusional, bi-polar or schizophrenic.  The jury   
  
and judges refused the argument and said he is sane, what he says he means.  

 
We believe Urdiales held Robbin while Valerie stabbed her repeatedly with   

  
the knife Urdiales brought to the crime. In his confession, Urdiales says he seems to have   
  
lost awareness, maybe went into a daze, maybe blanked out. He was surprised when he   
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came back to consciousness and saw Robbin and the bloody scene.  
  
  Urdiales’ Chicago defense attorney told us that Urdiales told Robbin he   
  
was sorry as she lay dying on the cold parking lot. Unfortunately, he was not sorry   
  
enough to call for help. Urdiales said that Robbin responded to him, it is not known how   
  
since she lost a lot of blood and was probably in a state of shock. If Urdiales’ claim is   
  
true, is it not highly unusual, unlikely, for a dispassionate, sadistic killer to offer an   
  
apology…unless he was not the actual killer.   
  

Urdiales could be making the conversation up, we would not be surprised at any   
  
bullcrap story he and his defense attorney concocted to soften us up so that we would ask  
  
for mercy for him at his first Chicago trial, but, then again, maybe he did talk to Robbin.  
  

If our theory of the murder is accurate, Urdiales probably came to the campus at   
  
Valerie’s request expecting to frighten, threaten and rough Robbin up some, scare her.   
  
When the crime became a vicious murder, unexpected by him, he says he blanked out,   
  
not knowing how the stabbing began. When he came to his senses, did he really feel   
  
remorse or pity? Since he did not do the killing, his feeling toward a dying victim may   
  
have contained some sympathy especially since Robbin was not a prostitute, women he   
  
hated and enjoyed hurting. She was an innocent. Regardless, Urdiales participated in the   
  
murder. In his confession he states that afterwards “we” wiped the blood (Robbin’s?) off  
 
the knife. Unfortunately, Robbin’s gory murder unleashed his blood lust on eight more  
 
young women, seven of whom he murdered.  

 
Urdiales was stationed at Camp Pendleton in north San Diego county,   

  
about 50 miles south of Saddleback campus. After his confession, a Sheriff’s detective   
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went to the Marine base and interviewed the Military Police. According to the detective’s   
  
statements, Urdiales was questioned by the MP gate guards about the grease covering   
  
blood on his clothes. He said he hurt himself fixing his car and rubbed grease on his   
  
clothes. The MPs apparently were not suspicious of Urdiales; neither he nor his car were   
  
searched. We wish the MPs had acted with due diligence. The knife would have been   
  
found in his car and confiscated, maybe the car would have been confiscated too.   
  
Urdiales said “we” wiped the knife clean, it is impossible that all the minute blood   
  
evidence was cleaned away. There was most likely a lot of blood and physical evidence   
  
in Urdiales’ car and on Urdiales himself. It could be possible that the knife had the blood   
  
of the accomplice killers on it since Gundy said the physical evidence at the scene was   
  
not Urdiales’. An incriminating tie to Robbin’s murder may have been discovered if the   
  
knife, and the car, were preserved  
  

The MPs sent Urdiales to the infirmary where he was supposedly treated for his   
  
injuries. We don’t know if he actually did go, the Sheriff and District Attorney have   
  
never said if, or how extensively, they questioned any doctor or examined hospital   
  
records. Assuming he did go, we think the doctors or attendants would look for   
  
his wounds, the source of blood on his clothes. There had to be serious wounds to cause   
  
so much blood. Wounds this serious can cause infection if not treated. Finding no   
  
wounds, doctors with even a minimal amount of curiosity would want to know whose   
  
blood it is and where did it come from since there was so much of it, obviously somebody   
  
was seriously injured…or, most likely they just did not care: no injuries, send the Marine   
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back to barracks…he probably got in a Saturday night fight as Marines and sailors do.   
  

We don’t know if the infirmary still had a record, but, after 11 years, probably   
  
not. The Sheriff or DA never said they checked hospital records after the confession.  
  
  On a subsequent MP gate stop, Urdiales’ car was searched and his knife   
  
was confiscated. The knife then disappeared; misplaced, stolen, who knows.  
  

Robbin’s murder was a major story in So. Calif. Sunday newspapers, radio and   
  
local and national television news. The news story continued right up to Robbin’s   
  
memorial about a week later. According to the detectives, all So. Calif. law agencies   
  
and hospitals were on the alert. Since the Marine MPs are a police organization, they are   
  
probably in the alert network. We think the Marine MPs may have connected the dots and    
  
made inquiries with the Sheriff but received no positive response or a follow-up.  
  
  Brad Gates, then Sheriff, told us that Orange County would file first to get   
  
Urdiales first versus Riverside and San Diego counties. Orange County had precedence   
  
since it was the site of Urdiales’ first murder. He indicated to us, and while speaking to   
  
the media, that the District Attorney would act speedily to extradite. We did not realize   
  
that Gates was talking about criminal justice speed --- years of trial and appeals in Illinois   
  
and aggressive roadblocks and legal delay by the Illinois anti-death penalty lobby. All the   
  
delays were accepted, agreed to, complied with and endorsed by the Orange County   
  
prosecutor. Just standard “criminal justice” procedure, professional courtesy. Gates was  
 
just jerking us around. Keeping Urdiales in Illinois became the tactic to avoid or delay  
 
exposure.  
  

About two weeks after Sheriff Gates’ visit with us, two of his detectives, Moreno   
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and Blackburn, visited our home. They had questioned Urdiales in Chicago and brought   
 
back his blood sample. Obtaining blood was a surprise to us since Detective Moreno, the   
  
detective replacing Stephany, told us previously that there was no physical evidence of   
  
the murderer at the crime scene. Over 40 stab wounds while Robbin fought to defend   
  
herself – no blood, no skin, no fingernail scrapings, no hair, no spittle or fluids …   
  
nothing? Improbable if not impossible. And the detectives let the water sprinklers come   
  
on and nobody at the crime scene knew how to turn them off --- unbelievable!  
  

Moreno noticed Genelle’s surprise and stated that all the different blood at the   
  
scene would be tested soon. We asked to be appraised of the results, Moreno agreed. We   
  
wanted to know whose blood was at the scene. We wanted to know where   
  
all the different blood at the scene came from, how it miraculously appeared. We   
  
never heard from her again.  
  

In 1998, during a DA’s meeting with then-prosecutor, Carolyn Kirkwood, and her   
  
investigative team, we asked if Urdiales was a suspect during the 1986 investigation, ten   
  
years prior. Had the Sheriff or DA been tipped off by the Marines? We also asked if other   
  
blood, besides Robbin’s and Urdiales’ was at the scene; we were following up on   
  
Moreno’s comment about all the different blood at the scene. Kirkwood became very   
  
flustered and agitated, crossing her arms across her chest defensively, her voice changing   
  
pitch, she exclaimed, “Oh, we can’t give out that information!” Her associates looked at   
  
her with surprise and bewilderment. Kirkwood had a reputation of being a cool operator.   
  
We believe we hit a raw nerve, something was wrong with the investigation. Something   
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was seriously wrong with the physical evidence. Our suspicions of a cover-up began to   
  
harden more.  
  

 In 2003, Jack traveled to Chicago to testify during the penalty phase of the   
  
Urdiales trial for the murders of Laura Uylaki and Lynn Huber in Cook County.   
  
Urdiales received the death sentence. Prior to the sentence phase of the first trial, the   
  
defense attorney and his team appeared unannounced at our home. They traveled from   
  
Chicago to Laguna Beach without notice, probably to surprise us.  They wanted to know   
  
our opinion of the death sentence. Jack replied that whatever the maximum punishment   
  
was under Illinois law is what we expected. Days later, the defense attorney phoned   
  
Genelle and asked her to plead for Urdiales’ life. If she did, he would tell us all he knew   
  
about Robbin’s murder. During his interview with us, he talked about Valerie and asked   
  
why we thought she was one of the murderers. He did say that Urdiales was guilty of   
  
Robbin’s murder regardless if he acted alone or had accomplices but he never refuted our   
  
accusations of accomplices. His inference was that there were secrets and more   
  
information about Robbin’s murder, the suspects and the investigation that he would tell   
  
us if we cooperated. We did not trust defense attorneys after watching them at trials  
 
defending murderers of our survivor friend’s children or family. Urdiales’ defense  
 
attorney could just be jerking us around.  
  

Unfortunately, we refused. If we knew that Urdiales would escape the death   
  
sentence anyway, twice, we would have agreed in order to hear what the lawyer had to   
  
say. We realized it could all be bull crap, that the attorney was just screwing with our   
  
emotions.  
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At a meeting with Gundy and his team of investigators, when we told him about   

  
the Chicago defense offer, he became agitated, shouting, “He told you that” while rising   
  
from his chair and leaning across the table at us. He then said that “maybe he will be   
 
murdered.” We think he was referring to Urdiales, maybe not. We were taken aback, as   
  
were his assistants, by his excitement, his physical reaction and his threat to somebody.  

  
Genelle explained our murder theory, naming Valerie, to Gundy. His response:   

  
“You may just be right, Mrs. Reilley, you may just be right.”   
  

In 2003, while talking to prosecutor Gundy, he told Genelle that, “We are not   
  
trying him (Urdiales) for your daughter’s murder!” Genelle said in disbelief and shock:   
  
“what did you say?” Gundy repeated: “We are not trying him for your daughter’s   
  
murder.” Genelle said: “you are not trying him for Robbin’s murder?” Gundy said:   
  
“NO.” Genelle asked why. Gundy said: “Because the physical evidence at the scene of   
  
the crime is not his (Urdiales’). He will be tried in San Diego for the other four   
  
murders.” Genelle, not understanding exactly the implication of his statement, said:   
  
“Send Robbin’s case down there, we will go anywhere.” Genelle thought the reason for   
  
no prosecution or trial might be financial (Orange County declared bankruptcy in the   
  
early 2000s.)   
  
  Jack asked Gundy about Urdiales’ confession. Gundy replied a confession, by   
  
itself, is not sufficient without physical evidence.  
  

We simply could not comprehend that Orange County was walking away from   
  
Robbin’s murder. Gundy said he would get back with us. He didn’t. Seventeen years after   
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Robbin’s murder, we discover that the Sheriff and District Attorney lied to us during the   
  
six years since Urdiales’ confession; they led us to believe that they had the evidence, the   
  
confession, everything needed for a successful prosecution. We are guessing: apparently  
 
the blood samples taken from Urdiales did not match blood at the scene, and, because of  
 
Stephany’s investigative screw-up, Valerie’s blood was never taken. Gundy said Urdiales  
 
would be tried in San Diego County for the other four California murders. Jack called the  
 
San Diego DA’s office and it was verified; Robbin was not included in their case.  
  

We concluded from the lack of Urdiales physical evidence that Urdiales did not   
  
wield the knife, therefore, his blood may not be at the scene. The obvious question:   
  
whose blood, or other DNA and/or physical evidence, is at the scene? Why the big secret   
  
about evidence? Do they not have a match? Worse yet, was the evidence lost or  
 
compromised? 
  

In 2007, Gundy told a reporter that the DNA collected at the crime scene had not   
  
been tested yet. In 2003, during their very first phone conversation, Gundy told us the   
  
physical evidence at the crime scene was not Urdiales’, and, he also said that blood  
 
evidence had not been tested, that actual testing occurred closer to the trial. Based on  
 
Gundy’s statements, how would he know if Urdiales physical evidence was, or was not,  
 
at the crime scene? Statements by detectives Moreno and Blackburn and Gundy are  
 
confusing: the detectives told us that “all the different blood at the crime scene will be  
 
tested,” and that we would be given the results. We never heard from them again. We are  
 
just being out and out lied to about blood evidence.    
  

Sheriff’s Captain Christine Murray said she would check into the various stories   
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told to us about blood and DNA; we never heard back from her because there is nothing  
 
she can report without exposing the cover-up. We believe the District Attorney knows   
  
exactly whose blood is at the scene; if it is not Urdiales’, then tell us whose blood was   
  
recovered? Could it be the Valerie’s blood, the student suspect that people saw leave the   
  
concert with Robbin, the last person seen with Robbin, the person with a motive and  
 
opportunity, or, is the blood from a mysterious accomplice stranger.  
  

The startling decision to not prosecute, plus Gundy’s statement about no physical   
  
evidence, re-confirmed our conclusion that the facts of the murder pointed to more   
  
suspects, and, that there would be no investigation to make any discoveries…the cover-  
  
up must be preserved! Robbin was being abandoned.  

 
Sometime later, Genelle was called by an assistant for a downstate Illinois State’s   

  
Attorney who was trying Urdiales for Cassandra Corum’s murder. She asked if we would   
  
testify during the sentence phase as Jack did in Chicago. Genelle refused, stating that   
  
Gundy did not believe Urdiales was at Robbin’s murder scene. The assistant was   
  
dumbfounded. Genelle told her that we were going to the media. The assistant said she   
  
would contact Gundy for an explanation.  
  

Gundy called Genelle a couple of days later. He said we had misunderstood him.   
  
Genelle said we didn’t because she had Gundy state twice that Urdiales would not be   
  
prosecuted by Orange County and Genelle repeated it back to him once. Orange County   
  
immediately re-instated the prosecution and had all five California murders consolidated   
  
into one prosecution under the Orange County DA. Gundy now effectively controlled the   
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non-prosecution of Robbin’s murder.  
  

During a meeting with Gundy, he assured us that Urdiales would be extradited as   
  
soon as possible, he actually stated in a 2004 LA Times article “within three years   
  
(2007),” and, he told us that the governors of California and Illinois, Arnold   
  
Schwarzenegger (a disgraced governor) and Rod Blagojevich (another Illinois governor   
  
serving time in federal prison) would agree to extradite Urdiales promptly after his   
  
Cook County trial and that Urdiales would not be returned to Illinois after conviction in   
  
California. Urdiales would receive his punishment in California. All of this was a lie.  
  

In a published article in the OC Weekly, November 23, 2007, Howard Gundy   
  
states, “I would love to prosecute Urdiales for the five murders,” but it may be more   
  
trouble than it is worth” since Urdiales‟ attorneys could use the extradition to delay the   
  
eventual imposition of his Illinois death sentence. Gundy said the irony in this case is   
 
“justice may better be served if we let the state of Illinois complete the process… He’s   
  
living in a very small cell out there. He is in perfectly good hands.”  As events unfolded   
  
in Illinois Urdiales received two death penalty commutations. Urdiales became a normal  
 
convict. No problems. Ya, sure, Urdiales is in perfectly good hands! Gundy’s comments   
  
show he is either a liar, naive or a dunce.  
  

Gundy continues, he “sympathizes with the Reilley’s anger at the lack of progress   
  
in the case.  He says, “I understand the frustration of the parents and other people, but   
  
part of that is you can never do anything for those poor folks unless you can bring their   
  
loved ones back.  That’s the quandary of a prosecutor.”    
  

We think this sums up Mr. Gundy’s attitude toward Robbin’s murder and   
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Urdiales’ prosecution: let him sit in Illinois, no California justice. The article also shows   
  
Gundy’s attitude toward murder survivors, we’re just simpleton “poor folks” to be pitied   
  
because we think our loved ones could return from the dead. What an insulting jerk! HE   
  
has the quandary! What about murder survivors who have to deal with him!? The  
  
“prosecutor quandary” for Gundy is how to pass up, or avoid, a prosecution Orange   
  
County does not want.  
  

As for “he is in perfectly good hands,” Illinois is the state where Governor Ryan 
 
commutated all death row inmates, totally ignoring the trial facts, the prosecutor’s  
 
presentations and the victim’s pleadings and testimony during the bogus commutation 
 
hearings. Illinois did eventually ended capital punishment. Instead, murderers are  
 
sentenced to what?… TO LIFE!! How ironic. How we wish Urdiales and his  
 
accomplices had allowed Robbin to have life.  Victims are powerless in Illinois; justice  
 
is subject to the whims of the Governor and state politicians and the criminal rights  
 
power groups that give them money.  
 

Gundy’s printed comments were a flag to us that he had washed his hands of 
 
Urdiales and that his part in the cover-up was confirmed to us.  
  
The California Attorney General  
  
  In April 2008, Jack was attending a victim’s rights march on the Sacramento   
  
Capital steps. While there, he talked briefly to Attorney General (now Governor) Jerry  
 
Brown and later delivered a prepared statement to Brown’s private secretary at the AG’s  
 
main Sacramento office. Brown was planning to run for California Governor in 2010 and  
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he was seeking support from victim groups to overcome his disastrous pro-criminal, soft  
 
on crime record of his first Governor administration thirty years earlier. He was  
 
positioning himself as a crime fighter. He came out strongly for Marsy’s Law and a  
 
variety of victim issues. In our statement we listed the various victims groups that we  
 
were associated with including Crime Victims United and Justice for Homicide Victims,  
 
two major, and influential, victim rights groups that he was courting.  
  
  In the statement, we described our problems and frustration with law enforcement   
  
and the inability/unwillingness of Orange County, Riverside and San Diego counties to   
  
extradite a murderer of five young California women. We implored his help. As the Top   
  
Cop in California he could move the process along. In response, Brown had a key aide,   
  
Assistant California Attorney General Gary Schons, contact us. Schons said that Brown   
  
asked him to get personally involved. During the initial phone contact, Genelle was   
  
reluctant to set a time and place, she told Schons that our phones were tapped. He replied,   
  
“Oh, your phones are tapped alright,” thus confirming our suspicion.  
  

 Schons cancelled our first meeting in Laguna Beach on the day it was scheduled  
  
after he had meetings that morning with the Orange County DA, Tony Rackauckas, and   
  
his officials. Genelle called him back and had to insist that we meet: Schons attitude went   
  
from lets meet ASAP to Its Not So Important. Why the change in urgency? We think   
  
Schons got a biased briefing about us and our accusations. He was probably told that we   
  
are nut balls and should be ignored. Schons is a don’t rock the boat bureaucrat, so he   
  
went along rather than offend three powerful District Attorneys, especially Rackauckas.  
  

He agreed to meet us in his San Diego office in March 2009. Prior to the   
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meeting we submitted a document to him listing the complaints we had with the Sheriff   
  
and District Attorney and our theory of the murder. We asked that there be an   
  
examination of the handling of the original investigation and a re-investigation of   
  
suspects and evidence We also provided documentation prior to the meeting including   
  
photos of the harassment against us. Our meeting was just the three of us in an isolated   
  
office within the office suite; we suspected it may have been bugged because of the way   
  
he hesitated at odd moments while talking to us, like he was waiting for something, and   
  
the repeating of the same question at different times, slightly varied, to see if we gave   
  
different or contradictory answers. Schons was prepared to talk about the material we   
  
sent and answer questions.  
  
  An opening topic was his statement that our phones were bugged. Genelle   
  
reminded Schons what he said. He did not dispute her, but he had a pained look like he   
  
wish he had never said it. Schons then added that our phones were not tapped by the   
  
government. OK, did he know who was tapping us? No. We asked if it is legal to tap a   
  
phone without a judge’s approval. No. Then someone is tapping our phone illegally?   
 
Schons did not want to get into it. We asked if law enforcement used private citizens or   
  
groups to tap phones illegally for them so that there were no law enforcement “finger   
  
prints” implicating officials. Schons did not want to speculate so we mentioned a   
  
name of a victim advocate who we think needed to be on good terms with law, and, he  
 
was a major donor to state political campaigns. Schons looked surprised but was mute.  
  
  We think Schons definitely knew who was tapping our phone but did not want to   
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say anything. He, or the AGs office, apparently condone illegal activity in their behalf.  
  
 SCHONS ACTION  
  
  Schons examined our photos and other evidence we brought and listened to our   
  
descriptions of the harassment. He asked questions. Occasionally he would offer up a   
  
alternate explanations for some of the events; we think he was probing, trying to decide if   
  
we were sincere or just a couple of crazies. The big thing in our favor is that he already   
  
knew about the phone tapping so he knew something was terribly wrong.  
  
  We asked him to help us with several things:  
  
... a reinvestigation of the murder, the suspects and the evidence,  
... an investigation of the behavior of the Sheriff’s attitude toward the murder and toward 
    us,  
... a examination of the cover-up charges  
... a change in venue to a county not involved in the murders  
... an investigation of our harassment charges  
... a speedy extradition of Urdiales to California  
  
  Schons’ authority included the AG jurisdiction over Southern California counties,   
  
including Orange, San Diego and Riverside: therefore he could use his considerable   
  
influence with the three District Attorney offices.  
   
 Schons began by convening a meeting with the three DAs. They agreed that   
  
Orange County would handle all prosecutions. So, our request for a neutral venue was   
  
shot down.   
  

After this meeting, a press release announced that formal charges, an indictment,   
  
were filed and an extradition request was filed with Illinois officials. This was a surprise   
  
to us since we had been told, starting with Sheriff Brad Gates in 1997, that Orange   
  
County filed first and would get Urdiales first. Additionally, when meeting with Gundy,   
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he talked about extradition as if it were an ongoing process. More lies, lies, lies.  
  
  As for filing charges, the District Attorney’s office stated publically in 1997 that   
  
they obtained a grand jury indictment and that an arrest warrant was issued, Illinois was   
  
put on notice. We don’t know, but think it was prudent, that the other two counties did   
  
likewise. So, why the new indictment? We think it was for publicity and the appearance   
  
of action. A big media hullaballoo was made over the new indictment. We think that the   
  
original 1997 actions by Orange County was just smoke and mirrors to  make it look like  
 
the District Attorney was actually doing something. Another lie? Probably.   
  
  As for a re-investigation, nothing as far as we can tell.  
  
  As for investigating cover-up and harassment charges, forget it.  
    

When Schons told us that extradition was finally filed, he cautioned that it may   
  
take years, maybe 10, before it actually happened. The Illinois appeals process, that was   
  
going nowhere at glacier speed, took precedence over California justice. Gundy gave us   
  
some cock & bull story that the DA’s office did not want to interfere with the Illinois   
  
execution appeals queue: apparently Illinois has to execute Urdiales first, then it was   
 
California’s turn. California was entirely in sync with this “criminal rights” delay   
  
bullshit. As Gundy said in print about extradition, “it’s more trouble than its worth!”  
  
  All in all, Schons ability to influence the three DAs was ineffectual. We think he   
  
threw in with the cover-up scheme and extradition delay to keep the peace between the   
  
office of the AG and three important, powerful District Attorneys. Remember, Brown   
  
was running for his 3rd term as Governor and he needed the support of powerful District  
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Attorneys to shield his soft on crime record. 
  

In late 2011, Urdiales was finally extradited to Orange County after the death   
  
sentence was eliminated in Illinois, thus ending all death sentence appeals in that state.  
 
DA Ruckauckas knew Orange County could delay no longer. Better to get Urdiales to   
  
California than answer questions about delay. Since delivery of Urdiales to Orange  
 
County in late 2011 there have been legal proceeding and delays because the public  
 
defender needs time to prepare to handle five murder cases at once. We have been  
 
notified the new trial date may start in August 2015, four years after Urdiales’  
 
extradition. 
  
  It will be interesting to watch how the District Attorney might delay prosecution   
  
beyond 2015 until years into the future. The trial might come faster if the DA develops a   
  
strategy to conduct a trial without revealing their cover-up secret. Since the public   
  
defender knows of our cover-up charges, it may be difficult to get that office to go along   
  
with protecting the cover-up unless there is a deal to avoid the death penalty. Possible   
  
scenario: Urdiales is convicted of four murders, no conviction on Robbin’s murder   
  
(remember, no physical evidence), Urdiales then receives ... drum roll ...LIFE without   
  
parole for the third time.  
  
  Now, here is the rub. According to Gundy about the extradition agreement:    
  
"Basically, we enter into a contract saying we're seeking to try this guy, and if he gets   
  
life in prison instead of death, we'll send him back to you (Illinois) and he can serve  
 
out his term there."   (Chicago Tribune 3/10/11)  
  
  So, Urdiales could be returned to liberal Illinois where the pro-criminal   
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groups work hard every day to release prisoners, regardless of the crime.   
  

1st:  If Urdiales is returned to Illinois our survivors Marsy’s Law rights in the  
       California constitution become null. At this time we have no survivor 
       rights in Illinois that can help us keep Urdiales in prison for the rest of his 
       life (Note: Illinois crime victims are working hard to enact a Marsy’s Law 
       in Illinois but we don’t know if it will be retroactive to include Urdiales.); 

  
2nd: LifeWithOutParole is already being challenged in court as the new 
        torture, the new cruel and unusual punishment. Could it happen that 
        Urdiales will serve less than LWOP in Illinois? Very possible.  
         
        (In 2014 an Orange County, CA, federal judge, Cormac Carney, ruled that 
murderers suffer arbitrary cruel and unusual punishment from the time 
they receive the death sentence to execution, about 20-25 years, if ever. 
The judge worries that the murderer is anxious or frightened. Really…you  
think so, judge. No consideration of the effect of the murder on victims, 
only the murderer’s welfare is important to judges who think like this.)  
  
Back in Gov. Brown’s “I love criminals” days, convicted murders served about   

  
seven years, average. Today, California is releasing up to 30,000 felons from   
  
prison, regardless of sentence conditions -- including violent crime, sex offenders,  
 
child molesters and murderers not on a death sentence (Assembly Bill 109 and  
 
Proposition 46) -- because a federal panel of three ultra-liberal judges in the  
 
notorious pro-criminal 9th circuit think prison is a terrible punishment. Can it happen  
 
in Illinois? Probably, anything is possible when the public is passive and  
 
unresponsive to crime and punishment. 
 
               (One of the reasons for dumping dangerous thugs back on society is the  
inexplicable (?) low crime rate of the last several years. Gee, Gov. Moonbeam, do you 
think the anti-crime laws – i.e., 3 strikes, determinative sentencing, Marsy’s Law and 
many other laws approved by voters by big margins – might have anything to do with 
low crime. The thugs are kept in prison where they can only hurt each other.) 
 
   Now, does our possible scenario sound paranoid to you? Maybe, but, stranger   
  
things happen in court all the time. Remember, the prosecutor and defense are brother   
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lawyers, their art is making deals. Neither represents the victim, they represent the state   
  
and the murderer. Urdiales knows he is not getting out of prison in this lifetime (well, we   
  
hope not anyway but you never know with the liberal pro-criminal 9th Circuit Court  
 
‘and/or the current pro-criminal California governor, Attorney General and legislature)  
  

The original purpose for the cover-up is no longer applicable 29+ years after   
  
Robbin’s murder. Most of the original instigators are long out of office, retired, moved or   
  
dead. The harassment of the Reilley’s may still be grinding on since it is hard for a   
  
bureaucracy to end a program, regardless of its purpose, worth or results…particularly if   
  
the funds to continue it are ongoing.   
  

The focus of the cover-up now is to protect and shield the county, the instigators   
  
and the participants from legal action. It is time to prosecute Urdiales, time for justice,  
 
time for truth. 
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CHAPTER 9  
                 
     THE HARASSMENT - PRELUDE       

  

 
  
  

Harassment --- this is the area when people start to look at us funny, glance back   
  
and forth at each other. That is OK. All we ask is that you read our harassment   
  
experiences, then, compare them to what is going on today with all the spying on every   
  
citizen by the US government, foreign governments, business, internet companies, banks, 
 
police … everyday a new revelation affecting our right to privacy.  
 

We think the 1980s-1990s harassment techniques used against us are just training  
 
wheel stuff for snoops. The founder of Facebook recently predicted that babies today will  
 
probably never in their lifetime know privacy. Taking it farther, everything children 
 

  

  
  

Genelle – Robbin – Jack  -- 1964   
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speak or write will be overheard, read, stored in infinite databases and used to control  
 
them throughout their lives. Babies of today will have all their financial data analyzed, all  
 
their purchases and product preferences known, their politics reviewed and all their life  
 
decisions predicted by others before they themselves know what decisions they will  
 
make. In fact, the human genome can already predict your individual lifetime health  
 
history and life span, the age you die; think that may have an influence on how health  
 
care and insurance companies, marketing companies, credit agencies and employers, and  
 
particularly all levels of government in the near future will treat you after they get  
 
genome information, and they will.  
  
   If you think all this is an exaggeration, wise up. Start educating yourself.  
  

Before discussing our harassment by law enforcement, we want you to know that   
  
in 2003 the idea of law enforcement harassing victims or survivors was outrageous, 
 
ridiculous,  to us. In 1997, if any victim talked to us about being harassed we would 
 
have reacted to them the way most people do when we talk about it now: grief has  
 
caused us to strike out at anybody in our search of a cause, or reason, why we are denied 
 
 justice.  
 

Law enforcement harassing criminals was OK because it made sense, but, 
 
harassing homicide survivors --- never!  
  

Our suspicions of the Sheriff and DA’s bad faith hardened after we discussed   
  
Robbin’s murder with prosecutor Kirkwood in late 1997 shortly after Urdiales’ 
  
confession (described earlier above). We then began to notice things around the   
  
house that we never saw before such as cigarette butts on the back yard patio or   
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along the walk-way beside the house. Neither of us has ever smoked. We noticed that   
  
decorative items that personalize a home, such as picture frames or vases, were moved   
  
out of place or turned in different directions, sometimes even missing or found in another   
  
room. We noticed little nicks and scratches and chips on our furniture, the antique   
  
living room fireplace mantle and on kitchen cabinets and door jams: damage that was not  
  
there before. We noticed personal items were missing such as a hair brush, a favorite   
  
sweater, items with DNA. We noticed doors unlocked when we knew we locked   
  
them. We admit, these are little things, almost unnoticed at first but we became more   
  
aware as the incidences increased.  
  
  The harassment had begun. It starts slowly, subtlety and increases if the victim   
  
persists and/or ignores the warnings.  
  

(In fact, law enforcement even has a name for their abusive harassment; it is 
called “gaslighting.” The term originates from the 1940s movie, Gaslight, with Charles 
Boyer and Ingrid Bergman.  

The police use a wide variety of tactics to harass and scare criminals and/or to 
frighten whoever they choose for whatever purpose they determine. They do nothing 
outlandish or obvious that can be directly tied back to police actions; it is just a drip, drip 
of little things. Some examples are: the target person experiences tampering, scratching, 
broken mirrors, etc. with their car; unprovoked traffic stops for less than minor 
infractions; discovery that objects in their home are out of place or missing such as 
pictures, personal items; obvious actual or attempted home break-in; untraceable phone 
calls at odd hours; unexplainable damage to possessions. All the harassment is intended 
to send a message, to create doubt and fear; don’t mess with the cops! The gaslighting 
becomes more serious if needed: phone taps, surveillance, mail and computer monitoring.  

The problem with this type of gaslighting is that it requires operatives, people, 
who may or may not be reliable. The new electronic and remote technologies provided by 
DHS, NSA, FBI and others under the Patriot Acts allows government and police to snoop 
without using operatives, to use modern techniques and technology that provides more 
assurance that their illegal actions remain undiscovered.)  
  

In 2003 when Orange County prosecutor Gundy declared that Urdiales  
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would not be prosecuted for Robbin’s murder, he could not or would not give us a   
  
satisfactory answer to our questions. We said we would go public including the internet, 
 
interviews, letters, articles and whatever we could do. (We are disappointed that 
 
YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and all the other new social media of today were not  
 
available then.) Many unexplainable things began happening to us as the harassment  
 
ramped up.   
  

We describe many of the simpler incidences below, incidences that are easily   
  
understandable to the reader. At the end of the narrative we describe a more serious   
  
charge, medical harassment, the interference with Genelle’s health.   
  
  After you read our harassment experiences the reader may conclude we are   
 
preposterous air-heads: “Come-on, this stuff doesn’t happen! What next, black   
  
helicopters? This is not the way the good guys work, it’s illegal.”  Prior to 9/11, you are   
  
probably correct. After 9/11, well, think again. Put our experiences in context versus   
  
what is happening to everybody’s privacy today, especially since 911.  
  

Our harassment may have begun in the late 1990s as far as we can determine.   
  
Technology was not as sophisticated, harassment and surveillance techniques were   
  
simpler, more overt, more personal and were meant to be eventually noticed by the 
 
victim.   
  

Remember, 10-15 years ago the public had no concept of the government’s and 
 
private entities assault on privacy; stories of harassment and surveillance were a science 
 
fiction writer’s imagination of a tormented future. George Orwell really was ahead of  
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his time, he saw it coming. In our subconscious mind we knew Orwell was right, thus the 
 
scariness of 1984.  
  

Today, take another look! Today we know of the warrant-less widespread   
  
government harassment and surveillance of all American society. This government   
  
spying is conducted in secret, authorized by secret courts. What have we citizens done to   
  
be afflicted with such intrusive spying on our private lifes…nothing…however, our   
  
various governments – federal, state, local – and police, consider us all suspect. Let the   
  
various levels of governments dig long enough and they will weave many innocent acts   
  
into some conspiracy, some crime, or, at minimum, a suspicion of our actions, a suspicion  
 
of a Future Crime. Meanwhile, businesses and private data collectors, such as credit  
 
reporting companies, retail stores discount cards, Google & Facebook, et. al., are pushing  
 
back the walls of privacy by tapping into, and monitoring, almost everything we do, even  
 
what we think about. We willingly give government, social media, credit card companies  
 
and others our personal and private information that is then stored, analyzed, grouped,  
 
rated and data mined for years. We blithely think Goggle, Facebook, Visa and Mastercard  
 
and the whole gaggle of data collectors are our friends. We blithely give our Social  
 
Security number (the identify thief’s key to your life, your future) to any government or  
 
private entity who asks. Should you be worried about your privacy? Does your worry or  
 
concern about privacy make you a weirdo, a space cadet, a black helicopter nut? Are  
 
you alarmed about the millions of customers that had their credit card data stolen while  
 
Christmas shopping at TARGET, Home Depot or simply buying groceries. 
 

What the hell is going on? Don’t you worry about all the dossiers developed on 
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 you and that all this data will destroy your privacy and will come back to bite you in the  
 
ass in the future? You should! 
 

Take a look at what’s going on today, in 2015. Look at all the privacy intrusions   
  
our society has suffered since 9/11: NSA spying on all our electronic communications; 
 
the IRS monitoring taxpayer’s associations and donations to charitable or political  
 
organizations; the Department of Justice sicking the FBI on media and reporters to  
 
control content; ObamaCare combining the records of  HHS, IRS, DHS and all types of  
 
government departments – federal, state and local - with your name and social security  
 
number; drones now being tested to watch us from the sky 24/7; cameras with facial  
 
recognition are everywhere to track our movements; and much more. And this is just  
 
government.  
 

Add on the privacy intrusions by social media and the internet providers: as of  
 
this writing, Facebook announced it can read comments you typed then deleted and did  
 
not post. If Facebook can do it, so can everyone in the spying business. Add on the  
 
massive credit card information thefts; faceless identity thieves ruining the lives of  
 
millions. And, to top it all off, the Chinese and Russian governments are cyber attacking  
 
our federal, state and local governments, our military, businesses and public utilities  
 
every day. Good God, hackers just took sensitive information on 21 Million citizens.  
 
Where is our government’s outrage, where is ours? 
  

The FBI reports it can watch and listen to people without their knowledge through   
  
their personal computers, i-pads and the televisions in our homes. The technology has  
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been developed and used to look inside your home and business from outside. Your   
  
conversations can be easily picked up while walking down the street or in your bedroom.  
 
If the FBI can do, then all the other data collectors, government, private companies, 
 
Police and private investigators can too.  
  

The only thing necessary to cause the awesome power of government to rain 
 
it’s awesome power on your head is to be a critic, to be labeled a doubter, a 
 
subversive, a terrorist, a criminal, a non-conformist, a right-winger, a revolutionary…or,  
 
just look like one.  
  

The Dodd-Frank banking regulation bill has created a new snooping agency,   
  
the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, to monitor your individual consumer  
 
spending, banking, credit card purchases, investments, 401K plans. You think you have  
 
a nice investment or 401 nest egg tucked away for retirement…not for long. Our national  
 
government is already making plans to combine all nest eggs into one pot which they will  
 
disperse for political purposes. Our governments at all levels are teaming up with  
 
Google, Facebook and the credit card companies and others to carefully monitor all your  
 
product and purchase preferences to combine with the government information on your  
 
income, investments, savings and retirement. The systematic collection of personal data  
 
that you willingly submit for government and private services flows into permanent data  
 
banks. Your computer, phones and all your gadgets and apps are spying on you, telling  
 
mysterious people and agencies where you are, who you are with, what you are doing. All  
 
the government spying and data collection techniques and devices are eventually  
 
absorbed by private organizations: private investigators, credit agencies, retail stores,  
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marketing, employers and who knows what else. Most frightening: all technology  
 
flows to law enforcement.   
  

 So, if you think us nuts, paranoid, that’s OK. What happened to us is primitive by   
  
today’s standards. Today the seemingly benign apps you put on your communication 
 
devices, such as Google Maps, Uber or games, anything, transmit your valuable personal   
  
information to databases controlled, or accessed by government and non-government   
  
entities.  Today all of you and your generations of grandchildren will be subjected to   
  
much worse and you won’t know it, you won’t even see it coming. So, laugh at your own   
  
risk, trust at your own risk. Just pray the government will let you alone to enjoy your TV  
 
game shows, soap operas, Hollywood news, booze, drugs, lots of violence and sex  
 
and football. 
 
The last sentence of the Star Spangled Banner ends with a question: “O say does that  
 
Star Spangled Banner yet wave, o’er the land of free and the home of brave?” Not for  
 
long folks. 
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CHAPTER 10  
  

OUR HARASSMENT  
  

                
  
                                  Dana and Paul Reilley Whooping It Up  
                  (Robbin and Jayeson Brandley)  
  
The information below has been shared with the prosecutor, Howard Gundy (now 
retired), with Sheriff Sandra Hutchens and with Asst. California Attorney General Gary 
Schons. We have also detailed information on www.whomurderedrobbinbrandley.com 
We have been open and public with our suspicions, opinions and conclusions.  
  
Investigations:  In the section below where private investigators are discussed, we 
mention two instances where the PIs asked if we knew we were under investigation. They 
said the purpose and the agency were not identified. Additionally, during a medical 
procedure pre-op, a nurse asked Genelle if she knew we were under investigation.  
  
A lawyer explained that in order to legally harass us, law enforcement would have to 
show probable cause to a judge or authorizing authority. By declaring an investigation – 
real or not – enough probable cause was shown. The Patriot Act and DHS laws give law 
enforcement wide authority to investigate any one they choose with minimal proof that an 
investigation was warranted, suspicion alone was sufficient.  
  
  
  
  

http://www.whomurderedrobbinbrandley.com/
http://www.whomurderedrobbinbrandley.com/
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Descriptions Of Harassment:    
  

The harassment includes, but is not limited to:   
  
…misdirected 911 calls;   
…tapping of phones and computers;   
…illegally entering home;   
…mail monitored;   
…auto travel monitored;   
…private investigators scared off;   
…shopping and purchases surveillance;   
…tracking our movements;   
…neighbor cooperation;   
…entrapment;   
…safe deposit box   
  
Why Does Law Enforcement Harass Us?  
  

The cover-up of Robbin’s murder was a really stupid idea. Back in January, 1986,   
  
it was a kneejerk reaction to a horrible campus crime that could embarrass officials and   
  
damage the county reputation, at least for a while. The thinking probably was not   
  
criminal; it was more in the line of cover your ass, just sweep it under the rug until it all   
  
blows over. Besides, Robbin’s murder will never be solved, there are no suspects or   
  
evidence so don’t waste time and money trying to solve the unsolvable . People forget   
  
when the headlines stop.  
  

After Urdiales’ confession, and it was revealed he murdered seven more young   
  
women after Robbin, the terrible aftermath of the cover-up decision became clear. A   
  
professional investigation, using normal everyday police curiosity and procedures, may   
  
have solved the crime. Now the county had a problem, maybe a massive legal problem,   
  
and the Reilley’s are mad and are asking questions. Unanswered questions can short  
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circuit the new tactic of the cover-up strategy: the prevention or delay of extradition and  
 
trial until years into the future when nobody will remember or care.  

 
The harassment attack on us probably began earlier that we think; we began to   
  

notice it in 2003 when it started in earnest as the lies imploded after Urdiales’ unexpected   
  
confession. The confession raised many questions and contradictions that have never   
  
been explained by law enforcement. We finally had it with the DA: we wanted answers,   
  
not excuses, not lies and misstatements about the investigation, the suspects and   
  
evidence confusion. We demanded action. The excuses for the purposeful extradition   
  
delay were wearing thin and were in direct conflict to earlier promises. We said we would   
  
use the internet, victim rights organizations, letters to the editors of magazines and 
  
newspapers, appear on major TV network programs, interviews, public speaking, 
 
whatever we could to make our story heard. When we originally talked to the DA’s 
 
prosecutors social media (Facebook, Twitter, et. al.) were not yet available. We would 
 
have used those tools too if  they existed in the early 2000s, and we still might depending 
 
on how the trial comes out.   
  

We continue to believe the theory that Urdiales is not a lone murderer, but, we are   
  
open to being proven wrong. Our belief of a cover-up stems from the actions and lies of   
  
law enforcement. We have always said that only a fair and truthful trial, with an honest   
  
and aggressive defense, will hash it all out. The facts of the murder may be as the DA   
  
describes it: a lone, crazed killer with no rhyme, no reason for selecting Robbin. If so,   
  
then why the animosity, the lack of urgency and continual delay, the lies and the changed   
  
stories?  
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We became a threat. Relations became strained. Attempts to marginalize us with   
  

ridicule and patronization did convince some of our survivors friends that we were unjust  
 
because they had no context: almost all of them had a good, conflict free, relationship  
 
with law enforcement and they could not fathom unlawful action against a victim. This is  
 
ironic because almost all victim survivors supported Marsy’s Law which protects  
 
survivors from abusive actions by prosecutors as well as defense attorneys throughout the  
 
criminal justice process. Most victims and survivors do know of police and prosecutor 
 
abuse but never experienced it, thank God. We broke contact with prosecutor Gundy and 
 
the DA’s office: they were not interested in Robbin’s murder until Illinois finished the  
 
appeals process they believed would go years into the future. We think the  
 
prosecutors were counting on Urdiales dying in an Illinois prison, thus negating a trial.  

  
What is the big secret law enforcement is afraid to reveal? Why was Robbin   

  
treated so poorly by law enforcement? It’s a mysterious conundrum.  
  
Sheriff Mike Carona  
  

Mike Carona was the OC Sheriff-Coroner at the time the harassment began;   
  
today in 2014, he is finishing or has finished a 5 ½ year federal prison term. Since the   
  
Sheriff is elected countywide, Carona was automatically an Orange County “insider,” a   
  
member of the elite governing class of public and private decision makers. The Orange   
  
County power structure never doubted that Sheriff Carona was in their bag. Carona   
  
could be counted upon to continue the cover-up that involved his friend, Sgt. Mike   
  
Stephany, and began with Carona’s predecessor, Sheriff Brad Gates, who was supported 
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 by District Attorney Tony Rackaukas and two of his immediate predecessors. Carona is a 
 
thug, a felon, a gangster in uniform: participating in harassment is up his alley, he is a 
 
natural for it.  

  
In 2002, Carona gained national fame for his fast actions in capturing the   

  
murderer of 5 year old Samantha Runnion. The crime was horrific, sadistic, brutal: it was   
  
a major national news item. Little Samantha’s photo broke people’s hearts. Carona is   
 
credited with solving the murder and capturing the brute, Alejandro Avila. The media   
  
lavished praise on Carona, Larry King dubbed him “America’s Sheriff.” Carona was   
  
immediately courted by politicians to be a candidate for California Governor or Senator.   
  
Carona, prior to being elected Sheriff, was a court bailiff. Now he was the head of one of  
 
the largest, most effective and heavily financed law enforcement agencies in California.  
 
Not bad for a crook: the fox was in the hen house.  
  
  After 9/11/01, the Patriot Act 2001 and the Homeland Security Act 2002 laws   
  
were frantically passed by Congress. The HS and Patriot laws, and the bureaucracies   
  
created by these laws, shredded constitutional rights of citizens who, in many   
  
cases, are arbitrarily deemed dangerous domestic terrorists. The Patriot Act authorized   
  
police agencies to act as secret police. Every citizen can be a target under the broad   
  
authority granted by the law. Every enemy or critic of law enforcement has a target on   
  
their back. (Sound paranoid? Think NSA, IRS, FBI scandal, think secret courts.)  
  

Because of Carona’s great publicity, he was appointed a member of the   
  
prestigious Emergency Response Senior Advisory Committee of Homeland Security   
  
DHS. The broad scope of committee is to advise government and civic agencies on how 
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to coordinate and act together to activate the Homeland Security Act and to thwart 
 
internal and external threats to the USA and respond to actual or threatened attacks.  
  

The Patriot Act and Homeland Security provided cover for many unlawful acts   
  
against individual freedom. Police and government agencies can act against anyone they   
  
don’t like. Because Carona was now a DHS big shot, he had access to, and could use 
 
without question, the latest & greatest array of harassment and surveillance technology,  
 
equipment and techniques – legally. The thug Sheriff had iron clad protection combined 
 
with unlimited discretion and he soon had all the toys he needed.  
 

       The DHS gave Carona a wonderful present: the 
ORANGE COUNTY INTELLIGENCE ASSESSMENT CENTER 

During Carona’s tenure, the OCIAC was opened, one of many throughout the US. This is  

a black arts operation funded by federal, state and local agencies authorized during the  

mania of  9/11 legislation that shredded civil liberties. The mission of the OCIASC is:  

“to provide an integrated, multi-disciplined, information and intelligence sharing network 
to collect, analyze, and disseminate information on all criminal risks and safety 
threats to law enforcement, fire, health, private sector and public sector stakeholders in 
a timely manner in order to protect the residents, visitors, and critical infrastructure of  
Orange County.”  

Basically, the dirty Sheriff now had access to the latest and greatest spying  

technology and gadgets and the DHS infrastructure. He had the broad authority, and was  

authorized, to go after anyone suspected, or accused, of being a safety threat to the US,  

the state and county --- ironically, the threat would be Sheriff Mike and his pals. All 

without open due process, without notification to the targets. No one’s home or business 

or private matters were secure from secret surveillance, search or break-in. You were a 

threat if Carona said so.  
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  We think Carona would not hesitate to “gaslight” if one of his civic buddies asked  

him to frighten, threaten, warn or just “mess with” harassment targets, all under DHS 

cover. (Great sport for his pals: it gave them something to do and they probably got paid 

to do it.)  

Carona also had a cadre of sycophantic Sheriff deputies and local police officials  

who would willingly cooperate and go after anyone who threatened, or besmirched, his  

exalted position and authority either directly or, like us, indirectly. Carona was the  

strutting cock of the walk.  

We first met Sheriff Carona at a Governor Gray Davis press conference   
 
concerning anti-criminal legislation the Governor recently signed into state law. We   
  
introduced ourselves and asked if he knew of Robbin Brandley’s murder. He sort of   
  
remembered but was not sure of the details.  Jack asked if he knew Mike Stephany.   
  
Carona smiled and proclaimed, “Mike is one of my best friends!” Carona gave us a   
  
“screw you” look while smiling, he had made the connection.  
  

Carona knew about Robbin’s murder and us. He knew we were challenging his   
  
“friend,” therefore we were a possible threat to him and/or the Sheriff’s department he   
  
controlled. Little Caesars like Carona are paranoid, always afraid.  When we walked   
  
away, we knew we were dealing with an enemy of truth. We knew that Carona had   
  
painted a target on our backs.   
  

In the examples of harassment we describe things that seemed like science fiction   
  
just a few years ago but are now mostly discarded tricks of the trade. We do not   
  
know if our harassment continues through today: people retire (or go to prison), die or   
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move away, thus causing interest to wane because we are basically average, ordinary and   
  
boring, and besides, budgets for such foolishness get cut when there are no results. If the   
  
harassment has ended, it is mainly because we decided to not be afraid, we just make   
  
notes and ignore.   
  

Four things that probably created the slow down or secession of harassment:  
  

1: www.whomurderedrobbinbrandley.com wherein we went public with the   
  
harassment problems. It’s no fun to harass when it goes public;   

  
2: We reviewed our charges, examples and proof with Asst. Attorney General   

  
Schons who met several times with the DAs of Orange, Riverside and San Diego   
  
counties. Schons may have put a stop to it;  

 
3. With the imprisonment of Sheriff Carona, and the no-nonsense new Sheriff  

  
Sandra Hutchens, the harassment seems to have ended. Hutchens did a purge of   
  
Carona cronies, command and rank and file, by using early retirement, firing or   
  
demotion. She restructured her command and staff with subordinates she trusted.  
  

4. Sheriff department budgets are finite and Hutchens was a much needed budget   
  
cutter.  
  

The harassment was mainly directed at Genelle. She was very vocal and not afraid   
  
to speak her mind and publically confront anyone she suspected of spying on her. At first,   
  
she did not let on to family and friends that the harassment bothered her, but it did, it   
  
affected her health. Over time, Genelle began to talk continually about the harassment, it   
  
obsessed her. She was mad as hell and could not understand why Robbin’s murder was   
  
ignored. What had we or Robbin done to receive such treatment? Her complaints caused   
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ridicule and/or patronization behind her back, even by some friends, fellow victims and   
  
family; some even pulled away from her. That hurt. She worried constantly that the   
  
threats would ratchet up and she or her family would be hurt. She ardently believed her   
  
health was being attacked. With her death in 2012, maybe our spy tormentors declared   
  
victory and gave up the game. Who Knows?  
  
Why did we subject ourselves to ridicule?  
  
  The easiest thing to do is succumb, give up or give in to the pressure. Just shut up.  
  
That would break the promise we made to Robbin to bring her justice. We always   
  
believed that Robbin’s memory was damaged by Orange County’s law enforcement   
  
willingness to just write her off. We would not do that, we committed ourselves to her.  
  
  We knew we were up against a frightened but basically unconcerned public: the  
 
public has a security cocoon around itself;  people just do not want to believe law  
 
enforcement is corrupt, that is frightening to a smooth running society. That’s funny  
 
because the public certainly loves movies, TV and books about corrupt cops and  
 
government. A favorite detective movie is Chinatown. The movie is fictional but factual  
 
enough to seem real because we know Los Angeles law enforcement and city and county  
 
government in the first half of the 20th century was openly corrupt, and, the Southern  
 
California water wars, the basic underpinning story of the movie, did happen. LA is still  
 
corrupt but more subdued. LA corruption is not shocking anymore, its ho-hum 11:00 pm  
 
bedtime news.  
  
  Of course, 99% of law enforcement is honorable and admirable, we certainly   
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found that out from our survivor friends. However, let’s not kid ourselves, corruption   
  
does exist and we all know it.  
  
  We believe our harassment is not common but it is not unusual. Our bigger fear   
  
is that with the new powers granted by secretive security laws passed by Congress since   
  
9/11, signed and renewed by Bush 2nd and Obama, the door is wide open for surveillance   
  
and harassment, detention, searches and seizures of private property, even physical harm;   
  
all without warrants, proof, legality and charges. All law enforcement needs to do is  
 
secretly accuse their target to a rubber stamping secret panel of mysterious judges and the  
 
oppression begins. The technology to spy on citizens is developing at an amazing pace,  
 
and law enforcement (unscrupulous cops like Carona) have access to it all.   
  
Telephone – Computers - Television - Privacy   
  
Telephone  
  

 Starting in 2003, maybe even earlier, our private phone conversations were   
  
tapped. We don’t know exactly when phone tapping actually started. We first began to   
  
notice the clicks, strange noises and interference in 2004, shortly after we said we will to   
  
go to the media to complain that Urdiales was not being prosecuted.  
.  

Initially during phone conversations there was a 3-4 second silence, then a beep.   
  
Callers asked us, “What was that?”  It is not call waiting; we have checked that out and  
  
excluded that explanation. The silence and beep eventually changed to an echo sound, 
 
calls disconnected and we did not get a dial tone for quite some time.  
  

We were disconnected frequently, followed by a lot of static noise.  We heard   
  
background voices before hang-up. Once Genelle’s mother was talking to a friend who   
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heard a noise like an airplane roar, people were heard talking in the background, then a   
  
disconnect.  
  

While on a call, the phone volume becomes loud with an echo effect. After this   
  
happens our phone does not get a dial tone right away.  
  

When the party we are talking to hangs up, frequently there is no dial tone for   
  
several minutes.  
  

In 2004, we believe a “friend” of Genelle’s phoned specifically to tape their   
  
conversation. The friend is also a good friend of OC Sheriff Captain Christine Murray.   
  
This friend has NEVER asked about Robbin’s case in the past but did so during   
  
the call, and, she mentioned that she thought her phone was tapped. When Genelle asked  
  
why anyone would tap her phone, the friend lamely replied, “Oooooh, I don’t know.”  
 
We believe she was clumsily giving the warning that is required when taping a phone  
  
conversation. We believe Captain Murray wanted to know what we knew or suspected.  
  

Genelle told Senior Deputy DA Gundy that she thought the Sheriff and DA   
  
offices arranged a phone tap because they want to know our contacts and any actions we   
  
are taking. Gundy asked when the phone tap started. Genelle said when she threatened to   
  
go to the media. His response was “Uh-Huh.” He did not deny it. When Genelle   
  
mentioned that she suspected Captain Murray was setting up the tap, Gundy became   
  
nervous and very flustered.   
  

We complained to COX Cable and asked them to check for tapping of our phones   
  
and computers or any stealing of cable service from our box. The technician examined   
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our phone wires and examined the outside cable box, then became agitated. He yelled,  
 
“What’s this mess,” then looked at Genelle with alarm. He exclaimed, “I am really not a  
 
phone man, you need to get a phone man!” He then packed up and got out as fast as he  
 
could.  
  

When conversations end, but before we hang up, we hear noises, sounds, then   
  
various disconnections until the listening party or their taping machine finally hangs up.   
  
When talking to an out of state friend, the call was disconnected and the friend heard a   
  
man’s voice distinctly pronounce the time the call ended. This has happened twice.  
  

In August, 2009, after we appeared on local television news programs about   
  
breaking news on Urdiales’ extradition, we noticed that we received few calls on our land   
  
line home phone from callers other than family and close friends that we talk to   
  
frequently. We believe our calls were screened; any unknown phone numbers were  
  
blocked. Usually after a television appearance we do receive many calls from people in   
  
sympathy to our story, people with similar experiences or media people for a follow-up.  

 
Upon returning home one evening, the phone was in the cradle but the green   

  
indicator light showed the phone was in use…how could it be in use when the phone was   
  
hung up?  
  

We began to get calls from strange, quirky numbers or caller IDs, for example:  
  
“intermetro SA” came up frequently. When we called back, we sometimes got a message  
  
saying, “I’m sorry.” That’s all. Other times we would receive calls from people we know   
  
such as Peter Mitchell, a political consultant for Rackauckas and Carona. When we asked   
  
Peter about the intermetro SA ID name on his calls, he professed no idea of why that   
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would show for him. Genelle’s brother called and again the intermetro SA ID appeared.   
  
Another time, September 6, 2005, Genelle’s brother called and the ID name was LA DA.   
  
When Jack asked him if he was working for the District Attorney, he became flustered. In   
  
October, 2006, a call came in from something or someone called Bonsai Bistro. Genelle 
 
returned the call immediately and got a “number disconnected” message.  
   
            Occasionally we got calls from unknown people across the country. When we call  
  
them back, they are surprised and have no idea why their number would show up on  
  
our caller ID. They had not called us. We discussed this phenomenon with Cox service   
  
people. They had no answer, they never do. We believe these weird IDs were an attempt   
  
to connect a tap to our phone, or, to show we are trying to connect with unsavory   
  
characters when we call numbers back.  
  

While talking to the former Los Angeles District Attorney Steve Cooley about our   
  
harassment, he and his assistant agreed that the phone noises and incidents we described   
  
were typical of phone tapping, but, they thought that what we described would be sloppy 
 
work for law enforcement…unless the noises and disconnects were meant to be noticed.  
 
Computer  
  

In 2007, we had a top rate security company do a complete audit of our home  
  
including searching for listening devices, phone and computer taps. The audit team   
  
included retired FBI and computer savvy analysts. They discovered that 7-9 people were   
  
attempting to access our computer, the investigator specifically pointed to the house   
  
directly across the street. An old car and old panel truck were parked on the driveway of   
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the house. The vehicles had out of state, expired license plates. The vehicles had the   
  
windows covered from the inside, you could not see in. They had been sitting there, not   
  
moved, for over a year, real eyesores in the neighborhood. Supposedly they belonged to a   
  
live-in boyfriend of the owner of the house. The suspicion was that the trucks were   
  
part of surveillance of our home and tapping of our computer. They advised us to not talk   
  
in the computer/office room or master bedroom, both facing the street and vehicles. The   
  
security people said it would be difficult to check records to determine if a legal warrant   
  
was issued to tap phones and computers and watch our home because a judge had to sign   
  
a sealed court order, based on law enforcement assurance that an legal investigation was   
  
ongoing.  
  
  The security people said that taping by non-law enforcement without a warrant is   
  
common and illegal but tracking down and finding the name of the illegal tapper is   
  
nearly impossible. We or police could not go onto private property to search for   
  
surveillance devices.  
  
  You will recall that Asst. California Atty. General Schons did say that our phones   
  
were tapped, but not by the government. We asked Schons if the tapper could be   
  
contracted by law enforcement. He said yes but would not discuss it more.  
 
Televisions  
  

Our televisions began acting strangely. We are on Cox Cable. We experience our 
 
screens going totally green, there is no sound or response to the remote changer  
 
commands. When we call Cox service we get the old, “never heard of that before”  
 
routine, the technicians have never experienced the “green screen” problem  
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and do not know how to correct it, or prevent it. The technicians would ask if we were   
  
sure the screen was green, they insisted the screen was “blue.” They reset the   
  
cable box, but that is a short term solution. We believe these televisions – one in the   
  
family room, one in the master bedroom – had a listening or viewing device that   
  
interferers with normal operation and causes a green screen. We have had numerous Cox   
  
technicians come to the home to analyze the cable but to no avail, they are flummoxed.  
  

Almost daily, starting a few months ago, in the mornings, the bedroom television   
  
will flash, like a camera flash when changing channels. This does not happen in the late  
  
morning, afternoon or evening. Again, no explanation from Cox upon our complaints.  
  
  We had Cox check our cable box to look for loose wires that may cause problems.  
 
The service person (who had previous serviced the phone/computer call box and   
  
bolted from the job when he saw inside the box, exclaiming he was not a cable guy), 
 
asked if we switched or disconnected any of the connections. He said that on a previous  
 
call he discovered incorrect connections and corrected the problem. On this call, he said  
 
the wires were connected incorrectly again. He said that someone was screwing with the   
  
cable box. When we asked what affect the changes have, he either did not know or would   
  
not speculate. He did say the changes were not because of someone stealing a signal.  
  
He did recommend we put combination locks on the cable inbox and the   
 
phone/computer box on the at the back of our house. He showed us how to know if the   
  
locks had been opened.  
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Brink’s Home Security (now ADT)  
  
  Our home security uses the Cox house phone system. We found out that our   
  
connection to Brink’s was not working and a service person came to check it out. He said   
  
that the wires were unconnected. It was not an accident, it was deliberate. So, until we   
  
found out that we did not have security service, we were unprotected; there was no way   
  
Brink’s would know if our alarms were set off. This explains the easy access to our   
  
home.  
  
  The service person corrected the problem, but, we had to call him back a couple   
  
of months later. The wires were again disconnected. Fortunately, the problem has ceased.  
  
  During a subsequent Cox service call, Jack asked the technician if Cox ever   
  
connected or disconnected Brink’s wires. He said never, not the policy. If there was a   
  
problem requiring Brink’s attention, Cox would immediately tell the home owner. 
 
PIXELING –  
 
WE GET EXCESSIVE PIXELING THROUGHOUT THE DAY. WHEN WE  
CALL THE COX SERVICE CENTER THEY ARE UNAWARE OF ANY PROBLEM IN 
THEIR SYSTEM, AND, THEY DO NOT HAVE ANY ANSWER AS TO WHY WE 
EXPERIENCE SEVERE PROBLEMS.  
 

It has been recently reported in the media that federal law enforcement   
  
successfully used new technology to implant listening and video devices in cell and land   
  
phones, televisions, radios and other appliances to listen and observe conversations in   
  
homes, offices, public places and cars. It is not improbable to us that Sheriff Carona, a   
  
DHS darling, authorized and used devices to invade our privacy in our home and car.   
  
Carona used hidden listening devices in his own offices to entrap or compromise people.   
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He can access the technology and had the DHS authority use it.  
  
  
Illegally Entering Our Home   
  
            In September, 2009, a neighbor asked about our home break-ins. She had read a   
  
newspaper article where we mentioned the break-ins. She said that she and several   
  
neighbors have observed cars and/or trucks around our home; they assumed that we were   
  
doing some remodeling or other work inside the house, but, they were uncertain if we   
  
were home or away. She and the others thought the car/truck activity was suspicious   
  
because it seemed to correspond with some of the break-in incidents.  Several months   
  
earlier, a different neighbor commented that we always had a lot of service repair men at   
  
our home. This was a surprise to us. Of course, we have an occasional repair person, but   
 
not a lot and certainly not when we are away from home.  
  

Our first concrete proof to us of a break-in occurred upon our returning home one   
  
afternoon, we found our phone unplugged from the wall socket and the cord lying several  
 
feet away from the phone jack. Genelle had been using the phone that morning, it was   
  
plugged in and it worked fine. The phone jack is behind a couch and could not fall out of   
  
the socket and land about three feet away in front of the couch by itself. The heavy couch   
  
had to be moved to access the socket.  
  

We discovered an attempt to break in our house via the patio doors. We called the   
  
Laguna Beach police and they verified the attempt. They took fingerprints and a report   
  
but their findings were inconclusive.  
  

We lodged a second break-in attempt with the police. They would not visit our   
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home since we did not report anything stolen and we were not in danger; they took a   
  
report at the police station. We had to wait about an hour before the report was taken. The   
  
reason for the wait was they were calling back to headquarters an on-duty motorcycle   
  
officer, David McGill, to take the report. Go figure, there were several officers standing   
  
around the office at various times. We thought these officers were looking at us curiously   
  
or strangely, as if we were freaks. We even caught a couple of them peeking at us from   
  
around a corner. Cops! Just our imagination we guessed. But….when we described   
  
previous break-ins to McGill he was genuinely curious and wanted to know what we   
  
thought was the reason. He asked, so we explained that we believe the attempts to invade   
  
our home is a part of a harassment campaign, conducted by law enforcement, tied to our 
 
daughter’s murder, specifically the Sheriff’s office and maybe even with the   
  
help of Laguna Beach officers. Officer David McGill, became very agitated, mad and   
 
argumentative: he said loudly and forcefully to Genelle, “so, you think they are out to get   
  
you?” She replied just as loud, “Yes you are!”   
  

McGill became more flustered when we described the nicks and scratch damage   
  
on our professionally painted woodwork in the kitchen and around the home, and, the   
  
personal items we described as missing. McGill had a hard time accurately describing,   
  
writing down, what we said. His report contained many errors which we corrected   
  
when he asked us to review it before making the report official. He seemed to get madder   
  
with each error we pointed out. Taking burglary reports was definitely not one of   
  
McGill’s skills.   
  
  Jack told McGill this was all part of a “gaslighting” program. He knew the term   
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but denied it would be used against us.  
  

McGill, who we frequently saw working the traffic around town always appeared   
  
very professional, no nonsense and skilled at that job. We asked him why he was pulled   
  
off the street to take our report. This struck us as very unusual since Laguna Beach is a   
  
small beach town with only one motorcycle officer on duty at a time and traffic violations   
  
and parking tickets are a big source of city revenue, especially on a busy Saturday.  
  
  We critiqued the McGill interview when we got home. It was apparent to us that   
  
the officers at the station seemed uneasy, nervous. During the interview, officers and   
  
police would walk by the interview room door and peer at us through the small door   
  
window, or, they would open the door and stick their head it without comment.  
  
  We decided that the Laguna Beach police were not going to help us. They would   
  
stop taking burglary or break in reports. As described below, a serious incident did occur   
  
that we thought was highly unusual and potentially physically dangerous to us in our  
 
home. The Laguna department offered no help or response to our calls.  
  

Our home has been broken into at least two dozen times. We decided to stop   
  
calling the police, they would not do anything. As before, each time we noticed small and  
 
various items missing; hairbrushes, toothbrushes, clothing, personal items with DNA.  
 
Things are misplaced or moved. We also noticed more nicks and scratches on door  
 
frames, cabinets and furniture. We have not been moving heavy items or rearranging  
 
furniture.  
   

 In December 2008, upon returning from a vacation, Genelle collected soldering   
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droppings off her mother’s bedroom carpeting. We also discovered white paint stains on   
  
the hardwood floor entry to mother’s bedroom. On closer inspection, it appears that part   
  
of the upper bed room door jam has been removed, re-caulked and repainted; there are   
  
nicks on the door frame. Additionally, an electrical socket close to the bedroom stopped   
  
functioning. Upon examination, we saw that wires were cut.  This was a working socket,   
  
used to power vacuums and floor fans.   
  
  
The Strangest Break-In Attempt:  
  

On March 3, 2011 Genelle was home alone while Jack was at a local hospital   
  
giving a blood sample. Genelle had not stayed alone for several years because of the   
  
home break-in harassments. About 9:15 AM she heard a car door slam and she thought   
  
Jack had returned. She looked out the master bedroom window and saw a white SUV   
  
parked in the driveway. She saw an unknown woman standing beside the driveway in the   
 
vacant lot next to our house. The woman was talking to someone Genelle could not see   
  
who was under the bedroom balcony that extended over the garage door. The unseen   
  
person was by the garage door. Genelle then heard the garage door raise, hesitate, then   
  
close.  
 

Genelle was terrified of a home invasion and immediately called 911. The   
  
operator came on and asked, “What is your emergency?” As Genelle began to explain,   
  
the operator asked, “are you at Pendleton?” Genelle responded, “No! I am in Laguna   
  
Beach.” The operator said, “Well, this is Camp Pendleton and I don’t have Laguna’s   
  
number.” The 911 operator offered no help even though a home invasion was being   
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reported. Genelle hung up. She called Jack who was leaving the hospital for home.  
  
(Note: Camp Pendleton is approximately 40 miles south of Laguna Beach in San Diego   
  
county. Robbin’s murderer, Urdiales, was stationed there when Robbin was murdered.)  
  
Genelle grabbed a camera and went outside to take photos. The unknown woman and   
  
person under the balcony were gone. Genelle took photos of the car, parked and locked in   
  
our driveway, and peered into the car looking for some identification. Genelle saw a   
  
faculty parking permit at a local community college, part of the same group as  
  
Saddleback Community College. Genelle returned to the house, leaving the garage door  
 
and kitchen door open so she could see anyone returning for the SUV.  
  

When Jack returned home, he called the Laguna Beach Police to remove or ticket   
  
the SUV. They said that because we did not have a No Parking sign, they could do   
  
nothing on private property. Jack called a tow truck company and they said the same,   
  
they could not touch the car. Jack also told the Police that the person who parked the car   
  
watched someone attempt to enter the house by raising the garage door. Jack said a   
  
burglary or home invasion was attempted. The Police did not appear concerned about the   
 
danger nor were they concerned that 911 calls to them are directed to a location 40 miles   
  
away. When we asked where, or who, to launch a complaint or get an explanation about   
  
911 calls going astray, the Police Officers and Clerks at the Station had no idea, not a   
  
clue, not a concern. “Write the FCC,” was the only advice.  
  

When the owner of the SUV returned, about seven hours later, she told Genelle   
  
that she thought our house was empty, no one living there. This is preposterous since our   
  
home is gardened, has trash out on trash days, is in good repair and looks lived in. The   
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lady claimed there was no other place to park; again preposterous, parking is available on   
  
the streets and on the vacant lot next to our house. Parking is not a problem; there is no   
  
need to park in a stranger’s driveway all day long.  
  

The lady went hysterical when Genelle asked who she was talking to, who raised   
  
our garage door. She claimed she was not talking to anyone, but Genelle watched her   
  
mouth moving while she was looking at, and talking to, the unseen person…the door   
  
had to raise manually because the automatic door-opener was disconnected by Jack  
 
whenever he left the house as a precaution against being locked out of the house if  
 
Genelle is harmed or incapacitated by an intruder. The lady was a neighbor who lived on  
 
a different street. She went home after Genelle confronted her and returned about an hour  
 
later with her husband to pick up the SUV. Neither could give an adequate explanation  
 
for the lady’s action nor would they identify the unseen person; they could not explain  
 
why they blocked our driveway all day.  
  
  The lady and her husband were employees of the Orange County Community   
  
College agency which includes Saddleback and other campuses.   
  
  We wrote letters to Verizon, our cell phone carrier, and the FCC. None   
  
offered any explanation as to why a 911 call would go 60 miles astray, each blamed the   
  
other. The Laguna Beach police did not want to talk about it.  
  
  
Blue Beams Inside Our Home   
  

Because of Carona’s status as a homeland security official and the authority   
  
granted to law enforcement under the Patriot Act, Carona, and all law enforcement, could   
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intrude into homes or offices with the filmiest of reasons or excuses. Carona had the use   
  
of surveillance technology unknown to the public. In fact, Carona outfitted his Sheriff’s   
  
office with spy equipment – taping and camera – unknown to visitors. The guy was   
  
increasingly paranoid that his phoniness and lawlessness would be found out.  
  
            On a late October 2010 afternoon, Genelle sniffed a burning smell. It was not a  
  
fireplace smell nor an outdoors smell from a neighbor’s barbeque. She never smelled   
  
anything like it before; she had nothing to compare it to. She started walking to the   
  
kitchen to see if anything was burning. She glanced down the entrance hallway, which is   
  
about 12’ long, and saw a bright blue beam or ray, maybe even a laser, coming into the   
  
house from the outside through a window panel above the front door. The window   
  
consists of 30 – 1sqft panels, about 30 square feet of glass.   
  

The blue light ray shone brightly from the window to the end of the hallway   
  
ending on a china buffet. The beam or ray was straight and appeared to have substance,   
  
it was not ephemeral. Our first thought was that the light was caused by sunlight and   
  
would disappear as the sun shifted. To our surprise, the light was not a light distortion or   
  
refraction. Outside of this window panel is a large tree thick with branches and leaves that   
  
cover and shade the front porch area blocking all direct sunshine and heat into the house.  
 
We have lived in the home for over 29 years and have never experienced such a beam,  
 
ray or sunlight. As the sun shifted, the beam remained the same.  
  

Upon inspection, the beam had small black particles whirling around inside of it.   
  
The smell continued. The beam lasted about ½ hour and reappeared only once. The smell  
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happened four more times. After the beam disappeared, we could not take clear photos   
  
inside the house. In-home and backyard photos from both our cameras became fuzzy and   
  
the colors are distorted. Photos taken away from our house were normal. Fortunately we   
  
did get good photos of the blue beam   
  
All photos shown were taken with one of two digital cameras:  
  Cannon Power Shot A1000 IS    SETTING ALWAYS AT “AUTO”  
  Cannon Power Shot A590 IS    SETTING ALWAYS AT “AUTO”  
  
Photos taken away from the home were all normal, no distortions.  
  
  
“BLUE LIGHT” RAY IN ENTRY HALL  
  

                
                    NORMAL VIEW  
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“BLUE BEAM” THROUGHOUT THE HOME  
  
BEGINNING IN 2005, AN INTENSE BLUE LIGHT BEGAN APPEARING IN PHOTOS. THE 
LIGHT IS A THIN VERTICAL BEAM. SOMETIMES MORE THAN ONE BEAM APPEARS.  
THESE PHOTOS SHOW THE BEAM IN THE LIVING ROOM AREA AND THE MASTER  
BATH. THE PHOTOS ARE ACTUALLY TAKEN FROM THE CAMERA SCREEN  
BECAUSE WHEN THE BLUE BEAM PHOTOS ARE PRINTED, THE BEAM DOES NOT  
APPEAR ON THE PRINT. CAMERA EXPERTS TELL US THERE IS NO EXPLANATION 
FOR THE BEAM SINCE THERE IS NO LIGHT SOURCE THAT COULD INTERFERE WITH 
THE PHOTOS. THESE BEAMS ALSO APEAR IN THE BACKYARD.  
  
.  

  
 
 
CEILING LIGHTING FIXTURE 
 
KITCHEN LIGHTS:  
 
THESE LIGHTS WERE FIRMLY AFFIXED TO THE CEILING AND HAVE BEEN IN PLACE 
FOR SEVERAL YEARS WITH NO PROBLEMS. UPON RETURNING FROM A TRIP, WE 
NOTICED ALL THREE GLOBE COVERS WERE HANGING PRECARIOUSLY, ALMOST 
DETACHED, FROM THE CEILING. UPON INSPECTION, ONE OR MORE CLAMPS THAT 
SECURED THE GLOBE COVERS TO THE CEILING WERE TORN OUT OF THE 
DRYWALL. WE REPAIRED THE DAMAGE AS BEST WE COULD, TAKING CARE NOT 
TO DESTROY EVIDENCE. WE BELIEVE THAT SOME SORT OF LISTENING DEVICE 
WAS INSTALLED.  THE DAMAGE WAS PURPOSELY EXPOSED SO THAT WE WOULD 
NOTICE IT AND WAS A WARNING THAT OUR HOME CAN BE INVADED WHENEVER 
OUR ANTAGONIST WANT TO      
 
HALLWAY CEILING LIGHT.  
 
IN ADDITION TO THE KITCHEN LIGHTS, THE HALLWAY LIGHT WAS TAMPERED 
WITH. THE GLOBE FIT SNUGLY AND SECURELY. IT APPEARED THAT THE GLOBE 
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AND LIGHT FIXTURE WERE TAMPERED WITH, ONE LIGHT BULB WAS MISSING AND 
THE GLOBE WOULD NOT FIT AS BEFORE 
 
AT THE TOP OF OUR STAIRS:  
 
TO THE UPPER FLOORS, A LIGHT GLOBE THAT WAS SECURELY ATTACHED FELL 
AND ALMOST HIT OUR GRANDCHILDREN. IN ORDER TO FALL, THE GLOBE HAD TO 
BE LOOSENED BY HAND  
  
WE ALSO DISCOVERED TAMPERING WITH THE FIRE DETECTOR. IT HAD BEEN 
DISMANTELED AND TAPE WAS USED TO TRY TO PATCH IT UP. THE TAPE IS VISIBLE,  
  
WE BELIEVE THE INTRUDERS WERE LOOKING FOR AREAS TO IMPLANT 
LISTENING OR SURVEILLANCE DEVICES   
  
MYSTERIOUS DAMAGE TO FURNITURE AND HARDWARE IN OUR HOME  
CHIPS AND GOUGES TO WOODEN FIXTURES:  
 
THESE ARE INEXPLICABLE DAMAGES THAT APPEAR WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE OF 
HOW THEY COULD HAVE BEEN MADE. WE BELIEVE THESE ARE WARNING 
MESSAGE TO LET US KNOW INTRUDERS HAVE BEEN IN THE HOME.  
  
…GOUGING WITH THE FRONT DOOR LOCK, 
…THE LIVING ROOM FIREPLACE MANTLE,  
…SCARRING TO LIVING ROOM COUCHES, 
…SCARRING AND GOUGE DAMAGE TO THE STAIR BANNISTER, 
…SCAR DAMAGE TO SURFACE OF BREAKFRONTS,  
  
 Mail Monitored  
  
In March, 2004, after the conversation with a legal assistant in a downstate Illinois State’s 
Attorney office, Genelle stated she was going to the media, our mail began to be 
tampered with, opened, ripped and torn.   
  
In April, 2004, our mail carrier left an official notice, on a letter size yellow card, when 
he delivered mail that was on-hold while we were away. The form said:  
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We believe the mail carrier deliberatively left the form to let us know that someone was  
messing with our mail. We have shown the form to various law enforcement and others  
who might know what the form means; all to no avail, no one knows or admits knowing 
about this form,  what it means or what the implications are  
  
 
Private Investigators   

  
In 2005, we called a private investigator and briefly explained our purpose. He  

  
promised to call us the next day before 10 am. Next day, Gundy unexpectedly phoned at  
 
9:50 am, the PI never called. Gundy rarely called us. We believed the PI tipped Gundy  
 
and Gundy blew him off from us. Jack called another PI and about three minutes into the   
  
conversation, the PI said he could not talk to Jack and hung up. No explanation.  
  

We called still another PI. As we began to explain the nature of the problem he   
  
said, “I do work for the Sheriff, this call never happened” and immediately hung up.  
  
  

On May 20, 2006, we met with a PI who worked for a prominent California   
  
criminal defense lawyer. The PI agreed to see us because we were referred by an equally   
  
prominent entertainment lawyer whose brother in law was murdered. We met at an office   
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in a very high rent Wilshire area. The PI asked if we knew of any reason we would be   
  
under investigation. We said no. He was the first to tell us that we, AND OUR SON,   
  
were under investigation. He was getting information on his computer using   
  
investigative software not available to the general public. He thought it strange that the   
  
purpose of the investigation was not shown nor the agency involved. He thought it so   
  
unusual that he brought the prominent defense attorney into the conference room. The   
  
lawyer asked many questions, rapid fire, and we gave him our theory of law enforcement   
  
harassment and surveillance over the death of Robbin. Nothing surprised this lawyer, he   
  
has seen it all and he had little regard for Orange County law enforcement. He joked in a   
  
serious manner that we must be dangerous characters. The lawyer wanted $25,000 just to   
  
write a letter to open inquiry and costs would go from there if further action was needed.   
  
End of discussion. We think he named that fee just to blow us off. It was a Saturday   
  
morning and his office was very busy, his clients were high-rollers. It was unfortunate for   
  
us, a letter, any interest, from this lawyer would have law enforcement soiling their pants.  
  
  In 2007 we hired an Orange County PI at the suggestion of a top Orange County   
  
civil rights lawyer. The primary purpose was to discover what type of physical evidence   
  
the Sheriff and/or District Attorney had from the crime scene; specifically, did the DNA   
  
or physical evidence yield an identity?. We gave him $5000 and the authority to act in   
  
our behalf.  
  

The PI insisted that we cooperate on an article about Robbin’s murder,   
  
investigation and prosecution that he arranged with the OC Weekly, a popular free   
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newspaper that frequently runs serious, in depth, investigative exposés of the Sheriff and   
  
DA. The PI said the purpose of the story was to create a rational for him to follow up on   
  
leads from the story with the Sheriff.  
  

During the initial interview, the PI told us that we and our son were under   
  
investigation. After payment of the $5000 and the publishing of an excellent OC Weekly   
  
article, we never heard from the PI again. He never contacted the Sheriff’s department   
  
that we know of, he just disappeared. We think this PI worked for, or was intimidated by,   
  
Sheriff Carona or the DA. To date, he will not return phone calls or respond to our   
  
demand for an accounting of the $5000 retainer and return of the money because he   
  
would have to tell us some lie or give us an explanation he is afraid to give. We have   
  
made a complaint to the California licensing board covering PIs but never received a 
   
response back.   
  

It is apparent the PIs in Orange County do not want to antagonize the Sheriff or   
  
the DA.  
  
Store Security and Purchases  
  

This is an area that many people have a problem with our harassment claims: in   
  
the late 90s and early 2000s, how could law enforcement interfere with retail purchases?   
  
We don’t know, it seemed impossible to us but it was being done. Fast forward to today.   
  
How can 100+ million people have their credit and debit card information stolen over one   
  
Christmas holiday: how do millions of government employees have their personal data  
 
hacked? Gee, we don’t know, seems impossible. Here is the irony: to prevent this kind of 
 
theft happening again, credit card companies are beginning to put tracking into their 
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credit cards using RDIF (radio-frequency identification). Not only will your   
  
purchases be tracked, your whereabouts will always be known. Doesn’t that just make 
 
you feel warm and cuddly.  

  
Starting in 2005, security bells would go off frequently as we left stores.   

  
These are not the occasional experiences all shoppers have. We believe this is an effort to   
  
video us as thieves. For a while, any time we used a credit card, or information about us   
  
is entered into a computer, we could count on the bells going off without fail when we   
  
exited the store. This never happened when we used cash. This went on for about two   
  
dozen times. Genelle discussed this with Gundy. He laughed and ridiculed Genelle,   
  
saying, “That must be terrible, everywhere you go people think you are a thief.”  
  
Example:   
  
On Sept. 30, 2005 at Longs drug store (now CVS) in Laguna Hills, Genelle turned in a 
common prescription around 3:00 pm. Upon entering data into the computer, the young 
clerk looked at Genelle, terrified, and walked to the pharmacist. She returned to the 
counter, still looking terrified, and said it would take about 20 minutes. Genelle noticed 
they were not busy. Genelle returned three times to check on the status. After a while, a 
person the clerk was apparently waiting for arrived, about 4:00 p.m., and took over the 
sale. This new person had no clue on how to handle a register and had to call still another 
clerk to finish the transaction.  
When Genelle left the store, bells went off. A man walked up to Genelle and grabbed her 
package out of her hand, not saying a word. He walked to a cash register to do something 
with the purchase. Genelle volunteered her receipt, he took it but did not look at it, no 
apology.   
We are not thieves. The Sheriff and/or DA are interfering with our credit card purchases, 
somehow flagging Genelle as a shoplifter to embarrass and humiliate her.  
  
Example:   
  
In 2005 or 06 at  Robinsons-May in Newport Beach, after Genelle shopped for about an 
hour, she purchased several items for her mother with a credit card. A woman hurriedly 
walked in front of Genelle and her mother as they were walking to the exit. The lady 
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reached into her purse and pulled out a round white object while looking back to make 
sure she was walking close to Genelle. Bells immediately started ringing as the woman 
reached the exit, with Genelle close behind .  Then a man stepped forward and opened the 
exit door for the mysterious woman, then held the door for Genelle, not saying anything, 
just glaring an accusatory look at Genelle and her mother.  
  
 Example:   
  
At a Target store in Corona, CA on Sept. 23, 2006, after making a purchase, Genelle 
began walking in and out of the store with the package, each time making the bells go off. 
She was forcing a confrontation. A uniformed man came running from the back of the 
store, took Genelle‟s bag while continuously staring at a security camera. He examined 
the items in the bag, demagnetized them (the sales clerk did this at purchase), then just 
handed the bag back to Genelle saying “OK,” then he rushed off.   
  
Other examples occurred on:   

April 22, 2008 at Office Max;   
April 23, 2008 at Circuit City on El Toro Road;  May 
23, 2009 at Rite Aid in Los Alamitos;   
May 13 or 14, 2009 at a CVS in Laguna Hills.  

  
On about two dozen times when the bells go off, the guards or store personnel just yell, 
“that‟s OK, go ahead.”   
  
We know these incidents appear goofy, maybe even fabricated. Everybody has 
experienced a shopping inconvenience at some time and are embarrassed. But nobody we 
know has it happen all the time.   
  
We believe all these incidents are taped, then edited, trying to develop a phony pattern of 
shoplifting theft. The purpose, we suppose, is to discredit us if we continue to pursue our 
demands for answers.  
  
Example:   
  
For the past five years Genelle has experienced shopping interference; the sales clerks are 
frightened, flustered and nervous. Genelle is asked repeatedly to spell her name or verify 
the spelling of her name. We believe that when clerks access computer information, using 
Genelle‟s name or credit card, negative information appears to warn that Genelle is a 
dangerous person. The response of the clerks is not normal. Genelle has shopped for 55 
yrs and has never experienced clerk reaction as described.  
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Suspicious Vehicles – Tracking Our Movements   
  
We have been followed, our movements tracked, so often that Genelle recognizes  

 some of the people.  
 
Example:  
  
On February 17, 2006, a large, black unmarked car parked behind Genelle while she was 
waiting for her mother. Genelle thought the driver’s behavior odd; he just sat in the car.  
She got out of her car and took a photo of the black car with her cell phone. A DARE 
sticker was on the bumper. She then went to the driver’s side to see if she recognized the 
driver but he would not allow her to see his face. The license plate was 5KUV977.  
  
Example:  
  
On Feb 18, 2006, while at Robbin’s bench at main beach in Laguna Beach, several 
unknown people were taking our photo. While Jack went to get coffee, Genelle started 
walking the dog. She noticed a man across the street filming her. Genelle ran across the 
street to confront the man and get his license number. He quickly popped the trunk, threw 
his camera in, and took off. Genelle got his license number (personal plate – FILMO.)   
  
Example:  
  
On Feb 20, 2006, Genelle was following Jack who was driving a rental. A big, black car 
with two men got between us. Genelle pulled up beside them and looked at the passenger, 
a uniformed officer with a large object in his lap that she believes is a tracker device.  He 
saw Genelle look at him, they then dropped back in traffic.  We believe the rental car was 
tagged for tracking.  The car sat was in our driveway for several nights and could easily 
be tampered with.  
  
  
 Neighbor Cooperation With The Harassment  

  
We had our home checked out by a highly rated security company; they were  

  
looking for bugs, phone taps, and internet attack. We were told that 7-9 neighbors were   
  
either accessing, or attempting, to our computer. They advised us to not talk openly in  
 
several rooms. They advised us to get new phones with new numbers.   
  

Our suspicion of a couple of neighbors was confirmed because of their dramatically   
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changed behavior and attitude toward us. In the old days, law enforcement had to often   
  
entice snoops to cooperate by offering monetary or legal favors. Most times, people   
  
cooperate because they believe derogatory things about their friends and neighbors as told 
 
to them by the Sheriff or DA’s agents (just flash a badge and people will believe 
 
whatever is told to them and will do whatever asked, whether they believe it or not.)  
 
Think about it: how many snoops do you have around your neighborhood; isn’t there  
 
a few nosy neighbor(s) you suspect that are always checking you and your house out?   
  

We have been accused by critics, either outright or snidely behind our backs,   
  
of everything from wanting revenge, monetary gain, notoriety and more. We simply want   
  
justice and the truth for Robbin and the families of four other young California women   
  
and ourselves.   
  
Example:  
  
A neighbor living directly across the street took in a boy-friend-boarder in 2006. He 
permanently parked two old vehicles in her driveway, a panel truck and a large van, both 
had sealed windows preventing observing the inside of either auto. During this time, the 
neighbor became fearful, reclusive and nervous around us. When we were having our 
home checked by a security company, the former FBI expert pointed toward the house 
and trucks and said that 7-9 neighbors were attempting, or had hacked, our computers. 
Jack commented on the vehicles, saying that he suspected that they contained 
surveillance equipment. The security operative agreed, he thought so too and that it was 
highly likely that his checking of our computer and phones was noted and recorded. The 
vehicles were finally moved in February 2009 soon after the conversation.  
   
Entrapment   
  
1st Instance: June 8, 2006  
  
A neighbor asked Genelle to travel to Los Angeles with her to visit her old friend, see the 
neighborhood where she once lived and to go to lunch at a favorite place of hers. The 
neighbor insisted on a specific date and that they had to leave early, 9:00 am, and get 
home by 3:00 pm.  
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They arrived at the home of the friend before 11:00 AM and leisurely stayed until the 
friend received a phone call, about 1:00 pm. Everyone bolted the house after the call. 
While driving, the neighbor yells out that she needed some marijuana, saying she was in 
“so much pain” and cannot find a doctor to give her a prescription. Her friend replied that 
she would call her son, he could get some for her. Genelle was mortified about this.  
  
After several phone calls and deciding on different meeting places, the friend’s son 
arranged a meeting with a guy named “Dave” who came up to the car carrying a surf 
board; Dave said he would not attend the purchase but he arranged for a friend of his, 
who just pulled up, to make the sale. Our neighbor, who did not know Dave’s friend, 
announced she was going with him to the surprise of Genelle and the neighbor’s friend. 
Genelle was introduced as “the celebrity.” Genelle now believes her “title” was a signal 
to all that Genelle was the target of some scheme to involve her, implicate her in a 
marijuana purchase.  
  
The friend drove to a Whole Foods parking lot in West Hollywood. Genelle was hungry 
so she immediately got out of the car, went into the store and bought items to eat, talked 
to a clerk about a product she was interested in, and then checked out. The store was not 
busy, Genelle seemed to be the only one in the store.  When she walked outside police 
were all over the parking lot of the small strip mall conducting a mock traffic problem. 
Our neighbor was sitting at a table with her head down looking defeated.  
  
Dave’s friend said he was buying the marijuana at a doctor’s office across the street from 
Whole Foods. Genelle noticed a plastic sign advertising a doctor’s office hung on a 
building wall. A month or two later, Genelle wanted to see if the doctor’s sign was still 
on the wall. It was not.   
  
They did not get home until 8:00 pm, not the 3:00 pm as originally planned. A couple of 
nights later while watching NBC late night news it was announced that West Hollywood 
Sheriff‟s Department would no longer go after people with small amounts of marijuana 
but would use their time and money for violent and serious crime.  That confirmed 
Genelle’s suspicions that the whole trip and marijuana purchase was a trap, a frame up, to 
implicate Genelle in some sort of illegal activity and thus besmirch her character and 
integrity.   
A couple of weeks later at a neighborhood party, the neighbor asked Genelle if she 
“remembered our little escapade?” Genelle said, “yes, what was that all about?” The 
neighbor said the incident was a “scam” but offered no details.  
  
2nd Instance: July or August, 2006  
  
Sometime later the same neighbor asked Genelle to go shopping and lunch. Genelle 
thought the neighbor might talk to her about the earlier entrapment episode in 
Hollywood, so she agreed. During shopping, the neighbor kept postponing lunch, then, all 
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of a sudden, big rush, it was time for lunch.  They went to the neighbor’s favorite place at 
South Coast Plaza.  It is usually crowded, with a waiting line, but surprisingly only a few 
people were there.  The neighbor wanted a specific table next to a corner table occupied 
by a man reading a newspaper. They sat right next to him even though the place was 
almost empty. This man kept fidgeting with something in his left front pants pocket; it 
appeared he was trying to turn on something in the pocket.  Genelle stared at him but he 
kept doing it.  When it was time to go he took a recorder out of his pocket and slammed it 
on the table. While Genelle watched his bizarre behavior, the neighbor started 
complaining to Genelle about the price of the lunch and the amount of the tip in an 
attempt to distract her. Genelle believes the scam was that they wanted to get her voice on 
tape. The man was frustrated that they did not.  
That was the last time Genelle went anywhere with the neighbor, she was convinced she 
was spying on her and cooperating with law enforcement to frame her, compromise her in 
some way.   
  
In 2008, the neighbor became very embarrassed about the entrapment scheme and sent a 
note to Genelle to please forgive her for the “little escapade.” She left messages on the 
phone answering machine and pushed a note through the front door mail slot. The 
neighbor felt guilty about trying to entrap Genelle. Before all this they were good friends.  
.  
  
Bank of America Safe Deposit Box – January 18-22, 2006  
  

Our B of A branch installed an electronic hand print identifier for customer self- 
 
entry to the safe deposit room. We set ourselves up in the system. A couple of months  
 
later, January 2008, we were denied access for approximately a week; our hand prints did  
 
not respond. Bank employees exclaimed that, “this has never happened before,” and had  
 
no explanation. We complained to the branch manager. Again, no answer. We watched as   
  
other customers used the hand print identifier without problem. We believe we were 
 
denied access to prevent our discovery that our safe deposit box was tampered with and    
  
that one of its contents was taken.   
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Arial Surveillance  
  
  Now, here is one complaint that caused the most derision and mocking of us.    
  
Genelle noticed the frequency of Sheriff’s helicopters flying overhead when we were out   
  
for walks in Laguna and other areas of Orange County. It started as a joke between us,   
  
but, once you notice something, you notice it again and again. We began waving as they   
  
flew over. Why does an occasional incident become an almost everyday event? How   
  
often do helicopters fly over your head, every day, every week? Is there a purpose? We   
  
think so…surveillance, warning, fear.   
  

An  Orange County Register reporter, writing on the 20th anniversary of Robbin’s 
 
murder ridiculed our harassment complaints and we became part of the “black helicopter  
 
crowd” which was the popular code word for “conspiracy crazies.”  
  
  So, who’s laughing now. Drones are the new surveillance police helicopters. It is   
  
reported that police agencies are borrowing drones from the Border Patrol to “keep an   
  
eye on the bad guys and for overall use in crime, traffic, rescue missions, etc. At least you   
  
could see and hear black helicopters; you won’t even know police drones are watching   
  
you. And, these drones will be loaded with every type on invasive technology the law   
  
allows (or not allows). The federal government will soon expand drones to other agencies   
  
beside the Border Patrol. State and local governments will soon have them for police and   
  
any kind of regulatory inspection in or around your home or on the street where you live: 
 
drones will check to see if you comply with all building, safety and zoning laws, 
   
overwatering your yard…in short, are you doing anything that you can be fined or taxed.  
 
In the meantime, Google is flying over your home and cruising up and down neighbor 
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streets recording everything. Feel safe?  
  
  Do police departments want drones? You bet. They are cheaper than maintaining   
  
fleets of police cars and officers: they offer constant patrol and many ways to reduce   
  
costs, they don’t require unions, pensions, vacations and they don’t get injured.   
  
  And, while we are on the topic, do you think the Amazon drones coming to us in   
  
the near future will just be delivering packages as they fly over your home and   
  
neighborhood every day? Think again.  
  
  We envision that in a year or two you will hear people comment that they have a   
  
strange feeling they are being watched. They probably are and for no reason. So, while   
  
you are circling your index finger around your temple and rolling your eyes at our   
  
harassment complaints listed above, watch out – you are next.  
  
Attacks On Genelle’s Personal Health   
  
  We describe these incidences with reluctance. We are suspicious of everything   
  
that happened to us over a 10 year period and we know that as we describe the   
  
harassment we open ourselves to pity, then ridicule. We believe that the harassment went   
  
so far as to interfere with Genelle’s health.   
  
Early suspicions:  
  
First event: 
 
  Genelle had liposuction. A few months later she was drying herself after a shower   
when something fell out of her body, she felt it and heard it hit and bounce on the tile.   
She was surprised. She found a small, round black object. We had no idea what is was.   
How did it get into her body, maybe in something she ate? We put it in a Ziploc bag and   
she put it away.  
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  A few weeks later we watched a television show about human implants. One of   
the items looked exactly like the object from her body. Was something implanted during   
the liposuction procedure when she was unconscious?   
  We put the object in our Bank of America safe deposit box. Every time we   
accessed the box, Genelle double checked to make sure the object was there. As   
described above, for a period of two weeks we were denied entry to the safe deposit area   
because the hand identifier did not recognize either of our hands. BofA branch personnel   
had no explanation, but, until the system was fixed we could not access our box. We   
watched as other bank customers accessed their box easily…the problem was specific to   
us. When we finally examined the box, the only thing missing was the Ziploc bag   
with the object.  
  
2nd Event:  
  
  When Genelle was being prepped for a surgical procedure, as she was waiting for   
 the anesthesia to kick in, a nurse she did not know came into the room to take some   
information and check things over. The nurse asked Genelle questions about her personal   
life, chit-chat and generalities to put Genelle at ease. The nurse suddenly mentioned   
Robbin. Genelle was surprised, she never told the doctor or anyone about Robbin’s   
murder. Then the nurse asked Genelle if she knew she was under investigation. (Recall 
above, PIs also mentioned that we were under investigation.) When she said this   
Genelle was becoming groggy but fully aware of what was being said around her;   
Genelle was not imagining the conversation or the nurse. The nurse also mentioned that   
the expensive doctor hired for the surgery was leaving town and a capable assistant   
would do the procedure. Genelle struggled to ask questions, to rise from the couch she   
and phone Jack to come get her, but the anesthesia took hold. After Genelle  regained her 
senses the next day, the nurse was gone and Genelle could not get her name.  
Would you begin to get suspicious?  
  
Medical Procedures – Bio-Chip  
  

Bio-chip technology is not futuristic technology; it is now a medically accepted   
  
procedure. Think of implanted heart monitors and other devices to constantly check your   
  
organs for the timed release of medicines, calm nerves, stop smoking or as preventive   
  
medicine. We blithely agree to have devices put into our bodies.  
  

Bio-chips are also being used in many different ways by law enforcement, the   
  
military and by business, sometime in sinister ways. Law enforcement can act under full   
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authority of the Patriot Act and the DHS? A retired Homeland Security man in a televised   
  
interview warned of the sophistication of the bio-chip technology. He said that “bio-chips   
  
put into the body are controlled by satellite, so your whereabouts are known at all times.”   
  
Sound crazy? How about that chip the vet put in your pet or farm animals: they are   
  
tracked by satellite. This make you feel all warm and cozy?   
  
  
Dental   
  

We believe that in 2006 a tracking device was placed in Genelle‟s lower left jaw. 
  

She has been to at least four dentist’s offices to obtain X-rays to prove, or disprove, the   
  
device, but to no avail for a variety of reasons:   
  
…the X-ray machine does not work,   
…the technician did not take the X-rays correctly   
…X-rayed the wrong area of the mouth  
…the X-rays are blurry,   
…the doctor is not available,  
…the doctor will not discuss the X-rays with Genelle.  
 
First Dentist: 

  
October 2006: Genelle’s regular dentist office began phoning, asking her to   

come in for teeth cleaning. It was unusual for the office to phone personally, they always   
sent postcard notices. On October 31, 2006 during cleaning, the technician painfully   
jabbed Genelle’s lower left gum, so painful that she yelled out. The pain persisted afterthe 
appointment. Genelle made several attempts for a follow-up appointment, but the 
dentist was never available.   
  Finally, on January 25, 2007, Genelle walked into the dentist’s office without an   
appointment and asked for an X-ray of the gum area and an explanation of the pain   
problem. She told the doctor that her gum was persistently painful, not her teeth, and, it   
felt as if something was in the gum. Could a piece of metal chipped off a tool, that   
happened to Genelle years before with another dentist. Strangely the dentist stood behind   
Genelle, never looking directly at her or face-to-face, and did not examine her mouth.   
During all her previous visits, the dentist stood or sat looking at her during their   
conversation. He said Genelle probably had an infection and wrote a prescription.   
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An X-ray was taken, as she requested, with a new, high-tech machine, but the gum 
area  was avoided, not shown. The prescription was useless, the pain persisted.  

 In early 2009, while in our car, Genelle said she needed a dentist. When we got   
home, a message from her regular dentist’s office was on the answer machine requesting   
Genelle to make an appointment. We believe Genelle was listened to while in the car 
and the doctor was notified. We believe the dentist wanted to remove the implant and   
destroy any proof or evidence.   
  

Since 2006, when Genelle lies down with her face on its left side with the gum   
  
implant, her mouth-gum area aches, even into her ear causing itching, stinging and   
  
burning.  
  
2nd Dentist: 
  

On May 9, 2007, Genelle went unannounced to a Laguna Beach dental clinic she 
had never gone to before to get an examination of the gum, it still bothered her. When 
the receptionist began entering data on the computer, she stopped and stared at Genelle, 
then made a phone call. About ten minutes later, a lady rushed into the waiting room, 
signed in and immediately left the reception area for a restroom. Genelle could not see 
her face and did not see the woman again. A dentist flossed Genelle’s teeth then sat 
behind her while she explained her pain and the non-response of her regular dentist to 
examine or fix the problem. Genelle had to turn around in the dentist chair to speak to 
the doctor, an odd situation, as if he did not want to confront her face to face. There was 
no mouth or gum examination. The X-ray taken was blurry and the picture inconclusive, 
at least as explained to Genelle.   
  While Genelle was paying, she glanced at the sign-in book and saw the name of   
the lady who rushed in. A few days earlier, Genelle had found a business card at home   
for a Captain, Investigation Division – Orange County Sheriff. This card was given to   
Genelle in our home when then-Sheriff Gates, and a cadre of plain clothes men, came to   
our home to inform us that Urdiales had confessed. The mysterious lady and the Captain   
have the same last name; in fact, they may be married or related. We believe the lady was   
called by the receptionist per instructions or a warning she received while processing   
Genelle’s information on her computer.   
  Although the dentist did not examine, he did floss. Why? We believe DNA was   
being collected from Genelle. Who knows for what reason.  

  
3rd Dentist: 

 
In 2009, Genelle went to a third dentist who was recommended by Asst. AG   

Schons. The dentist did not show up for the appointment. By phone, he instructed his   
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assistant to take an X-ray. The machine used was old and unstable; it swung back and   
forth, causing Genelle to call out to the technician standing in the hall pushing the   
machine buttons The X-ray is inconclusive and of no help in determining the gum   
problem or presence of an implant.  
 
4th Dentist: 
  

In April, 2011, Genelle went to a 4th dentist for a filling replacement and to   
reset a crown that came off. This crown was situated over the area where the tracking   
device was implanted. Genelle thought that finally she would get an X-ray to prove her   
implant claim. Genelle believes the X-rays given her are not of her teeth. Genelle filed   
a complaint with the Calif. Dental Assn. asserting that unnecessary dental work was   
performed and that the dentist did not follow the dental code of patient ethics.   
She had a dental peer review examination of the work done on her teeth. This   
included a new set of X-rays that clearly showed a fine black wire embedded in the gum.  
Genelle specifically asked several times if she could have copies of the new X-rays before 
the CDA findings. She was told No, CDA stated that no X-rays are shared before their 
report but she was told a definite Yes with the final CDA findings. No X-rays were 
sent with the findings, the excuse now being that CDA rules prohibited the patient 
receiving any X-ray taken for a  peer review. Gee, how convenient for the dentist. We 
believe the actual reason for the stall and refusal to deliver of the X-ray is to hide the 
implanted device. Genelle suffered pain until she died in 2012. 
  
 
Facial surgery:   
  

January 23 2008: When Genelle was in the doctor’s office being prepped for  
 
surgery, a nurse unknown to Genelle began talking about Robbin’s murder, a subject  
 
Genelle had never mentioned to anyone in the office. Genelle and the nurse were  
 
strangers to each other. The nurse‟s comments came out of the blue for no apparent  
 
reason.  
  

The nurse asked Genelle if she knew she was under investigation (for what?).  
 
Genelle was shocked; she responded to the nurse that “these people are so evil.” The  
 
nurse replied, “its worse than that if you asked me.” The nurse then had Genelle sign an   
  
approval that allowed a UCI doctor, unknown to Genelle, to observe the surgical   
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procedure.   
  

Genelle was taken to a room and sedated. Sometime later, her doctor and others   
  
came into the room and roused her. Someone stated that her doctor would not be doing   
  
the surgery, a different doctor would. Genelle’s doctor was leaving town for several days.   
  
Genelle was too sedated or drugged to respond, object, decline the surgery, or leave.   
  

Almost immediately after surgery, Genelle began to have swelling, pain, itching,   
  
a round knot and scars behind both ears. The doctor said it would all go away, that   
  
Genelle was suffering dermatitis. When he actually looked at Genelle’s ear, he bolted   
  
from the examining room, saying that he was sending an assistant to take some photos.   
  
The assistant did not take pictures of the affected area, just of Genelle’s face. The   
  
assistant complained she could not get the camera to work correctly and did not take   
  
photos of the affected areas behind the ears.  

  
Genelle still suffers pain, swelling, itching and has a lump behind the left ear. We   

  
believe this is a bio-chip implant. She has given up on getting answers or help from her 
 
doctor.  
  

We realize body implants seem unbelievable, it is really weird stuff, but the   
  
technology is becoming commonplace. Hey, we do it to pets and farm animals, why not   
  
the citizenry….after all, government is just trying to protect you!  
  

We doubt that any law enforcement would treat paroled sex offenders or child 
 

molesters to this kind of surveillance or physical intrusion.  
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CHAPTER 11  
  
        FINAL THOUGHT  
  

Urdiales’ serial murder trial will be news for a few days. Urdiales will be   
  
convicted for the crimes against Julie, Mary Ann, Tammy, Denise and Jennifer. It is   
  
50/50 at best he will be found guilty of Robbin’s murder because of the lack of evidence.   
  
He will receive life without parole and be sent back to Illinois. We’ll see how the trial   
  
goes in 2015 or whenever it starts. The only question remaining is:    

Who Murdered Robbin Brandley? 
  

It is twenty-five years since Robbin’s murder and we have had ample time to   
  
think and reflect on suspects, motives, evidence and the reasons for the cover-up and   
  
behavior of the Sheriff and District Attorney. We doubt that our document has interest   
  
to anyone but ourselves. We decided to write it regardless if anyone reads it or not,   
  
believes us or not. Robbin’s murder story must be told. These things happened to us, this   
  
was how we were treated.  
  
  Law enforcement has won. They were right. The longer a trial can be separated   
  
from the murder, the less public interest there is, the less importance our story will have.   
  
Orange County citizens won’t care about a Saddleback murder from 30 years ago,   
  
most are too busy with their own lives to worry about ancient crime.  
  
Woody Allen had good vs evil correctly pegged in his movie “Crimes and   
  
Misdemeanors.” People do get away with bad behavior, even murder; victims lose out   
  
and are forgotten, life goes on. The concept of good winning over evil is a comforting   
  
illusion, a wish and a crapshoot at best.  
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Final Letter Sent to Asst. Calif. AG Schons via special delivery   
Written before Illinois ended capital punishment thus ending appeals and forcing Urdiales’ extradition  

  
 

July 16, 2009  
  
Mr. Gary W. Schons  
Senior Assistant Attorney General  
San Diego, CA   
  
Re:  Robbin Brandley – Andrew Urdiales Extradition  
  
Dear Mr. Schons,  
  
Thank you for replying to our letter of last month.  
  
We are pleased that you are participating in the extradition proceedings. Mr. Gundy left a 
voice mail message about a meeting of District Attorneys concerning the extradition, but 
he did not provide any details. We suspect that you initiated this action. We don’t think 
the three DAs had an epiphany to do the right thing on their own. Thank you.  
  
The timeline of possibly 1+ year is certainly much better than the 10+ years we were 
given last year. (Note: it is now four years since extradition and no trial yet.  Jack) 
  
There are some items that we want to comment upon:  
  
1. We believe the truth of Robbin’s murder and investigation, the cover-up and the  
Sheriff and DA’s harassment against us will not be resolved until Urdiales stands trial in  
California and receives a rigorous prosecution and defense. We intend to use our full 
Marsy’s Law victim rights to assure all our concerns are addressed and questions are 
answered. If Urdiales is not extradited to California, we will never know truth.   
  
We hope you understand our anger. From the start, the lead investigator literally “freaked 
out” – vilely cursed us, frightened us, for our attempts to learn of progress and follow-up 
on leads. Every comment, question or request we made over the years to discover if 
others were involved is met with anger or ridicule, but no investigative facts to back up 
their statements. We believe we are told lies. We believe there is a cover-up. We believe 
there is harassment against us. The purposeful delay of extraditing Urdiales to stand trial 
in California, and the various extradition lies, just heightens our beliefs.  
  
2. Urdiales confession – “we”   
  
You asked who told us that Urdiales used “we” in his confession of Robbin’s murder. The 
information came from Nick Schou, an investigative reporter for the OC Weekly. I asked 
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Nick to confirm the information in his extensive article about Robbin’s murder. He 
emailed back: “As to your question below, you can tell Schons that Urdiales 
used the word “we” in his tape recorded confession to OCSD detectives 
Blackburn and Moreno. I have a copy of the transcript of that confession that 
was provided to me by the Illinois State Prosecutor’s office and that is what 
I was quoting from in my article. Again, Urdiales’ use of “we” in the 
confession was used by his defense attorney to argue that Urdiales was crazy 
and thus deserving of more lenient treatment.”  

  
Mr. Schou also stated that Urdiales did not use “we” in any of his other seven 
confessions.  
  
We maintain that “we” is distinct and should be a reason to reexamine the murder. The 
Cook County jury and subsequent Illinois appeals courts did not believe that Urdiales’ 
bizarre confession was the incoherent rambling of a madman, there is no reason why 
California prosecutors should assume any different.   
  
We have been told by students, and by the lead detective, that Valerie and Robbin left the 
concert together. Robbin told a student she was walking out with Valerie. Valerie has 
given conflicting stories about where she went after the concert to Genelle and our 
private investigator. She probably gave a third story to the investigators. Valerie also 
concocted a mystery straw man no one else saw who asked her if Robbin was attending 
the concert; Valerie said she pointed Robbin out.  
  
A smart defense attorney can use Urdiales confession and Valerie’s stories to cast doubt 
on the thoroughness of the investigation.  
  
3.  Physical evidence at the murder scene.  
  
In 2003, Howard Gundy told Genelle that Orange County was not going to prosecute 
Urdiales because the “physical evidence at the scene was not his.” Genelle made him 
repeat his statement again and she repeated it back to him, using Robbin’s name, to 
assure they understood each other correctly. We have no doubt about what he said. 
Gundy said that San Diego would try Urdiales for the four other murders. Gundy told us 
that a detailed confession, by itself, was not enough to convict without corroborating 
evidence.  
  
We want to know exactly whose physical evidence is at the scene … if not Urdiales’ 
could it belong to the “we” people that law enforcement is unconcerned about?  
  
In 1997, when Detectives Blackburn and Moreno visited us after interviewing Urdiales, 
Blackburn said he had a vial of Urdiales’ blood with him. We were surprised because we 
were told there was NO physical evidence at the scene. They said that “ALL the blood at 
the scene would be tested.” They promised to give us the results, we never heard from 
them again.  
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What is going on? We have never been assured that all the blood or other physical 
evidence has been thoroughly tested yet. It all seems to be wrapped up in confusion. We 
have no confidence that the physical evidence, and varying law enforcement statements 
about it, will withstand a defense attorney attack.   
  
We read in the LA Times that the murder of Sherri Rasmussen was not solved until the 
blood evidence was tested 23 years after her murder; a woman’s blood was discovered 
which led to the arrest of an LAPD officer. Until that test, the investigating officers stuck 
to their erroneous theory that two burglars committed the crime. Are we looking at the 
same situation with Robbin’s murder, law enforcement sticking with a theory without 
checking out and understanding all the evidence? Has the totality of the physical evidence 
been resolved or not? Has the evidence at the scene absolutely proven Urdiales is the sole 
murderer?  
  
4. The murder investigation.  
  
When we met last March, you said you would check into a re-evaluation of the murder 
investigation. Have you had any success with this?  
  
We maintain the investigation was purposefully incomplete, amateurish and it was 
predetermined to lead to a cold case.   
  
Again, we are concerned that the investigation will not withstand a defense attorney 
attack.  
  
5. We have no confidence in Mr. Gundy’s willingness and ability to prosecute Robbin’s 
case with enthusiasm and truthfulness.   
  
We do not believe Mr. Gundy will support our victim rights granted to us by Marsy’s 
Law. Since 2003, Mr. Gundy has fed us lies, half-truths, told us whatever he thinks we 
want to hear or provided no information. We think his behavior will continue throughout 
the prosecution. (Note: prosecutor Gundy has retired.  Jack) 
  
We have no doubt that Urdiales is guilty, but we won’t know if he is the sole murderer 
until a vigorous trial takes place. This won’t happen as long as Urdiales sits unchallenged 
in an Illinois prison: until your intervention, this was the plan. As long as Orange County 
law enforcement continues its passive attitude, and avoids prosecution, the questions will 
fester and we will not rest until they are answered.  
  
We think it entirely possible that Gundy could lose Robbin’s case while winning the other 
four. Yes, Urdiales would be convicted, but Robbin’s case will still be unsolved. In fact, 
that may be the plan, the cover-up must be protected. Prosecution in another county may 
avoid this danger.  
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6. Change of venue  
  
We did not get a chance to use our right to express our opinion about extradition. If we 
did, we would ask that a different county, not Orange County, handle the prosecution. We 
know there are many really good prosecutors throughout California that have the 
confidence and support of murder survivors.  
  
Since 2003, Gundy has told us, and made statements in the LA Times, that Urdiales 
would be extradited; that he was on top of it and was acting aggressively. According to 
Gundy’s timeline, Urdiales’ trial should have been completed. When things change, 
Gundy becomes quite, no information. We think he just says whatever he thinks sounds 
good and what people want to hear.  
  
In a published article in the OC Weekly, November 23, 2007, Howard Gundy states, “I 
would love to prosecute Urdiales for the five murders, but it may be more trouble than it 
is worth since Urdiales’ attorneys could use the extradition to delay the eventual 
imposition of his Illinois death sentence. The irony in this case is justice may better be 
served if we let the state of Illinois complete the process… He’s living in a very small cell 
out there. He is in perfectly good hands.”  
  
Gundy continues, he sympathizes with the Reilley’s anger at the lack of progress in the 
case.  He says, “I understand the frustration of the parents and other people, but part of 
that is you can never do anything for those poor folks unless you can bring their loved 
ones back.  That’s the quandary of a prosecutor.”  
  
We think this sums up Mr. Gundy’s attitude toward Robbin’s murder and Urdiales’ 
prosecution: let him sit in Illinois, no California justice. The article also shows Gundy’s 
attitude toward murder survivors, we’re just simpleton “poor folks” to be pitied because 
we think our loved ones could return from the dead. What an insulting jerk! HE has a 
quandary!!; what about murder survivors who have to deal with him! The “prosecutor 
quandary” Gundy talks about seems to be how to pass, or avoid, the buck.  
  
As for “he is in perfectly good hands,” Illinois is the state that commutated all its death 
row inmates, totally ignoring the trial facts, the prosecutor’s presentations and the 
victim’s pleading and testimony during the bogus commutation hearings. Victims are 
powerless in Illinois. Gundy’s printed comments were a flag to us that he had washed his 
hands of Urdiales.  
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7. Extradition probabilities  
  
You state that extradition “might be possible” if many factors fall into place. Per your 
comments, we take it that you intend to stay involved and make sure all involved do not 
fall off on their commitment when roadblocks appear. Thank you.  
  
Regardless of where Urdiales winds up, it is a slim to none chance he will be executed in 
either state. California does not have the will: it is too broke and hung up on procedures 
and endless legal process to restart the death penalty for hundreds of murderers. In 
Illinois, the death penalty may still be on the books, but has an ad hoc repeal. The Illinois 
anti-death penalty lobby is powerful and Gov. Ryan’s successors support the moratorium. 
We think future Illinois governors will commutate any prisoner’s execution that might be 
imminent, including Urdiales’. Any extradition of a murderer to a state that intends to use 
the death penalty will be vigorously fought. We don’t see any Illinois governor taking on 
this politically potent in-state anti-death lobby. We believe that Illinois will demand that 
Urdiales be returned unless the death option is off the table. A “swift execution” in 
Illinois or California is wishful thinking.   
  
The question is which state will keep Urdiales locked up for the rest of his life without 
any chance of freedom. In Illinois, anything is possible in that state (i.e., Gov. Ryan) and 
Urdiales could walk free many years into the future; the anti-death crowd is preparing 
arguments and challenges that LWOP is cruel and unusual punishment. If release happens 
20+ years from now, no one in California law enforcement will remember or 
care…Gundy will be right, his “its more trouble than it is worth” argument will win out.  
  
If Urdiales, for some good luck, did serve a LWOP sentence in California, we think that 
he would never be released, at least not under our present law. If needed, we would be 
able to use Marsy’s Law provisions to fight any release. In Illinois, we have no victim 
rights, standing or voice.  
  
So, as it stands from our perspective, we have a Catch 22, a hole in extradition haggling 
that could keep Urdiales out of California until far, far into the future, if ever. Gundy may 
have a quandary, but we don’t, non-extradition is not acceptable, Urdiales must stand 
trial, sooner rather than later. We understand this is a very difficult decision: we will 
openly support any decision that brings Urdiales to California for trial and oppose any 
contrary decision.  
  
We have always contended that Robbin’s death mixed murder, politics and a cover-up. It 
still does in California and now in Illinois. We are very concerned that legal landmines 
will be buried to keep Urdiales out of California.  
  
Still, we are optimistic! We think you can keep all three DAs on track and pump up their 
enthusiasm when disappointments occur, maybe a breakthrough will happen. Someday, 
maybe, all five young California women will receive justice.  
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Please keep us informed of any news of developments or meetings where victims now 
have a constitutional right to participate. We will be watching too. We do appreciate your 
help.  
  
Sincerely,  
  

Genelle and Jack Reilley  
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